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EFFECTIVE; 01/31/78

62-2. A Character - Census Matters

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-3 I

STATUTE

EFFECTIVE: 05/08/79

. , ->© Iter <!»rt-iQn 53A - Acquisition, Preservation,

Officials

"(a) The Attorney General shall

"(1) acquire, collect, classify,
^'"'^J'^^^^Zl^.'

identification. crilLal identification, cri.e. and other records.

and

"(2) exchange these records with, and for the

official use of. aifhorlzed officials of the Federal Government, the

Stite;: cftlel'and penal and other institutions.

. "'% rts-ut-^: t^ ^:-:t!atir!;"tsr:;^t!:r-
'-'

^:i:^:^r:^^^^--^^ or rented agencies.

"(c) The Attorney General may appoint officials to perform

the functions authorized by this section."

EFFECTIVE: 05/08/79
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62-3.2 Jurisdiction

L,ui„ locate or
^lll^^'l^l'lZJ.llTJVrlty th* location o£ a

r.;rorro"nr/.viirt; u.^.. f«r > -cai ,. state ...

enforcement agency.

|

EFFECTIVE: 05/08/79

62-3.3 Policy

i

CD upon receipt ot requests for
l?""'^*''"" "^'^^t" f

„ state la-
a„£orL™e„ta.enci..involv.„s»aern„H.c..^h^^^^

„„ FBI jurisdictional rnterest the FBI s coop, a
^^^_ ^^^ ^^.^.^^^

li.ited to the acquisition of '""°' " '"
^s or records of

,Ues Of '-l,"„;',f,:, •:„:" r:rcern!"an;"otKer ,overnne»tal
nongovernmental organi^at-i-w' ^

agencies.

(a1 Records or information are defined as •j'terial

„or.all, availahu'to rarenforcement a.encie. which can he ohtained

without a court order.

Ci,^ When obtaining material outlined above.

..semination aut^rrit^usfL obtained from that agency prov.d.ng

the records/information, when appropriate.

(2) in addition to ^^^r:^^t^^r:^'L.
noted above, the FBI can act xn a

^^^^J^^^J^^^^, ^g^ncy handling the

state law enforcement agencies to facilitate one ag

investigative requests of another.

(^^ The FBI. on behalf of a local or state la«

„.e„e.ent nc,«.,verif, the location .f^an.^^^^^^

;ri»:
r„%:rron^:?!"ro-e:rersLe%fforts are to h. e,pended^ o^^^^^^

th:n-i:J::tri! !:ch':rarr'r;.id'eLr:rd;::. or .»pi.v..nt. etc.

(4) Domestic Police Cooperation °»'!'" ""i^t^^rorth,
Held should'h'e opened on -'"JiY^trr::utt:rdl.losufes recorded

record indexed to the general indices, resulting
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Part I

»-* ^o«iii'rements and maintained in

in accordance "^^h Privacy Act r - -^^^^^ ^^ ,^, destruction of

accordance with existing ^"^^ructions p ^^^^^

field office files and records. MAOP. Part ii,

4- cr- =. roview of pertinent
(6) Nan,e checlc request ^^^

^//^;^;^,, /,,,ived by FBIHQ

information contained
-/-/J"^/,tlina -tice agencies will be

from authorized state and
^^"^^"^"DisseiinationlUnit

.

processed by thelExecutive Agencies
^^^^^^ 1^ ^^p^ p^.t II.

?nformation|Management Division - ^c^o^dj^
^^^ respective field

9-3. completed "^P°^^^/ "
^ ^/ry of t^« submitting agency for

office which covers the territory o

appropriate dissemination.

(7) Domestic Police Cooperation c-es are not ^to be.
^^

opened in the field for the Pu^po- o o;<l-
-^^^°^^, \^,^,,,, in the

through Interpol. AH -t^^e and
J«'=^^/J\,^, states National Central

united States have direct
^"^^/^.'^^^./^ta the National Law Enforcement

Bureau (USNCB) . Interpol, by mail or
^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^.

Telecommunications System f^^f,: ,,%3hington, D.C. 20530. The

Interpol. U.S. Department of Justice.

NLETS ORI is "DCINTERO/O/.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

62-3.

A

The off

Cooperation reques

Office of Origin

lice which first receives the Domestic Police

t will act as the office of origin.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

62-3.5 Classification

AH Domestic Police Cooperation cases

as 62D matters.

should be classified
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EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

1162-A STATUTE

Title AG, use, Sections 327-333.

EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80

I

62-A.l Section 328

Outline, eight (8) h.ur day and torty »« f
"'

rectton 3«)" "hi', action ha. no criminal penaity.

i
EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80

62-A.2 Section 332

P.ohibits contractors or subcontractors who^e.p^^
^^^

laborers in contrac s covered _underT, tie AO,
^^ ^^^^ sections.

332 from intentionally violating the requireme

EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80

62-4.3 Penalty (Title 40. USC, Section 332)

Misdemeanor - $1,000 fine. 6 months in prison or both.

EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80
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62-A.A Jurisdiction

(1) The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has exclusive

jurisdiction to investigate violations of Section 333, and primary

jurisdiction to investigate violations of Section 328 and 332.

(2) The FBI has secondary jurisdiction to investigate

violations of Section 328 and 332,

(3) The USA has the option of designating whether DOL or

the FBI investigates violations of Sections 328 and 332,

EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80

c

I

62-4.5 Policy

(1) Upon receipt of complaint or information indicating

possible violation, contact USA to determine if an investigation is

warranted and whether FBI or DOL is to handle investigation.

(2) If USA designates DOL to handle investigation, submit

closing LHM to USA and FBIHQ. USA, rather than FBI, should refer

investigation to DOL.

EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80

62-4.6 Reporting Procedures If Investigation Conducted

(1) Advise FBIHQ promptly by airtel, or more expeditious

means if the circumstances dictate, when information or complaint is

received regarding an individual or organization that is prominent,

extremely controversial, or of such stature to focus national

attention on the investigation. The communication should include the

results of the discussion with the USA and action contemplated by the

field office.

(2) In the absence of exigent circumstances requiring

more immediate notification, an LHM (original and three copies)

should be submitted to FBIHQ within 30 days setting forth the facts

of the complaint and a succinct summary of the preliminary

investigation conducted. The LHM should also contain the

preliminary opinion of the USA and sufficient identification data on
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the subject (s) for indexing purposes. Submission of additional
periodic status LHMs is left to the discretion of the SAC unless
advised to the contrary by FBIHQ on a case-by-case basis. Any
interim LHM submitted should be predicated with a succinct summary
of information included in prior communications.

(3) The results and/or summary of investigation should be
reported by Prosecutive Summary Report when same is prepared or by
LHM (original and three copies) if a Prosecutive Summary Report is

not deemed necessary by the SAC. If Prosecutive Summary Report is

to be disseminated, the original and two copies should be submitted
with copies being designated for the U.S. Department of Justice.

EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80

I

62-4.7 CHARACTER - CONTRACT WORK HOURS AND SAFETY STANDARDS ACT I

c

EFFECTIVE: 06/09/80

62-5 STATUTES

Title 15, use, Sections 1681q and 1681r.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-5.1 Section 168iq

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-5.1.1 Elements

(1) Any person who knowingly and willfully

(2) Obtains information on a consumer from a consumer
reporting agency under false pretenses.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

PAGE 62 - 13

62-5.2 Section 1681r

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

c

62-5.2.1 Elements

(1) Any officer or employee of a consumer reporting
agency who knowingly and willfully

(2) Provides information concerning an individual from
the agency's files to a person not authorized to receive that

information.

o

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-5.3 Departmental Instructions

The Department has advised the FTC is specifically
designated as the agency responsible for the administrative
enforcement and regulatory provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act
(FCRA) . Should the FTC develop what appears to be a criminal violation
under the provisions of this Statute, that agency will refer the

matter to the Antitrust Division, Consumer Affairs Section, Department
of Justice, or the appropriate USA for consideration as to whether a

criminal investigation is warranted. The FBI will be requested to

conduct the investigation necessary to establish a violation of the

criminal provisions of the FCRA.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

(

62-5.4 Policy

(1) Complaints involving al.leged violations of the FCRA
which do not come specifically within the purview of Sections 1681q or
1681r should be referred to the nearest FTC office.

(2) Valid complaints involving allegations of violations
over which the FBI has investigative jurisdiction under Sections 1681q
and 1681r should be thoroughly discussed with the USA for his opinion
prior to instituting any investigation.

(3) Promptly advise FBIHQ as to details of allegations
received, opinion of the USA, and what further action is contemplated.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-5.5 Penalties

Sections 1681q and 1681r - $5,000 fine and/or one year
imprisonment.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-5.6 Investigative Procedure

(1) Determine the identity of the person or consumer who
obtained information from the consumer reporting agency.

(2) Ascertain details regarding the false identity or

scheme utilized in obtaining such information from the consumer
reporting agency officer or employee who furnished such information to
any unauthorized person.

(3) Determine details regarding identity of the consumer
reporting agency officer or employee who furnished such information to

any unauthorized person.

(A) Obtain and secure any written or printed consumer

Sensitive
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reports or investigative consumer reports involved which could be used
at a later date as evidentiary material.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-5.7 Character - Fair Credit Reporting Act

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

(

62-6 STATUTE

Title 15, use, Section 1333

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-6.1 Elements

Section 1333 of this act makes it unlawful for any person
to manufacture, import, or package for sale or distribution within the
U. S. any cigarettes the package of which fails to bear the following
statement: "Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That
Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous To Your Health." Such statement shall
be located in a conspicuous place on every cigarette package and shall
appear in conspicuous and legible type in contrast by typography,
layout, or color with other printed matter on the package.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

Sensitive
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62-6.1.1 Other Provisions

Section 1337 exempts from this act cigarettes
manufactured, imported or packaged (1) for export from the U. S. or
(2) for delivery to a vessel or aircraft, as supplies, for consumption
beyond the jurisdiction of the internal revenue laws of the U. S., but
such exemptions shall not apply to cigarettes manufactured, imported,
or packaged for sale or distribution to members or units of the armed
forces of the U. S. located outside of the U. S.

Venue lies in the district in which the manufacture,
importation or packaging in violation of the statute occurred.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

Q
62-6.1.2 Policy

Complaints received of violations of this act should be
submitted to FBIHQ in a form suitable for dissemination to the
Department and no investigation conducted pending receipt of specific
instructions to do so from FBIHQ. If subsequent investigation is
ordered, furnish results to USA and FBIHQ concerning possible
violations of this act. FBIHQ will furnish to the Criminal Division
for prosecutive determination.

Q

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-6.1.3 Penalty

A fine of not more than $10,000 (misdemeanor).

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-6.1. A Character - Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-7 INSTRUCTIONS

You are referred to Section 62, Administrative Inquiries,
Et Al for additional information concerning Federal Judiciary
Investigations.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-8 STATUTE

Title 18, use. Section 87A. Kickbacks from public works
employees.

"Whoever, by force, intimidation, or threat of procuring
dismissal from employment, or by any other manner whatsoever induces
any person employed in the construction, prosecution, completion or
repair of any public building, public work, or building or work
financed in whole. or in part by loans or grants from the United
States, to give up any part of the compensation to which he is
entitled under his contract of employment, shall be fined not more
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-8.1 Elements

(1) Person is employed in construction, or repair of any
public building or work, or a building or work financed in whole or in
part by loans or grants from U.S.

(2) Employee is induced by force, intimidation, threat of
procuring dismissal from such employment, or by any other manner
whatsoever to give up any part of the compensation to which he is
entitled under his contract of employment.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-8.2 Legal Interpretations of Statute

(1) Persons liable -

(a) Statute is not limited to contractors,
subcontractors, or employers of labor (U.S. v. McGraw, 47 F. Supp.
927).

(b) Foreman with authority to hire and discharge is

included (U.S. v. Laudani , 320 U.S. 543).

(c) Union officials - Compelling workers to use some
of their compensation as union membership initiation fees held not to
be violation in case of U.S. v. Carbone, 327 U.S. 633, since "closed
shop" involved in that case was within legitimate aims of unions and
initiation fees are traditionally an incident to union membership.
This decision did not exempt union officials from liability under
statute, but merely held that legitimate union activities by them are
not violations (U.S. v. Alsup, 219 F. (2d) 72, certiorari denied
4-4-55). Department opinion - Carbone decision applies only to
initiation fees and does not approve as legitimate other fees
collected from employees by union officials, such as work permit fees
collected from nonunion employees for permission to work. Also,
closed shop agreement in that case under which employer agrees to hire
only those approved by union is not lawful since passage of Labor
Management Relations Act and activities of union officials based on
closed shop would not now be legitimate. Department points out
distinction between "closed shop" and "union shop" contracts. Latter,
which is legitimate under LMRA (Title 29, USC, Section 158 (a) (3)),
gives employer free hand in hiring but requires that within specified
time nonunion employee must join union.

(2) Type of work -

(a) "Construction.... or repair... work" covers
shoring of bomb crates in boxcars for which payment or part payment is

made from Federal funds even though boxcars are not owned by Federal
Government (Department opinion)

,

(b) Also applies to construction of sheathing in
vessel, but not to general stevedoring service (Department opinion).

Sensitive
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(3) Source of kickback payments -

(a) Must be made out of money received as wages from
employment involved in case. Kickback paid from borrowed money
probably not covered even though loan subsequently paid from wages in
question (Department opinion)

.

(b) Kickbacks by independent contractors furnishing
equipment and operators not covered (Department opinion).

(c) No kickback in violation of statute exists if
employee was induced, by, whatever means, to accept, upon employment,
lower rate of pay than that fixed by government contract with employer
but to which contract employee was not party (U.S. v. Charlick, 26 F.

Supp. 203). See 62-8.3 below.

(4) Inducement for payment -

(a) Payment need not be induced by "force,
intimidation or threat of procuring dismissal from employment," but
may be induced by "any other manner whatsoever." Subject himself need
not have power to discharge employee not contributing (Department
opinion)

.

(5) Involvement of Federal funds -

(a) Word "financed" in statute is broad enough to
make it applicable to buildings or works made possible in whole or in
part by reason of funds which are either being furnished or have been
furnished by U.S., even though funds and control thereof have passed
to a state (Department opinion).

(b) Statute is applicable to low-rent-housing and
slum clearance projects financed in whole or in part with funds made
available under Title 42, USC, Sections 1401-1433. (Title 42, USC,
Section 1416, (5)).

(c) Also applicable to work financed in whole or in
part with funds made available for development of projects under Title
42, USC, Sections 1450-1470 dealing with slum-clearance and urban
renewal (Title 42, USC, Section 1459 (b)).

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-8.3 Related Statutes

Secretary of Labor, pursuant to Title 40, USC, Section
276c, is required to make regulations for contractors and
subcontractors engaged in type of work to which KRA applies, including

provision that they must furnish weekly sworn affidavits as to wages

paid each employee. In cases involving kickbacks to these employers

or involving situation described above in 62-8.2 (3) (c) , do not

overlook probability that these employers made false affidavits or

statements to Department of Labor in violation of Title 18, USC,

Section 1621 (perjury) or one of false statement statutes (Title 18,

USC, Section 1001 et seq.)

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-8.4 Policy

(1) Upon receipt of complaint or information indicating

possible violation, obtain opinion of USA as to whether there is

sufficient indication therein of a violation to justify investigation.

(2) Advise FBIHQ. immediately of complaints or information

received by such means as circumstances dictate. Furnish sufficient

details to enable FBIHQ to intelligently appraise situation,

including, if available, preliminary opinion of USA.

(3) If circumstances make it inadvisable to consult USA,

or having consulted him, to pursue course of action suggested by his

opinion, furnish details to FBIHQ by such means as circumstances

dictate and hold further action in abeyance pending instructions.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-8.5 Investigative Procedure

(1) Establish identity of project or work involved, and

Government agency furnishing funds.

(2) Identify labor officials, contractors, or others

involved.

(3) Obtain details of payments made by employees,

including dates, places, to whom, manner of payment, witnesses,

written evidence, and exact source of funds.

(4) If payments were made to or solicited by union

official, determine:

(a) Under what authority from union, if any, he

acted.

(b) Provisions of collective bargaining agreement,

if any, with employer under which union official acted, especially

whether it provided for "closed shop" or "union shop." Obtain copy of

this agreement.

(c) How collection was designated; i.e., was it for

initiation fees, dues, permit fees, charity donation, etc.

(d) Whether funds collected went into union

treasury.

(5) Interview each employee alleged to have been induced

or solicited to make payments. Obtain from each names of other

employees in same category.

(6) Obtain details concerning termination of employment

of employees who made kickbacks or were solicited for same. If

employee was discharged for inefficiency, due to a general reduction

in personnel or for some other reason which might negate suggestion

that violation of act is involved, such circumstances should be

clearly shown.

(7) Determine attitude of employees regarding having

their identities revealed and testifying in event of prosecution.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-8.6 Character - Kic'kback Racket Act

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-9 LANDS DIVISION MATTER

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-9. r Background

(1) May 18, 1945, Attorney General advised all USAs and

Lands Division field attorneys (Circular y/353A, Bulletin #33) FBI

could be used in expediting and handling of Lands Division litigations

by:

(a) Supplying technical information and assistance

in accounting, auditing, documentary analysis, etc.

(b) Locating parents, witnesses, heirs, etc.

(c) General discovery of facts in condemnation or

other Lands Division civil cases

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-9.2 Policy

(1) USAs or Lands Division field attorneys submit

requests for investigation to local field office which initiates
investigation. Requests should be specific as to:

(a) Nature of facts which attorneys desire developed

(b) Background information indicating scope of

investigation

(2) FBIHQ approval not necessary in condemnation actions

for Agents to:

(a) Execute affidavits

(b) Serve summonses and complaints

(c) Attempt to have defendants sign form of

stipulation

(3) Such affidavits, summonses, complaints, and

stipulations will be prepared by the Lands Division attorneys.

(4) Investigations should be limited in scope to request

of Lands Division attorneys or USAs. If any unusual requests are

received from such attorneys, submit same to FBIHQ for investigative

authorization.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-9.3 Privacy Act - Requirements

When interviewing anyone in the above classification, in

order to solicit information about himself or his own activities, the

interviewing Agent must follow the procedures described in MIOG: Part

I, 190-5, subparagraphs (2) and (3).

When interviewing an individual to solicit information

concerning someone other than the interviewee (thereby classifying

that individual as a source of information) the interviewing Agent

must follow the procedure relating to promises of confidentiality as

described in MIOG: Part I, 190-7.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-9.

A

Character - Lands Division Matter

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-10 OTHER VIOLATIONS AND/OR MATTERS

This is for information fitting no other character.

(

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-11 CIVIL SUITS - MISCELLANEOUS

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-11.1 Background

(1) The Department of Justice and USAs occasionally
request that Bureau locate witnesses or conduct investigation in
miscellaneous civil matters in which the U. S. Government is a party
in interest.

(2) These cases involve litigation or contemplated
litigation in various matters not specifically covered by other manual
sections, including investigation request in war risk insurance and
National Service Life Insurance matters.

(3) In one type of case a suit may be filed by a third
party against a cost-plus contractor and the Department or USA
undertakes the defense of the suit since the amount of any judgment
may be passed on to the Government under the terms of the contract.
In other situations the Government as plaintiff may file an action to
recover damages.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-11.2 Policy

(1) Cases referred to FBIHQ by Department will be

transmitted to the field for investigation.

(2) When request for investigation is received from a

USA, the following information would be furnished FBIHQ by letter or

airtel unless circumstances require more expedite communication.

(a) Brief resume of background of the case including

amount involved.

(b) Statement as to whether a civil suit has

actually been filed and, if so, current status of litigation.

(c) Scope of investigation requested by USA.

(d) Statement as to whether any other Government

agency has conducted an investigation for trial purposes and, if so,

scope of such investigation.

(e) Recommendation of SAC as to whether matter

should be accepted for investigation.

(3) If no investigation for trial purposes conducted by

any other agency, and if no reason exists for declining to accept

case, FBIHQ may be advised investigation going forward UACB. In

instances in which there is any doubt that investigation should be

conducted, authorization should be requested.

(4) Upon completion of investigation, cases should be

placed in a pending inactive status to be periodically followed in U.

S. District Court until final action has been concluded. A statistics

letter should be submitted to FBIHQ showing:

(a) Amount of suit

(b) Settlement or award
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-11.3 Privacy Act - Requirements

When interviewing anyone in the above classification, in

order to solicit information about himself or his own activities, the
interviewing Agent must follow the procedures described in MIOG: Part
I, 190-5, subparagraphs (2) and (3).

When interviewing an individual to solicit information
concerning someone other than the interviewee (thereby classifying
that individual as a source of information) the interviewing Agent
must follow the procedure relating to promises of confidentiality as

described in MIOG: Part I, 190-7.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-11.4 Character - Civil Suits - Miscellaneous

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12 STATUTES

Title 50, APP., USC, Sections 510-590

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.1 Purpose

Act is designed to provide for temporary suspension of

legal proceedings and transactions which may prejudice civil rights of

persons in military service of U. S. during period specified in act.

Criminal provisions are within Bureau's investigative jurisdiction.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.1.1 Section 520. False Affidavits or Declarations

In any action or proceeding commenced in any court, if

there be a default of any appearance by defendant, the plaintiff,

before entering judgment, shall file in the court an affidavit or

written unsworn declaration under penalty of perjury in lieu of an

affidavit setting forth facts showing the defendant is not in military

service. If unable to file such affidavit or declaration, plaintiff

shall in lieu thereof file affidavit or declaration setting forth

either defendant is in military service or plaintiff not able to

determine whether or not defendant is in service.

EFFECTIVE! 01/31/78

CI 62-12.1.2 Section 530. Eviction or Distress

No eviction or distress shall be made during period of

military service of any premises for which agreed rent does not exceed

$150 per month, occupied chiefly for dwelling purposes by wife,

children, or other dependents of a person in military service, except

upon leave of court granted upon application therefor or granted in an

action or proceeding affecting right of possession.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.1.3 Section 531,

Property
Installment Contracts for Purchase of

No person (or h

contract for the purchase o

bailment with a view to pur

installment of the purchase
the contract, lease, or bai

person who, after the date

has entered military servic
such contract to rescind or

possession of the property
thereunder due or for any o

is assignor) who has received under a

f real or personal property, or of lease or

chase of such property, a deposit or

price, or a deposit or installment under
Iment from a person or from assignor of a

of payment of such deposit or instiallment

,

e, shall exercise any right or option under
terminate the contract or resume

for nonpayment of any installment
ther breach of the terms thereof occurring
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prior to or during the period of such military service, except by

action in a court of competent jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

(;

62-12.1. A Section 532. Mortgages, Trust Deeds, etc.

No sale, foreclosure, or seizure of property for

nonpayment of any sum due under any such obligation, or for any other

breach of the terras thereof, whether under a power of sale, under a

judgment entered upon warrant of attorney to confess judgment

contained therein, or otherwise, shall be valid if made after the date

of enactment of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act Amendments

of 1942 and during the period of military service or within three

months thereafter, except pursuant to an agreement as provided in

Title 50, App., Section 517, unless upon an order previously granted

by the court and a return thereto made and approved by the court.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.1.5 Section 534. Termination of Leases by Lessees

No person shall knowingly seize, hold, or detain the

personal effects, clothing, furniture, or other property of any person

who has lawfully terminated- a lease covered by this section, or in any

manner interfere with the removal of such property from premises

covered by such lease, for purpose of subjecting or attempting to

subject any of such property to a claim for rent accruing subsequent

to date of termination of such lease.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.1.6 Section 535. Protection of Assignor of Life Insurance

Policy and Enforcement of Storage Liens

Section relates to assignment of life insurance policies

by a person in military service as security for obligations contracted

prior to entering service and to foreclosure of storage liens on

personal property for similar purposes.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.2 Miscellaneous

Title 50 App. , USC, Section 464, provides that all

provisions of act applicable to all persons inducted into military
service pursuant to Universal Military Training Act.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.3 Penalties

(1) Any act or attempt in violation above sections is a

misdemeanor.

(2) Punishable by imprisonment not to exceed one year or

fine not to exceed $1,000, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-12.4 Character - Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of

1940

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-13 STATUTE

Title 19, USC, Section 1304

Section 1304 requires every article imported into U. S.

,

its immediate container, and package in which article imported, shall

be marked, stamped, etc., in legible English words, in a conspicuous
place, in such manner as to indicate country of origin of article, in

accordance with regulations prescribed by Secretary of Treasury.
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EFFECTIVE; 01/31/78

62-13.1 Elements

(1) Articles involved of foreign origin and have been
imported into U. S.

(2) Articles coming within provisions of Tariff Act of

1930 requiring country of origin be designated on imported articles.

(3) Marks indicating country of origin have been defaced,
destroyed, removed, altered, etc., with intent to conceal information
given thereby or contained therein.

(4) Defacement, destruction, removal, etc., of marks

occurred after articles passed through U. S. Customs Service.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-13.2 Investigative Jurisdiction

(1) Vested in either FBI or U. S. Customs Service

dependent upon time identifying marks removed from imported article.

(2) If marks indicating country of origin removed from
article after passed through U. S. Customs Service, FBI has primary
jurisdiction.

(3) If marks removed prior to time merchandise cleared
Customs, violation investigated by that agency.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-13.3 Investigative Procedures

(1) Determine if allegation of violation indicates labels
or marks indicating country of origin removed subsequent to

importation into U. S.

(2) Determine if Secretary of Treasury has promulgated
any particular regulations concerning marking of particular article in

question.

(3) Interview appropriate officials of Customs at port of

entry of goods to ascertain if articles were properly marked prior to

release from Customs.

(A) Ascertain if records exist indicating articles were
properly marked so it can later be shown labels or marks were actually
removed subsequent to importation.

(5) Ascertain identity of each person, corporation, or

organization having possession of articles subsequent to their receipt
in this country to ascertain if marks were still on articles at time

they possessed same.

(6) Locate any person believed to be in a position to

have knowledge of removal or alteration of labels or marks.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-13.4 Penalties

Imprisonment of not more than 1 year, or fine of not more
than $5,000, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-13.5 Character - Tariff Act of 1930
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-14 STATUTES

Title 15, use, Sections 375 and 376

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-lA.l Section 375 (Definitions)

o

(1) The term "person" includes corporations, companies,
associations,' firms, partnerships, societies, and joint stock
companies, as well as individuals.

(2) The term "cigarette" means any roll for smoking made
wholly or in part of tobacco, irrespective of size or shape and
whether or not such tobacco is flavored, adulterated, or mixed with
any other ingredient, the wrapper or cover of which is made of paper
or any other substance or material except tobacco.

(3) The term "distributor licensed by or located in such
State" means:

(a) In the case of any state which by state statute
or regulation authorizes the distribution of cigarettes at wholesale
or retail, any person so authorized, or

(b) In the case of any other State, any person
located in such State who distributes cigarettes at wholesale or
retail, but such term in no case includes a person who acquires
cigarettes for purposes other than resale.

(4) The term "use," in addition to its ordinary meaning,
means the consumption, storage, handling, or disposal of cigarettes.

(5) The term "tobacco tax administrator" means the State
official duly authorized to administer the cigarette tax law of a
State.

(6) The term "State" includes the District of Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
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(7) The term "transfers for profit" means any transfer
for profit or other disposition for profit, including any transfer or

disposition by an agent to his principal in connection with which the

agent receives anything of value. <

(

c

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-14.2 Section 376 (Reports to State Tobacco Tax Administrators;
Contents; Presumptive Evidence)

(1) Any person who sells or transfers for profit
cigarettes in interstate commerce, whereby such cigarettes are shipped
into a State taxing the sale or use of cigarettes, to other than

distributor licensed by or located in such State, or who advertises or

offers cigarettes for such a sale or transfer and shipment, shall:

(a) First file with the tobacco tax administrator of

the State into which such shipment is made or in which such
advertisement or offer is disseminated a statement setting forth his

name and trade name (if any), and the address of his principal place

of business and of any other place of business; and

(b) Not later than the 10th day of each calendar
month, file with the tobacco tax administrator of the State into which

such shipment is made, a memorandum or a copy of the invoice covering

each and every shipment of cigarettes made during the previous
calendar month into such State; the memorandum or invoice in each case

to include the name and address of the person to whom the shipment was

made, the brand, and the quantity thereof.

(2) The fact that any person ships or delivers for

shipment any cigarettes shall, if such shipment is into a State in

which such person has filed a statement with the tobacco tax

administrator under subsection (1) (a) above, be presumptive evidence

that such cigarettes were sold, or transferred for profit, by such

person, and that such sale or transfer was to other than a distributor
licensed by or located in such State.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-14.2.1 Elements

(1) Cigarettes were sold, offered for sale, or were

shipped in interstate commerce.

(2) Purchasers were consumers and not distributors

licensed by or located in state into which cigarettes were shipped.

(3) Vendor did not prior to sale or advertising first

file with tobacco tax administrator' of the state into which shipment

was made or in which advertisement or offer is disseminated a

statement setting forth his name, trade name (if any), and the address

of his principal place of business, and

(4) Vendor did not, by 10th day of following month, file

with tobacco tax administrator of the state .into which each shipment

is made a memorandum or copy of invoice covering each and every

shipment of cigarettes during the previous calendar month into such

state; the memorandum or invoices in each case to include the name and

address of the person to whom the shipment was made, the brand, and

the quantity thereof.

(5) Sale or shipment by vendor made "for profit."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-14.3 Policy

(1) Obtain prosecutive opinion of USA before conducting

any investigation where complaint alleges single illegal interstate

shipment of cigarettes.

(2) Where subject ships cigarettes into numerous states,

office covering origin of subject's operations should furnish by

letter to FBIHQ lists reflecting identity and address of cigarette

customers by states. FBIHQ will obtain opinion of Criminal Division

to avoid unnecessary investigation which could result if matter

presented to USAs in all states involved. Experience has shown

prosecutions usually are limited to one or two states even though

subjects have engaged in illegal operations in numerous states.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-14.4 Penalties

Violations are misdemeanors punishable by $1,000 fine or

imprisonment for not more than six months, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-14,5 Character - Unreported Interstate Shipment of Cigarettes

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-15 STATUTE

Title 29, use, Sections 201-219

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, popularly known as Wage

and Hour Law, fixes minimum wages (Section 206) and maximum hours

(Section 207) for employees, with certain exceptions (Section 213),

engaged in commerce or in production of goods for commerce. It also

contains regulations concerning child labor (Section 212), and

learners, apprentices, and handicapped workers (Section 214). It

creates Wage and Hour Division in Department of Labor and provides for

an Administrator with authority to vary the above regulations under

certain conditions.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-15.1 Elements

The act declares it unlawful:

(1) To transport, sell, etc., goods in production of

which any employee was employed in violation of act.

(2) To violate any provision of wage and hour sections of

act, or any regulation or order of Administrator with respect to

learners, apprentices, and handicapped workers.

(3) To discharge or discriminate against an employee who

has filed a complaint or acted pursuant to any provision of act.

(A) To violate any of child labor provisions of act.

(5) To knowingly keep record or file report that is false

in some material respect.

( EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-15.2 Investigative Jurisdiction

Wage and Hour Division of the Department of Labor is

charged with investigation of alleged violations of criminal

provisions. Complaints alleging such violation should be immediately

referred to nearest regional office of the Wage and Hour Division for

whatever action it may deem advisable.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-15.3 Policy

Bureau will conduct investigation relative to alleged
violations of criminal provision upon request of USA. Generally, this

request will entail accounting investigation by Bureau accountant.

Bureau will also conduct investigations that may be requested by USA

in connection with a suit filed under this act against Government

cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contractor if the suit will be actively defended

by USA. If private counsel has been engaged to defend suit for

contractors, no investigation should be conducted by Bureau. It is

not necessary to obtain FBIHQ authority to conduct these
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investigations; however, FBIHQ should be promptly advised of receipt

of request for investigation from USA,

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-15.4 Investigative Procedure

Upon receipt of request from USA for investigation under

this act, conference should be held with him to determine the scope

and nature of investigation to be conducted. USA should be requested

to furnish Bureau office with letter outlining in detail,

investigation desired. Thereafter, investigation should be conducted

in accordance with his written request.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-15.5 Penalties

Act provides penalties consisting of a fine not exceeding

$10,000 or imprisonment for not more than six months, or both. No

imprisonment on the first offense.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-15.6 Character - Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (Wage and

Hour Law)

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

o
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62-16 STATUTE

Title 18, use, Section 371 (formerly Section 88, Title 18,

use), effective 9-1-48. Violations occurring prior to 9-1-A8 should
be considered under the provisions of the former code section.

Section 371. Conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud
United States- "If two or more persons conspire either to commit any
offense against the United States, or to defraud the United States, or

any agency thereof in any manner or for any purpose, and one or more
of such persons do any act to effect the object of the conspiracy,
each shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.

"If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the

object of the conspiracy, is a misdemeanor only, the punishment for
such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum punishment provided for

such misdemeanor."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-16.1 Elements

(1) Two or more persons agree together to:

(a) Commit any offense against the U.S.; or

(b) Defraud the U.S. in any manner or for any
purpose

(2) One or more of the conspirators commits an overt act

to effect the object of the conspiracy.

(3) Note: Conspiracy to commit a crime is an offense
separate and distinct from the crime which is the object of the
conspiracy. The essence of conspiracy is in the agreement, not in the

commission of the substantive crime. An agreement among two or more
persons to accomplish a lawful objective by unlawful means meets the
definition of conspiracy. A conspiracy is, punishable even though it

does not succeed in achieving its objective. It requires at least two

persons. A corporation or unincorporated association may be a

conspirator, and may conspire with their officers and employees. A
conspirator need not join the conspiracy at its inception, but is

bound by the prior acts and statements in furtherance of the common
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objective if he thereafter knowingly joins the conspiracy. Conspiracy
under the general conspiracy statute cannot be proven in the absence
of an overt act by one or more of the conspirators in furtherance of

the objective of the conspiracy. The overt act itself need not be a

criminal offense. It is sufficient if it demonstrates the conspiracy
is at work.

EFFECTIVE! 01/31/78

62-16.2 Related Statutes

(

(1) In addition to Title 18, USC, Section 371, numerous
statutes carry special conspiracy sections. In the investigation of a

conspiracy to violate a particular Federal statute, determine whether
the statute contains its own conspiracy section.

(2) Where violations of Federal criminal statutes are

committed jointly or by more than one person, the related statutes
hereinafter set forth should be considered. As a general rule

evidence sufficient to prove a violation under Title 18, USC, Section
371, or a violation of any substantive statute, may be sufficient to

prove a violation of any one of the following related statutes in

cases where more than one person is involved.

(a) Title 18, USC, Section 372 (formerly Section 54,

Title 18, USC) (Conspiracy to impede or injure officer)

(b) Title 18, USC, Section 2 (Principals)

(c) Title 18, USC, Section 3 (formerly Section 551,

Title 18, USC) (Accessory after the fact)

(d) Title 18, USC, Section 4 (formerly Section 251,

Title 18, USC) (Misprisions of felony)

c

EFFECTIVE! 01/31/78
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62-16.3 Statute of Limitations

Since the crime of conspiracy is not complete until an
overt act has been completed in the furtherance of an original
agreement between two or more persons, the statute of limitations does

not begin to operate until an overt act by one of the conspirators has
been committed. Likewise, if a series of overt acts is committed in

the furtherance of the original agreement, the statute of limitations
begins to operate anew upon the commission of each act, and the proper
manner to determine when the statute of limitations operates on a

conspiracy violation is to determine the date of the last overt act.

Conspiracy is a continuing offense. If an agreement between two or

more persons to violate a law of the U.S. were made in 1910 and
successive overt acts in the furtherance of that agreement took place
each year until 1955, the statute of limitations would not operate
until I960. Of course, the question of whether the original agreement
continues through a lengthy period is a question of fact for the jury.

Brown v. Elliott, 225 U.S. 392; U.S. v. Brace, 149 F. 874; Ryan v.

U.S., 216 F. 13; Ware v. U.S., 154 F. 577; U.S. v. Barber, 157 F. 889;

U.S. V. Bradford, 148 F. 413.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-16.4 Policy

Although a conspiracy to violate any Federal statute is a

violation of Title 18, USC, Section 371, jurisdiction is assumed only

over conspiracy to violate substantive statutes within the primary
investigative jurisdiction of the FBI. Complaints received alleging
conspiracies to violate statutes not within the FBI's primary
investigative jurisdiction should be promptly furnished the
appropriate investigative agencies.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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62-16.5 Investigative Procedure

(1) A set plan for investigations of conspiracies cannot
be accurately stated. While the same elements are necessary in each
conspiracy case, the object of the conspiracy may be a violation of
any one of the criminal statutes or simply to defraud the U.S. In
this way each case presents different problems. Also, there is a wide
latitude in the kind of proof, since circumstantial evidence of a
general character indicating both the agreements and the overt acts is
admissible. The following suggestions of essential information are
offered as to each of the elements.

(2) In connection with establishing the agreement,
ascertain the identities of all persons concerned with the possible
agreement. This should include complete data as to names, aliases,
addresses, descriptions, the extent of the previous associations of
subjects in prior criminal operations similar to those under
investigation, and the degree of business, social, or criminal
intimacy in general.

(3) Evidence of all acts, meetings, and transactions
between the subjects of a material nature with relation to the
suspected agreement should be obtained and inquiries should be
extended as far as necessary beyond the time the agreement is believed
to have been consummated.

(4) Procure all evidence possible from which a jury would
form the natural conclusion that the subjects mutually agreed,
planned, acquiesced in, or intended to carry out the object of their
agreement.

(6) Bear in mind that while it is not necessary to prove
the existence of a formal agreement in the nature of a contract it
still is necessary to prove that two or more persons had a meeting of
the minds in the perfection of a plan having as its object the
violation of any law of the U.S. or committing any fraud against the
U.S. in order to fulfill the requirements of element 1; that is, the
existence of an agreement.

kljt7£
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(7) It will be helpful in the investigation of this type

of case if the Agent considers the completed crime of conspiracy to

consist of, first, the agreement, and then the commission of one or

more actual overt acts in the furtherance of the original plan. With

regard to proving overt acts, the Agent should obtain evidence as to

each act or transaction engaged in by one or more of the subjects for

the purpose of carrying out the original agreement. This necessitates

not only establishing the dates and places but also circumstantial

evidence that the act in question furthers the conspiracy.

(8) Any physical act on the part of one or more of the

conspirators constitutes an overt act in the fulfillment of element 2.

If two individuals conspired to rob a national bank and one of them

purchased an automobile as a getaway car, the purchase of the

automobile would be an overt act which, added to a previously proved

agreement to rob the bank, would complete the crime of conspiracy.

(9) Bear in mind that where evidence of the agreement is

vague intensive investigation of all overt acts frequently leads to

evidence proving the agreement. Therefore, in the case of the

automobile, if it was developed one of the subjects mentioned to the

automobile salesman that he and a friend planned to use the automobile

as a getaway car, then that evidence would tend to prove both the

overt act of purchasing the automobile and the agreement.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-16.6 Venue

Venue lies in any district in which such offense was

begun, 'continued, or completed. (Title 18, USC, Section 3237.)

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-16.7 Classification

The classification is the same as the substantive

violation which was the object of the conspiracy.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

62-16.8 Character

The character is the same as the substantive violation
with conspiracy added; e.g.. Bank Robbery - Conspiracy.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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SECTION 63. MISCELLANEOUS - NONSUBVERSIVE

63-1 MISCELLANEOUS - NONSUBVERSIVE

NOTE: This classification for FBIHQ, | Information] Management

Division use only.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

C)
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SECTION 64. FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS

(

64-1 FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS

This is a control file utilized by FBIHQ and field offices
as a repository for intelligence information of value on the above
subject.

Information in this file is broken dovm by country.

The 64 classification is also used for the Development of

[Espionage, Counterintelligence and Counterterrorism] Awareness (DECA)

program and administrative and financial matters relating to other
intelligence programs. See | the NATIONAL FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
MANUAL (NFIPM) .

I

EFFECTIVE: 02/14/97
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SECTION 65. ESPIONAGE

65-1 ESPIONAGE

Information concerning the |65 | classification is set

forth in a separate FBI manual, the | NATIONAL FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE
PROGRAM MANUAL (NFIPM) .

|

EFFECTIVE: 02/14/97

c
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SECTION 66. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

66-1 ADMINSTRATIVE MATTERS

You are referred to the Manual of Administrative Operations and
Procedures, Part II, 2-4.2,1, for pertinent information concerning the use
of the above classification. '

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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SECTION 67. BUREAU APPLICANT MATTERS - GENERAL

67-1 RECRUITING AIDS

( i-

A Bureau career offers many advantages when compared with

private industry. A few of these are sick leave, annual leave and the

retirement system. Available in all. field officesjare brochures

entitled "FACE UNIQUE CHALLENGES: A Career as an FBI Special Agent,"

and "NON-AGENT POSITIONS WITH THE FBI: Technical .. .Specialty. .

.

Clerical." These brochures, along with a current salary chart and

appropriate applications, and job description fact sheets should be

furnished to all prospective employees and sources of applicants.

Recruiters are encouraged to stress that Washington, D.C.| offers

historical, cultural and educational opportunities not found

elsewhere. Recruiters are | also 1
encouraged to make use of media

recruiting such as newspaper and television advertisements.

EFFECTIVE: 10/25/89

67-2 HOUSING, COUNSELING AND TRAINING - WASHINGTON, D.C.

A Housing Office is set up to secure suitable

accommodations for our employees in the Washington, D.C, area.

Housing lists are maintained and every effort is made to obtain the

best accommodations possible within the price range persons can

afford. When employees first enter on duty, they are counseled to

insure that any problem which might be confronting them can be acted

upon immediately. This counseling continues throughout a person's

career. Prospective employees are to be made familiar with the

excellent training available in 'the typing and shorthand classes

conducted at FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 10/25/89

67-3 INQUIRIES
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EFFECTIVE: 10/25/89

67-3.1 Emplojment Opportunities

All field offices and FBIHQ possess detailed information
regarding' qualifications for and the availability of positions in the

Bureau. All inquiries are to be immediately acknowledged by
furnishing requested information including an application (FD-140) , if

desired. No letter of transmittal is necessary to furnish employment
information to an applicant. Any applicant (support or Special Agent)

who submits an incomplete application is to be recontacted within 30

days and requested to furnish the necessary information.

EFFECTIVE: 10/25/89

67-3.2 Status of Application

EFFECTIVE: 10/25/89

67-3.2.1 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 10/25/89

(1

67-3.2.2 Support Positions

Support applicants actively seeking FBI employment will be

apprised of the final resolution of their applications in the

following manner:

(1) The field offices will be required to advise all

support applicants as to whether they pass or fail the entrance tests.

JThe pass/fail letters for the Clerical Selection Battery (CSB)

written test are computer-generated through the support applicant

tracking system located within the on-line Bureau Personnel

Management System (BPMS)
.

|

(2) The field offices will be required to initiate the

"no encouragement" letters for the support applicants that receive an
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unfavorable recommendation during the interview. If a field office
determines that a "no encouragement" letter should be sent to a

support applicant under these circumstances, then the field office
should forward a "no encouragement" letter to the applicant.
|For clerical support applicants, the pass/fail letters for the CSB
interview are computer-generated by the field office through the
support applicant tracking system within the BPMS.

|

(3) FBIHQ will send "no encouragement" letters to all

support applicants when the background investigation has been properly
discontinued.

(4) FBIHQ will send "no encouragement" letters to all

support applicants that are determined to be unqualified for FBI
employment during final review at FBIHQ.

(5) The field office responsible for the recruiting of

the support applicant will receive a copy of the "no encouragement"
letter.

(6) Drug Usage "No Action" Letters (See also 67-3.2.3 and
67-16.2.2.)

(a) Field offices will notify applicants determined
to be ineligible for employment based on experimentation with
marijuana which occurred during the last three years or more than 15

times and/or whose experimentation with other illegal drug(s) or

combination of illegal drugs, other than marijuana, occurred during
the last ten years or more than five times.

(b) As of February 27, 1991, anabolic steroids are

defined as an illegal drug under the FBI's drug policy. If applicant
used anabolic steroids after February 27, 1991, field offices will
follow guidelines set forth in current preemployment drug usage
policy.

(c) If applicant used anabolic steroids prior to

February 27, 1991, full details concerning the usage, to include
frequency of use and specific time, should be referred to theJEureauj
Support Applicant Unit { (BSAU) | to determine whether the usage would be
disqualifying for employment. | BSAU j will evaluate these matters on a

case-by-case basis following consultation with the Health Care
Programs Unit and the Office of the General Counsel.

(d) Determination concerning any other drug-related
situations/usage (which would include the purchase/selling of any
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illegal drug, illegal use of any drug while employed in any law-

enforcement or prosecutorial position, or while employed in a position
which carries with it a high level of responsibility or public trust)

or unusual circumstances are to be referred to|BSAU|for decision and

notification.

[BSAU|will notify applicants whose processing is discontinued based on

admitted drug usage during preemployment polygraph testing or

subsequent processing. (See MIOG, Part I, 67-7.10.)

EFFECTIVE: 03/2A/97

67-3.2.3 Special Agent Position

(1) Special Agent applicants being processed under the

Special Agent Selection System automatically receive a letter

generated by the computer informing them of their status based on

performance in the Special Agent Entrance Examination. This letter

advises an applicant that:

(a) the test score is competitive and he/she is

eligible for interview,

(b) the test score is not competitive and applicant

should request retesting in one year if he/she has not already tested

the maximum number of times.

Applicants afforded a formal interview receive a computer-generated

letter advising either that they have successfully passed the

interview and will be eligible for further consideration after a

thorough review of their application, or that the interview score does

not make them eligible for further processing and that another

interview can be requested in one year if they have not already had

the maximum number of interviews. Any applicant who is disqualified

from further consideration based on interview results will also be

appropriately advised. (See 67-17.3 and 67-17.3.6.)

(2) Inasmuch as each field office receives data

concerning current qualifying scores, projected hiring needs, and the

approximate number and size of scheduled New Agent classes, all

routine inquiries should be handled by the Applicant Coordinator.

(3) Under no circumstances should personnel in a field
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office give an applicant any indication that he/she has been appointed

until such' time as FBIHQ personnel advise that the appointment has

been approved.

(4) Should an applicant be disqualif iedjat the

prebackground stage of processing, it is the field office's

responsibility to advise the candidate in writing. Those individuals

who have progressed to the background stage will be notified of their

status by FBIHQ.

67-16,2.2.)
(5) Drug Usage "No Action" Letters (See also 67-3.2.2 and

(a) Field offices will notify applicants determined

to be ineligible for employment based on experimentation with

marijuana which occurred during the last three years or more than 15

times, and/or whose experimentation with other illegal drug(s) or

combination of illegal drugs, other than marijuana, occurred during

the last ten years or more than five times.

(b) As of February 27, 1991, anabolic steroids are

defined as an illegal drug under the FBI's drug policy. If applicant

used anabolic steroids after February 27, 1991, field offices will

follow guidelines set forth in current preemployment drug usage

policy.

(c) If applicant used anabolic steroids prior to

February 27, 1991, full details concerning the usage, to include

frequency of use and specific time, should be referred to the Special

Agent Applicant Unit
I
(SAAU)

I

to determine whether the usage would be

disqualifying for employment. jSAAU|will evaluate these matters on a

case-by-case basis following consultation with the Health Care

Programs Unit and the Office of the General Counsel.

(d) Determination concerning any other drug-related

situations/usage (which would include the purchase/selling of any

illegal drug, illegal use of any drug while employed in any law

enforcement or prosecutorial position, or while employed in a position

which carries with it a high level of responsibility or public trust)

or unusual circumstances are to be referred to | SAAU | for decision and

notification,

|SAAU|will notify applicants whose processing is discontinued based on

admitted drug usage during preemployment polygraph testing or

subsequent processing. (See MIOG, Part I, 67-7.10.)
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EFFECTIVE: ^(^ll^l^l

67-4 EMPLOYMENT OF RELATIVES

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84

67-4.1 Public Law 90-206

(

Approved 12/16/67, places restrictions on employment of

relatives by individuals defined as a "public official." A "public

official" is defined as an employee in whom is vested or to whom is

delegated the authority to appoint, promote, or advance individuals or

to recommend individuals for appointment, employment, promotion or

advancement. The law applies to the executive, legislative and

judicial branches of Government.

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84

67-4.2 Relative

Oi

A relative is the father, mother, son, daughter, brother,

sister, uncle, aunt, first cousin, nephew, niece, husband, wife,

father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law,

brother-in-law, sister-in-law, stepfather, stepmother, stepson,

stepdaughter, stepbrother, stepsister, half brother, or half sister.

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84
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67-4.3 Restrictions on Public Official

(1) A public official shall not advocate a relative for

appointment, employment, promotion, or advancement to a position in

the public official's agency. For Bureau employees, this means the

entire Department of Justice. This also includes an agency over which

the public official exercises jurisdiction or control.

(2) A public official shall not appoint, employ, promote,

or advance a relative to a position in the agency or in an agency over

which the public official exercises jurisdiction or control. This

further means the relative of a public official of the agency or of a

public official who exercises jurisdiction or control over the agency,

if the public official has advocated the appointment, employment,

promotion or advancement of that relative.

(3) A public official who recommends a relative or refers

a relative for consideration by a public official lower in chain of

command (the line of supervisory personnel that runs from a public

official to the head of the agency) for appointment, employment,

promotion, or advancement is deemed to have advocated the action

involved concerning the relative.

EFFECTIVE: 10/22/84

67-4.4 Restrictions on a Relative

An individual appointed, employed, promoted, or advanced

in violation of the law is not entitled to pay. The law does not

prohibit relatives of public off icials from being appointed, employed,

promoted or advanced in the same agency as the public official.

However, in such cases, the record must show that the public official

did not advocate or effect the appointment, employment, promotion, or

advancement of a relative.

EFFECTIVE: 01/11/85
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67-4.5 Inquiry

Refer any questions in this matter to FBIHQ. Any
complaint received of a violation by someone outside the Bureau should

be referred to the Government entity involved. The law does not

provide criminal provisions and the Bureau does not have investigative

jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: 01/11/85

67-5
I

MILITARY STATUS

Individuals in Ready Reserve are not eligible for transfer

to Standby Reserve until they have completed a period of active duty

(excluding active duty for training periods). FBIHQ will request

transfer to Standby Reserve provided an individual does not have a

military occupational specialty (MOS) that is of a critical nature.

- During initial interview, applicant should be requested to furnish

( his/her MOS number so that a determination can be made as to whether
^ •' this position is considered critical. The only military status a

Special Agent is permitted to have is "Standby Reserve."]

EFFECTIVE: 01/11/85

67-6 PRIVACY ACT AND CONFIDENTIALITY

(1) When interviewing someone under this classification

for information concerning themself or their activities, the

interviewing Agent must follow the procedures described in Part I,

190-5 (2) and (3) of this manual.

(2) When interviewing an individual to solicit

information concerning someone other than the interviewee (thereby

classifying that individual as a source of information), the

interviewing Agent must follow the procedure relating to promises of

confidentiality as described in Part I, 190-7 of this manual.

Therefore, persons furnishing information in Bureau applicant matters

who request confidentiality may be granted same under the provisions

of the Privacy Act. If a person is granted confidentiality under the

provisions of the Privacy Act, this must be clearly set out in the

communication reporting the interview. T symbols are not to be used

in Bureau applicant matters.c
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EFFECTIVE: 01/11/85

67-7 BUREAU APPLICANT INVESTIGATION

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

67-7.1 Initiation of Investigation
|
(See MIOG, Part II, 35-9.2.)

1

(1) Field offices, in initiating and completing Bureau
support applicant background investigations, should use the

applicant's employment availability as a principal guide.

Additionally, before background investigations of Bureau support

applicants are initiated, the applicants are to be recontacted to

reaffirm their interest in Bureau employment if long time periods have

passed since the initial interview of the applicant.

(2) All supplemental investigations are ordered by FBIHQ

unless otherwise specifically instructed. In no case is any

supplemental investigation of a former Bureau employee to be

instituted before Bureau has had an opportunity to review former

employee's personnel file and make a determination as to whether

he/she is eligible for reinstatement.

(3) Field offices are furnished pertinent information

derived from Bureau file search of applicant and relatives listed on

application during processing of investigation. Results of field

office indices search on applicant, however, should be updated and

commented on when furnishing results of office indices search on the

applicant's relatives during the investigation.

(A) Field offices should] set leads to all Legats when

setting out original leads. In cases where the State Department

records should be checked, advise FBIHQ immediately and provide all

information by facsimile for lead to be covered. | (See also MAOP, Part

II, Section 10-4.3, and Correspondence Guide - Field, | 2-5.5. 11.)

|

e-
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EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97

67-7.1.1 Drug Testing of SA Applicants (See MIOG, Part II,

35-9.2.)

Applicants for the SA position must have urine specimens

taken in connection with the FBI's Drug Deterrence Program at the time

of background initiation. Unless this procedure is adhered to in a

timely manner, there will be insufficient time for forwarding to FBIHQ

and subsequent analysis. Should any applicant enter on duty for New

Agents' training without having been previously drug tested within the

past year, he/she will immediately be sent back to the field office

for proper processing. (See MIOG, Part I, 67-16,2.2 for preemployment

drug usage policy and guidelines.)

EFFECTIVE: 07/25/97

67-7.2

otherwise.

Deadlines

(1) Thirty calendar days except where FBIHQ advises

c

(2) Deadline necessary to ensure early appointment of

applicant if determined to be qualified.

(3) Deadline date is date report to be received at FBIHQ.

(4) In furnishing leads to additional offices, advise

them of deadline. Such leads must be expeditiously furnished other

offices as soon as developed to avoid delay in completion of

investigation.

(5) If unavoidable circumstances cause delay, field

supervisor or Agent handling case should notify FBIHQ by Form FD-205

setting forth all information required on the form. The^FD-205 may be

filled out in legible longhand. Field office need not retain copy if

notation made on serial in file regarding sending of FD-205. It

should reach FBIHQ by deadline date.

(6) JDeletedl
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EFFECTIVE: 11/25/94

67-7.3 Character - Bureau Applicant (Position Sought)

EFFECTIVE: 04/24/90

67-7.4 Assignment of Cases
|
(See MIOG, Part II, 35-9.2.)

|

Must be assigned immediately upon receipt in fieldjoffice

when investigation originates from FBIHQ.

|

c.

EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97

G

67-7.5 Indices Search

(1) Each field office must, make a careful search, and

advise FBIHQ of the results, of its general and any other specialized

indices (except Confidential and ELSUR) , concerning the below-listed

individuals/entities. Confidential and ELSUR indices need not be

searched.

(a) Applicant - Name, including variations and

additional names developed during investigation, should be searched by

offices covering places of residence, employment, or education.

Advise FBIHQ and interested offices of additional names developed.

(b) Close relatives residing in field office

territory - Include in search not only names of close relatives known

when investigation was initiated, but also those identified during

course of investigation. It is not necessary to search names of

relatives under 18 years of age.

(c) References and others - Search names of

references residing in a particular division. They need be searched

only as name appears in reference material furnished. Searches of

variations in name and initials are not required. File searches of

names of additional references developed during investigation should
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be made by use of Form FD-160, which should be block-stamped and
initialed for filing. Where common sense dictates, names of persons
with whom applicant has been closely associated during his/her adult
life, such as roommates , close social friends, and others, where
relationship would warrant, must be searched against field office
indices.

(d) Organizations - If applicant lists membership in

any organization, the nature of which is not readily known, determine
same during interview. No abbreviations are to be utilized. The

narae(s) of the organizat ion(s) is to be searched and results furnished
to FBIHQ.

(2) Field offices are not required to perform
computerized indices checks (i . e. ,

| Criminal Law Enforcement
Application (CLEA) | and Intelligence Information System (IIS)) as these
will be conducted by FBIHQ. However, in the event additional
information is needed concerning data received as a result of these

checks, the appropriate field office will be contacted for further

c I ar if ication/ investigation.

(3) Results of search on applicants are to be reported in

the initial communication after receipt of the application and should

be updated and commented on during investigation when reporting
results of office indices search on relatives and roommates.

(4) Searches through ELSUR indices will be conducted
exclusively by FBIHQ unless a field office is specifically requested
by FBIHQ. ELSUR indices should be searched for the applicant, close

relatives, current roommates, and any roommates who have resided with

the applicant within the past five years. ELSUR indices are checked

using a three-way search by FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 11/25/9A
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67-7.6 Objectives of Investigation

(1) To determine whether applicant is or is not qualified

for Bureau employment and whether his/her employment would constitute

security risk.

(2) Following specific points of inquiry are basic and

fundamental and must be kept in mind throughout course of

investigation. All contacts and interviews should be directed at

developing these objectives:

(a) Character -[actions and statements which reveal

an applicant's general attitude and possession of characteristics such

as trustworthiness, reliability, and discretion or lack thereof.

|

(b) lAssociates - types of persons, businesses,

groups, organizations or movements with which an applicant has been

associated, with particular concern as to whether his/her associations

have been of a disreputable or disloyal nature,

|

(c) Reputation -| comments concerning the applicant's

general standing in the community.!

(d) iLoyalty - actions and statements revealing the

applicant's attitude and allegiance toward the United States and its

constituted form of government or sympathies with any foreign

government or ideology.

|

(e) Ability - establishment of applicant's ability

to perform Special Agent or support duties is essential. In this

' regard, the interviewee should be asked if he/she recommends the

applicant for the specific position being applied for. | In this

respect, the investigator | should elicit specific statements and

concrete examples as to how the interviewee arrived at his/her

conclusion. Each interviewee should be questioned concerning

applicant's daily appearance, personality, aggressiveness, how he/she

reacts under pressure and strain, and his/her amenability to working

long hours. I With respect to SPECIAL AGENT APPLICANTS only, the

investigator should also ensure that specific statements and examples

are obtained regarding the APPLICANT'S ability to meet the public,

physical fitness, agility, and athletic endeavors.) If school,

military, and employment records contain comments along these lines,

they should be secured. All of the above-mentioned prerequisites have

a direct bearing on final selection of Special Agent |and

support applicants
I

and should be reported so that FBIHQ will be m a

position to fully evaluate his/her overall qualifications before
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(

rendering final judgment.

|(f)Bias or Prejudice - the existence of bias or

prejudice against any class of citizens or any religious, racial or

ethnic group, is of interest and concern to the FBI. Investigators

should conduct appropriate investigation to obtain comments to resolve

any issue and/or allegation of bias or prejudice that is received

concerning an applicant.

(g) Financial Responsibility - each person

interviewed who is knowledgeable of the applicant will be asked

questions which will elicit information as to whether or not the

applicant has a lifestyle or spending habits consistent with his or

her means. The purpose of these questions is to determine if the

applicant is financially responsible.

(h) Alcohol Abuse - each person interviewed who is •

knowledgeable of the applicant will be asked if the applicant is known

to abuse alcohol. Obtain specific details regarding any such

activity.

(i) Drug Abuse - each person interviewed who is

knowledgeable of the applicant will be asked if the applicant is known

to abuse prescription medications or to use illegal drugs or

narcotics. Obtain specific details regarding any such activity.]

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/9A

c

67-7.7 Instructions for Investigative Personnel | (See MIOG, Part

II, 35-9.2.)

I

(1) Advise persons interviewed of exact position for

which applicant is being considered.

(2) Do not convey impression that applicant being

investigated is under suspicion or that investigation is of a criminal

or subversive nature.

(3) Purpose of interviews is to get information, not to

give information. Avoid possibility for accusation of character

assassination or spreading of rumors.
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unbiased.
(4) Investigation must be painstakingly exact, fair,

(5) Interviews must be thorough and exhaustive.

(6) Request those interviewed to treat inquiries as

confidential

.

(7) Investigating Agent should be persistent in his/her

effort to pursue every lead to its logical conclusion.

(8) Derogatory information should be fully developed and

reported in detail. Ascertain facts on which derogatory conclusions

predicated and follow through in questioning to obtain such facts. If

derogatory information is developed, telephonically advise FBIHQ

without delay. Advise all auxiliary offices by teletype (copy to

FBIHQ) if so instructed by FBIHQ. Reports should show unbiased and

complete inquiry. If some question exists regarding accuracy of

derogatory information, identify original sources. Field offices
'"' discovering derogatory data must ensure that sufficient investigation

( k is conducted to verify or disprove same. Promptly advise other

-- offices which should be cognizant of derogatory information to

I

facilitate their part of the investigation. All questions concerning

information furnished under a promise of confidentiality will be

resolved at FBIHQ in accordance with provisions of the Privacy Act of

1974 (Title 5, USC, Section 552a (e) (2)).

(9) Do not protract investigation when derogatory

information developed obviously disqualifies applicant for Bureau

employment.

(10) Bear in mind that copies of applicant reports may be

disseminated upon request to any agency within executive branch of

government, as well as under the provisions of FOIPA.

(11) The results of derogatory information developed on

support and Special Agent applicants should be reported to FBIHQ on an

FD-302. The results of completed favorable background investigations

on support and Special Agent applicants should be submitted to FBIHQ

by summary airtel, teletype, or report.

(12) Deleted

(13) Deleted

( . V (14) Be aware of Privacy Act and confidentiality
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cons iderations as listed previously in 67-6 of this section.

(15) A knowing and willful false, fictitious, or

fraudulent statement in an application for federal employment is a

violation of Title 18, USC. Section 1001, False Statements. For

additional instructions see Part I, Section 46, of this manual,

entitled "Fraud Against the Government."

EFFECTIVE: 10/13/95

67-7.8 Scope of Investigation (See MIOG, Part II, 35-9.2.)

(1) Birth - Verify date and place of birth through

appropriate records; i.e., Bureau of Vital Statistics or county

records. The practice of verifying birth through school and

employment records is not acceptable.

(2) Naturalization - If applicant or immediate relatives,

including in-laws, are not native citizens of the United States,

verify naturalization through Immigration and Naturalization Service

(INS) records or court records. In this respect, when setting out

leads to have such information verified, it is imperative that

sufficient information be furnished, such as date and place of entry

into the United States, date and place of naturalization, and

naturalization number. A naturalization certificate should only be

obtained if the naturalization information cannot be verified through

the INS. If an applicant is a native citizen of the United States but

born outside the United States or its possessions, a copy of the

applicant's State Department Certificate of Birth should be acquired

from the applicant. If citizenship is derivative, specific

information should be obtained as set forth above concerning

individuals from which citizenship is derived. If an immediate

relative is not a citizen, review files of INS and report any

pertinent information. If record is not located in local office of

INS, determine where located and set out lead to have record reviewed.

If an applicant's relative is a native citizen of the United States

but foreign born, a copy of their State Department Certificate of

Birth should be acquired from the applicant.

(3) Marital status - Resolve any doubt as to marital

status by review of records. Verify divorce or separation and

ascertain cause of action. Ascertain if any adverse publicity,

notoriety, or scandal attached to divorce proceedings. Interview
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divorced spouse unless circumstances dictate otherwise. If at any

time during course of investigation information is developed that

applicant is engaged or contemplates marriage, applicant should be

recontacted to confirm information and, if positive, full identity of

future spouse and immediate relatives should be obtained and

appropriate investigation conducted.

(a) A spousal interview should be conducted on all

Special Agent applicant cases. A spousal interview should not be

conducted on a support or specialty case unless deemed necessary.

(A) Neighborhoods

(a) The neighborhood investigation is one of the

most important steps of the investigation. It is here that you get an

insight into the applicant. During this phase of investigation,

specific inquiry should be made as to applicant's everyday appearance,

dress, personality, and any other traits which might affect his/her

suitability for Bureau employment.

(b) Interview neighbors, including current and

former roommates, at applicant's places of residence during past five

years.

(c) If derogatory information is developed,

interview persons, including roommates, if appropriate, in logical

neighborhoods without limitation as to time. Particularly, include

all neighborhoods where it might be expected that derogatory

information could be further developed. It is not necessary to conduct

neighborhood investigations if applicant has resided less than a 30-

day period unless special reason exists. Bear in mind applicants may

have been forced to leave residence after brief period due to

unfavorable activity. When derogatory information is developed which

may be based only on gossip, rumor, or personality clash, every effort

must be made to resolve such information.

(5) References

(a) Years and extent of association on part of

applicant with reference should be clearly established during

interview.

(b) Interview all references except a reference

concerning whom information is known which would preclude interview or

if an isolated reference is furnished by applicant and he/she cannot

be contacted without expenditure of unreasonable time and travel which
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would result in delay of investigation. Request applicant to submit a

substitute reference. Set forth unavailability of isolated reference

when furnishing results of investigation to FBIHQ.

(c) If derogatory information exists concerning a

reference, ascertain nature and extent of his/her association with

applicant.

(d) If reference is personal physician of applicant,

especially support applicants, specific comments should be secured

concerning applicant's medical history and current physical condition.

If any serious physical or mental defect is developed as a result of

this interview and FBIHQ has not been previously advised, it should be

brought to immediate attention of FBIHQ.

(e) If a reference is also listed on the application

under a separate heading (employers, social acquaintances, relative,

roommate, friends, or acquaintances employed by the FBI), request

applicant to submit a substitute reference. If applicant provides

references who are related to one another or who reside in the same

household, request applicant to submit a substitute reference.

(6) Social acquaintances

(a) Years and extent of association on part of

applicant with social acquaintances should be clearly established

during interview.

(b) Interview all social acquaintances listed except

acquaintances concerning whom information is known which would

preclude interview, or if an isolated acquaintance is furnished by

applicant and he/she cannot be contacted without expenditure of

unreasonable time and travel which would result in delay of

investigation. In such instance, request that applicant submit a

substitute acquaintance. Set forth unavailability of isolated

acquaintance when furnishing results of investigation to FBIHQ. Those

acquaintances interviewed should be in the same general age group as

applicant and should be familiar with his/her background through

association in schools, churches, clubs, employments and the lil^e.

Searching and penetrative inquiries must be made of these individuals

to ensure that all pertinent information in their possession is

obtained.

(c) If a social acquaintance is also listed on the

application under a separate heading (employers, references, relative,

roommate, friends, or acquaintances employed by the FBI), request
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applicant to submit a substitute social acquaintance. If the

applicant provides social acquaintances who are related to one another

or who reside in the same household, request applicant to submit a

substitute social acquaintance.

(7) Relatives and associates

(a) Obtain information concerning close relatives

and associates during course of investigation on applicant.

References and neighborhood of applicants are likely sources of such

information. Close relatives under ordinary circumstances include

spouse, parents, brothers, sisters, in-laws and adult offspring

(includes all relatives requested on BUAP Form FD-140) . Be alert to

special instances of circumstances which may require broadening this

definition. Set out lead for FBIHQ with adeqytat e„.i,dentifying data ..to..

check records of Central I'nte 1 1 igence Agencyj

19

b2>

b7e.

C''<^:^'

(b) Although independent investigation (except

indices checks in all cases and arrest checks on close relatives) is

not normally conducted on relatives or associates, derogatory

allegations concerning such persons may necessitate discreet inquiries

of informants and reliable sources to verify or refute allegations.

If derogatory information exists concerning relative or associate,

ascertain nature and extent of his/her association with applicant.

(See (12) (b) of this section.)

(c) It is necessary to interview, conduct arrest

checks, and indices checks on CURRENT roommates. FORMER roommates who

have resided with the applicant for the past five years should also be

interviewed and indices checks conducted on them. Arrest checks

should be conducted on former roommates ONLY if a date of birth is

provided by the applicant. If the roommate resided with the applicant

OVER five years ago, no investigation will be necessary.

(8) Education

(a) High school education must be verified.

Verification should include receipt of high school diploma if

applicant has advised that such has been received. If diploma is to

be awarded at a future date, obtain and report approximate graduation

date. Any education subsequent to high school, including attendance

at college, other institutions of higher learning, business schools,

etc., should be verified and receipt of degrees confirmed. If

applicant has received baccalaureate degree, it is not necessary to
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verify high school attendance. Applicants who are recipients of an

associate degree in an academic discipline from accredited colleges

whose academic credits are transferable to a degree granting four-year

college or university will not require verification of high school

attendance unless adverse information is developed reflecting on the

suitability of the applicant. In these cases, appropriate

investigation should be conducted at the high school level to

completely resolve the issue(s).

(b) In verifying education at any level, the

following points should be fully covered: final grade point average;

class standing; subjects failed; any disciplinary action taken;

extracurricular activities; honors and awards; attendance record with

specific comments as to reason for absenteeism and tardiness, if

available. In the case of Special Agent applicants, it is necessary

to verify that any baccalaureate degree awarded to the applicant was

considered a resident degree. In those instances when any

baccalaureate degree is from a nonresident school, it is necessary to

verify that the postgraduate degree is from a resident school. This

procedure is also required in any case involving a Special Agent

applicant applying under the Law Program who has only two years of

undergraduate work inasmuch as this work too must be resident work to

be qualifying. If a release is required by educational institution

before this information can be furnished, applicant should be

requested to authorize same (Form FD-A06 is to be used for this

purpose). If he/she refuses, no further action should be taken on

application for employment and his/her case should be immediately

discontinued.

(c) A representative number of school officials and

teachers should be interviewed and comments secured as to applicant's

demeanor, dress, associates, ability, personality, amenability to

instruction and correction, leadership ability, athletic endeavors,

character, and loyalty. If any information is developed which raises

a question as to applicant's suitability for Bureau employment, this

must be completely resolved and, if warranted, additional interviews

should be conducted.

(d) When information appears in school record

indicating necessity to contact a particular teacher, every effort

should be made to locate and interview that teacher. It is recognized

that due to lapse of time or size of class, school officials and

teachers may be unable to recall applicant. Therefore, it is not

necessary to interview professors if it has been over three years

since the applicant's last date of attendance. Bear in mind that

there may be information in record specifically commenting on very

20
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items required to be covered during actual interview of school

officials and teachers.
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(9) Employment

(a) All employments, regardless of duration and

including part-time employments, must be verified. Periods of

unemployment should be accounted for in investigation.

(b) Review of employment record should be made and

following information secured: dates of employment; position held and

nature of duties; salary; reason for termination if applicable;

attendance and tardiness record; disciplinary action; and awards. In

any instance wherein the applicant has held employment, past or

present, with a law enforcement agency, the records of the internal

affairs unit of this agency are to be checked during the

investigation. This is in addition to the check of appropriate

personnel records. Any additional employments developed during course

of review of employment records should be verified.

(c) Supervisors and a representative number of co-

workers should be interviewed and specific comments secured concerning

amenability to supervision, ability to work under pressure, leadership

ability, emotional stability, maturity, character, reputation,

associates, and loyalty. In any instance wherein applicant s previous

or current employers cannot provide the identity of applicant s

immediate supervisor or co-workers because of the employer s policy,

applicant should be contacted and requested to provide the identity of

the immediate supervisor and a representative number of co-workers.

Interviews of military personnel's supervisors, co-workers, etc., are

limited to two years prior to date of their last military service, if

their military service was within five years prior to the date of

their application. (See (19) (b) and KIOG, Part II, 17-6.5 & 17-6.6.)

When application is for the position of computer programmer or

computer systems analyst, the supervisor should also be requested to

comment specifically on the applicant's technical abilities in the

programming and/or analyst field. These comments should be recorded

essentially verbatim and made available to FBIHQ when reporting

results of investigation. If the applicant is not currently employed

in a programmer or analyst position, the most recent previous

employment wherein he/she held this type of position should be used

for this interview. Any adverse information developed concerning

suitability for employment with FBI must be completely resolved and,

where warranted, additional interviews must be conducted. (See 67

10.11.)
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(d) If applicant has been in business for

himself/herself, interview competitors and conduct appropriate

neighborhood investigation in the area of applicant's place of

biis iness

.

(e) It will be necessary to verify any departments

and/or agencies to which the applicant has previously applied for a

position. Applicant should be requested to provide a vacancy number

and complete address of each agency. If currently under consideration

by the agency, ascertain whether all investigation to date has been

favorable: if not, request details about an unfavorable information

developed. If applicant is no longer being considered, determine the

reason, i.e.. voluntary withdrawal, lack of vacancies, development of

derogatory information, etc.

(f) It is not necessary to verify an applicant's

lack of employment while he/she is a full-time student since their

activities are accounted for. However, verification should be made of

any unemployment if applicant was not attending school and the

/ ^ application does not reflect any employment (s) during the time

( period(s) in question.

(10) Organizations

(a) During course of investigations, make inquiries

to determine whether applicant has been affiliated with subversive

groups or organizations and extent of his/her participation therein.

Make careful investigation to verify or disprove such alleged

affiliations.

(b) Verification of CPA Status or Admittance to

State Bar - In Special Agent applicant investigations, if applicant

claims to be a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) or to have been

admitted to an official state bar, such information should be verified

during course of investigation, with appropriate grievance committee

records also being checked. It is not necessary to verify membership

in any voluntary bar association, such as the American Bar

Association, state and local associations, etc.

(U) Security informants - If allegations are received

indicating disloyal or subversive affiliations, contact appropriate

security informants.

c
(12) Law Enforcement Agencies

(a) In all localities of residence, education and
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employment, check applicant's name against files of local law

enforcement agencies. This should include a check of Military Police

records in instances where applicant has resided on base at a military

installation. Include spouse in law enforcement checks in areas of

residence, education and/or employment since marriage, but have

traffic violations and Motor Vehicle Department license checks made

for the applicant only.

(b) Check names of close relatives and roommates

and, in any case deemed advisable, associates, against files of local

law enforcement agencies at present place of residence and at present

place of employment and/or school attendance. This should include a

check of Military Police records in a situation where the relative is

residing on base at a military installation. Do not initiate

inquiries concerning relatives' traffic violations and Motor Vehicle

license checks. (See (7) (b) of this section.)

(c) If a record is located, report all data

developed which indicates applicant or applicant's relative is

identical with the subject of the record.

(d) In reviewing records of law enforcement

agencies, it is noted that frequently arrests are made on charges

which are generic and indefinite in nature. Examples of such vague

charges are disorderly conduct, loitering, suspicious person,

investigation, general principles, etc. In such an instance, it is

NOT sufficient merely to report that' applicant was arrested on such a

charge, but exact nature of his/her activities resulting in arrest

must be ascertained. Charge of disorderly conduct might encompass

activities ranging from sexual deviation to making loud noises.
,

EXACT

nature of such charge must be ascertained. If necessary, pursue

matter even to extent of locating and interviewing arresting officers

to determine exact offense.

(e) Some law' enforcement agencies departmentalize

their operations making it necessary to check records of various

squads and bureaus within agency. Checks of records of each such

individual squad or bureau MUST be made. Check should include traffic

violations for applicant only.

(f) Checks should not be limited to police

departments, but MUST INCLUDE records of sheriffs' offices and other

duly constituted law enforcement agencies.

(g) If an arrest check discloses any outstanding

warrants on an applicant's relative, the current location of that
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relative along with any other pertinent information should be

forwarded to the agency which issued the warrant.

(h) In states having centralized criminal histories

on computer, such records must be checked on applicants and relatives

to cover their states of listed residency and employment and, in the

case of the applicant, states of listed education and military

service.

(13) Financial Responsibility

(a) Credit checks will be processed by contractor

personnel at FBIHQ on applicant's name in all localities covering

his/her residence, employment, or education for the most recent seven-

year period. It is not necessary to individually verify an account an

applicant lists on the FD-140, Application for Employment, that is not

shown on the credit bureau report if the credit report is favorable.

However, individual creditors must be contacted wherein the credit

bureau report reflects any history of late payments. Additionally, if

the account is significant enough that the applicant would not be

offered Bureau employment if the account is not current, i.e., tax and

mortgage payments and large loans and student loans, verification of

such is necessary. The same policy applies to accounts held jointly

with a relative and/or other individual (s)

.

It is not necessary to verify a student loan that is listed in

applicant's credit report as currently being in a deferred status as

the applicant is not required to begin payment on the loan until they

have graduated from college. All student loans must be individually

checked at the respective institution handling the loan if the

applicant is no longer attending college. Any account revealed by

credit bureau records to be in default or have a history of late

payment (s) should be, further verified by directly accessing the

records of this account at the issuer of the credit. In checking

status of credit accounts, utilize FD-A06, D0J-A61, DOJ-462, and DOJ

Letterhead Memorandum entitled "Customer Rights Under the Right to

Financial Privacy Act of 1978." A separate set of executed DOJ

documents will be necessary to access the records of each separate

financial institution or credit card issuer in the event individual

credit checks are needed. The following information should be

included when verifying delinquent accounts: outstanding balance, any

penalties or interest added to the amount owed, the date the account

was classified as uncollectible, classified as a "charge off" account,

or placed for collection or repossession if s

applicable repayment plan has been agreed upc

creditor holder is adhering to the agreement.

or placed for collection or repossession if applicable, whether any

applicable repayment plan has been agreed upon and, if so, whether the
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(b) If an account is found to be either currently in

collection or currently over 120 days or more past due, the aPPl;""^

must be interviewed concerning this account. The xnterv.ew should

Obtain the applicant's comments as to whether he she xs -"^ that the

debt(s) exists and if there have been any attempts made by the

app ant to satisfy this obligation. This interview addxUonally

affords the applicant the opportunity to clarxfy any under yng

circumstances which are not apparent during a review of credit records

regarding these delinquent accounts.

(lA) File searches - Information obtained from file

searches previously referred to should be utilized in connection with

investigation and as lead material.

(15) Agency checks - FBIHQ personnel will conduct Office

of Personnel Management (0PM) checks for all applicants and the

NtlonarCrLe information Center record check for any^PP^-J^^^
«f^„^

if chtduled to enter on duty. A Defense Clearance and Investigations

nd Se k will only be conducted on those applicant who are serving

or haveserved in the military or employed by the military in a

cWiHan capacity. WFO. in appropriate instances, must^rec eive a^l ead

to handle record checks, such as ^J:-ibe., Stat e^ePAr.tmenL.^ej"

necessary to conduct a CIA chect -—^—i—

—

, , ^An^ll^lflH 11 Lhe^^-^^ —I A CIA ch^Bi Should- also De.conQUCLea ii tue

fr a position with the CIA. (See (7) (a) of„.

this section.)

If an applicant has been or is currently employed with a federal

government agency, a lead should be -"t to the ""^-f^ on Field

Office to conduct an Inspector General check to determine if any

records exist concerning internal complaints and/or grievances filed

against the applicant.

(16) Reinterview of applicant

(a) Applicant may be reinterviewed for purpose of

procuring additional information not previously furnished ^y him/her

or to clarify information received during investigation. Under no

c rcumstances should applicant be advised directly or by implication

b3
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c

of any derogatory information learned about him/her. All sources of

any information must be maintained in complete confidence.

(b) Applicant may be reinterviewed when question is

raised regarding his/her interest in Bureau employment to determine if

still interested.

(c) To further ensure support applicant

investigations are complete, thorough, and up to- date, P^ior to

issuing an appointment letter, it will be necessary | for Ei«ld

personnel Ito contact the applicant at the current residence address

immediately prior to submission of the | final ] communication, to

determine if the applicant has had any employment, education, or

arrests, subsequent to initial interview.

1. If positive response is received, it will be

necessary to verify same and include the following paragraph in the

1
final

I

communication: "Applicant contacted on (date) and advised that

(he or she) has had no additional education, employment or arrests

with the exceptions indicated above."

2. If the response is negative and no

additional investigation is warranted, the llastjparagraph in the

iHnallcommunication to the Bureau shall read: "AppUcan contacted on

(date) and advised that (he or she) has had no additional education,

employment, or arrests since last interviewed."

(17) Bureau acquaintances - Bureau acquaintances of

applicant must be interviewed or must submit recommendations as to

whether they believe applicant is suitable for Bureau employment.

(18) Selective Service status - If applicant is a male

born after 12/31/59, FBIHQ will determine whether applicant is m
compliance with the Military Selective Service Act, which requires

tha? atl males born after 12/31/59 register with the Se ective Service

System (SSS) . FBIHQ will make this determination by t^J^P^^^^^i^y

(toll free) accessing a computerized system maintained by the SSS at

its Selective Service Data Management Center, Great Lakes. Illinois.

If discrepancies are disclosed concerning the applicant s registration

with SSS, a lead may be set by FBIHQ to the Chicago Office to follow

up directly at SSS.

If an applicant who is favorably recommended registered with the SSS

orior to 4/1/75, and had a special classification such as a 1 A U, ^

F or 1-Y, details regarding reason for same must be ascertained from

applicant. It may also be necessary to secure physicians statements
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and/or information from hospital records prior to arranging a physical

examination, as complete details regarding a history of illnesses or

injuries must be furnished to appropriate examiner at time of physical

examination.

(19) Military service - (See also 67-5 of this section.)

(a) If in Reserve, ascertain whether Ready or

Standby. If applicant is currently in military reserve, determine

whether active or inactive (Standby normally inactive but may be

active on volunteer basis) and have applicant furnish complete address

for reserve unit to which he/she is currently assigned. Whether in

active or inactive reserve, records must be reviewed in all Bureau

applicant cases. If applicant is affiliated with an active reserve

unit, also interview superiors and fellow reservists regarding current

performance. During supplemental investigation, reserve status must

be rechecked when, more than 60 days have elapsed since previous check.

If affiliated with active reserve unit, supplemental investigation

.
-• must include reinterview of superiors and fellow reservists to ensure

( that applicant remains in good standing with unit.

(b) Instruct office covering repository of records

to review service record. Veterans' Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966

granted preference rights to individuals who had over 180 consecutive

5ays of active military duty after 1/31/55, except that such benefits

were withheld from those serving on active duty for training under

Title 10, use, Section 511 (d) , in the National Guard or Reserve (the

so-called six-monthers). Public Law 94-502, enacted 10/15/76,

however, abolished peacetime veterans' preference points for those

individuals entering on active duty after lO/lA/76. except for those

who were disabled, or those who served in a campaign or war. In

reviewing records of those applicants whose dates of service might

make them eligible for preference rights, ascertain, where possible,

whether or not active duty was for training. A copy of applicant s

DD-214 should be obtained for those who have prior military service.

The field office should attempt to locate and interview superiors for

any military service within the last two years. (See (9) (c) above,

and MIOG, Part I, 67-11.1.2 (3) (a) ; Part II, 17-6.5 and 17-6.6 and

MAOP, Part I, 10-3.)

c

(c) A reservist, other than a member of Army

National Guard or Air National Guard, ordered to active duty, active

duty for training, or annual active duty for training receives credit

for such service in determination of his/her leave category and

computation of service under Civil Service Retirement Act. No credit
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is given for inactive duty training; that is, scheduled weekly or

tnonthly assemblies or drills. National Guard service ^s_creditab e

only during periods when organization or a unit thereof is actually

mustered into or activated in U.S. Army or Air Force. Report

information obtained (including exact dates on active duty) concerning

military duty in sufficient detail to permit Bureau to determine

leave-earning or retirement.

(d) Report information concerning any physical

disability disclosed in record, together, with any facts indicating it

was caused or aggravated by military service.

(e) It is required that the field office, designated

bv FBIHQ at the time background investigation is initiated, provide

the following information from applicant's military file: original

date of enlistment; date of entry into active duty ^"^/*'^%°^^^^^^^
honorable release from same; highest rank attained; dates of reserve

service; date of honorable discharge, if appropriate; status of

remaining service obligation, if any; information about any foreign

service; statement about any disciplinary action, including court

martials and periods of AWOL; military occupation; list of awards

received; ratings from most recent performance appraisals; any medical

"formation indicating a possible disability, mental "
fV-'^^i'

which could affect applicant's job performance; a list of all duty

stations; and copies of conduct and efficiency reports.

(20) Alcohol or drug abuse - Every interviewee should be

specifically questioned as to whether the applicant is a known alcohol

abuser or s Lown to have made unauthorized use of drugs of abuse

^uTas cocaine, heroin. LSD or marijuana. An affirmative response

will require the development of specific details, including a

de ermination as to whether the knowledge is direct or hearsay Any

positive information should, of course, be fully explored during the

course of the investigation in order to completely resolve any

allegations of alcohol or drug abuse on the part of the applicant.

28

c

EFFECTIVE: OA/07/97
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67-7.9 Bureau Applicant Program Personnel Security Interview

(PSI) , Security Officer Matters, Foreign ,

Counterintelligence! (See MIOG, Part I, 261-2(2) (c) 8,)

j

A PSI is required during the course of a Bureau applicant

investigation when the applicant's "Application for Employment," Form

FD-IAO, indicates certain factors (set out below) are present. The

following information describes factors under which a PSI should be

conducted, who should conduct the PSI. areas to cover during the PSI,

proper submission of results to FBIHQ, and how to capture time spent

on the PSI for Time Utilization and Recordkeeping (TURK) purposes.

EFFECTIVE: lO/lA/93

67-7.9.1 Role of Executive Order (EG) 10A50 in Bureau Applicant

PSIs|(See MIOG, Part I, 261-2(2)(c) 8.)
|

(1) EO 10450, entitled "Security Requirements for

Government Employment," requires the Government employment of any

individual to be clearly consistent with the interests of national

security. It requires all Federal employees to be reliable,

trustworthy, of good conduct and character, and of complete and

unswerving loyalty to the United States. It enumerates the following

security factors which, depending on the relation of the Government

employment to the national security, must be considered as criteria m
evaluating cases. The security criteria are:

(a) Any behavior, activities, or association which

tend to show that the individual is not reliable or trustworthy.

(b) Any deliberate misrepresentations,

falsifications, or omission of material facts.

(c) Any criminal, infamous, dishonest, immoral, or

notoriously disgraceful conduct, habitual use of intoxicants to

excess, drug addiction, or sexual perversion.

(d) Any illness, including any mental condition, of

a nature which in the opinion of competent medical authority may cause

significant defect in the judgment or reliability of the employee,

with due regard to the transient or continuing effect of the illness

and the medical findings in such case.
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(e) Any facts which furnish reason to believe that

the individual may be subjected to coercion, influence, or pressure

which may cause the person to act contrary to the best interests of

the national security,

(f) Commission of any act of sabotage, espionage,

treason, terrorism or sedition, or attempts thereat or preparation

therefor, or conspiring with, aiding or abetting another to commit or

attempt to commit any act of sabotage, espionage, treason, terrorism

or sedition,

(g) Establishing or continuing a sympathetic

association with a saboteur, spy, traitor, seditionist, anarchist, or

revolutionist, or with an espionage or other secret agent or

representative of a foreign nation whose interests may be inimical to

the interests of the United States, or with any person who advocates

the use of force or violence to overthrow the Government of the United

States or the alteration of the form of Government of the United

States by unconstitutional means.

/ (h) Advocacy of the use of force or violence to

V •' overthrow the Government of the United States, or of the alteration of

the form of Government of the United States by unconstitutional means.

(i) Knowing membership, with specific intent of

furthering the aims of, or adherence to and active participation in,

any foreign or domestic organization, association, movement, group, or

combination of persons (hereinafter referred to as organizations)

which unlawfully advocates or practices the commission of acts ot

force or violence to prevent others from exercising their rights under

the Constitution or laws of the United States or any state or

subdivision thereof by unlawful means.

(j) Intentional, unauthorized disclosure to any

person of security information, or of other information, disclosure of

which is prohibited by law or willful violation or disregard of

security regulations,

(k) Performing or attempting to perform duties, or

otherwise acting, so as to serve the interests of another government

in preference to the interests of the United States.

(1) Refusal by the individual, upon the ground of

constitutional privilege against self-incrimination, to testify before

/-';.. a congressional committee regarding charges of his/her alleged

( .f "disloyalty or other misconduct."
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(2) TheJFersonnel Security Unit (PSU) , Intelligence

Division, jutilizing the minimum standards set forth in EO 10A50, after

reviewing the results of the investigation, adjudicates whether, the

applicant is reliable, trustworthy, of good conduct and character, and

of complete and unswerving loyalty to the United States.

The] PSU [recommends to the Assistant Director, |Criroinal

Investigative|Division, whether or not the hiring of. the applicant is

clearly consistent with the interests of national security.

EFFECTIVE: 07/22/93

(

67-7.9.2 Instructions for the Initiation of the PSI (See

MIOG, Part I. 1
261-2 (2) (c) 8; Part II, 35-9.2; National

Foreign Intelligence Program Manual , Part 1, 8-1.1.)

|

(1) The processing field office, utilizing guidelines set

forth, will review the FD-IAO and initiate appropriate action for the

PSI to be conducted.

(2) A review of the application for employment (FD-IAO)

should be conducted for all applicants who are favorably recommended

at the time of their emplojment interviews to determine if a PSI is

warranted. It becomes incumbent upon the processing office to

conduct the PSI. The results of the PSl|are|to be forwarded along

with the FD-140, FI>-190a, fingerprint card, release forms, etc., to

the Special
I

Agent Applicant jUnit | or Bureau Support Applicant

Unit, jPersonnel Division, for appropriate action. If, after review of

the PSI by the Personnel Security Unit (PSU) ,,National Security

Division, determines that a polygraph is needed the processing office

will be contacted by PSU and advised of such.

(3) A PSI will be instituted whenever any of the

following factors are present after a review of the FD-IAO:

(a) Foreign birth of applicant, listed relatives, or

individuals with whom the applicant resided over a period of thirty

days or more (i.e., roommates, cohabitant).

(b) Foreign travel or foreign residences of

applicant.

|\D: INFORMATION CONTAl^D"^^^^^"
'' ^"^^"" '' "^^^""^'^ '""^'^"^

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIEIED

P/\TF-^-'^^'^^ BY>^ /T-7 ly^ Sens i t ive
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family (including in-laws) who reside outside the United States

(except U.S. citizens serving in the Armed Forces of the United States

or employed by the U.S. government).

(d) Employment by (or representatives or agent of)

any foreign government by the applicant or members of immediate family

(including in-laws).

(e) Contacts by applicant or members of immediate

family (including in-laws) with friends, associates, or others

residing outside the United States.

(f) Whenever an applicant lists federal or military

employment to determine if the applicant's previous employment

required access to United States classified/restricted information.

When appropriate, this includes former FBI employees applying for

reinstatement.

(4) A PSI of the applicant is to be conducted by an

. experienced FCI Agent, preferably with expertise in the a"" °^
(' •;. concern in the applicant's background. The interviewing Agent must

V "
review the application and any investigation conducted to identify

those security concerns associated with the applicant, as delineated

in EO 10450.

(a) When the applicant's background indicates he/she

has had any connection (travel, relatives, contacts, etc.) with a

specified foreign country (see JNational Foreign J^^eUigence Program

(5FIP)!Manual, I Introduction, 1 1-1), an experienced FCI Agent shoud

conduct an in depth PSI and make a recommendation as to whether the

applicant should be afforded a polygraph examination.

(b) In those offices where an FCI Agent is not

available to conduct the PSI, the National Security Division FBIHQ,

should be contacted for a determination as to whether a non-FC Agent

can be utilized or whether assistance could be provided by another

field office.

(c) In those applicant cases where the applicant has

traveled to or has a connection with a foreign country NOT listed in

he iNFIPlManual. I Introduction,! 1-1, it will be left o the discretion

of the SAC as to whether an FCI or non-FCI Agent will be utilized to

conduct the PSI.

(5) All PSIs must be done personally; no telephonic PSIs

are permitted.c
Sensitive
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(6) Although the main thrust of the PSI should be

developed through the expertise of the assigned FCI-trained Special

Agent, the following points, at a minimum and, where applicable, must

be addressed.

(a) Details regarding all travel outside the United

States including any unsupervised travel or side trips while in the

military; specific locations and purpose of all trips; length of stay;

organizations and/or individuals with whom there was contact; follow

up contacts; any traveling companions; and interviewing Agent should

review the applicant's passport for possible additional foreign travel

data.

(b) Contacts with foreign officials or police

agencies while traveling outside the United States.

(c) Any contacts by applicant or family members, as

listed in the application, with the individuals living or working

outside the United States; any contacts with applicant or family by

( foreign nationals or representatives visiting or residing in the

V,..-^ United States.

(d) Associations and the degree of same developed

with foreign nationals, citizens, and/or organizations; background

data regarding such persons, to include past roommates.

(e) Any personal associates, business or otherwise,

developed with foreign nationals, as a result of current employment,

clubs, or organizations, etc.

(f) Details of any approach to exchange United

States currency for local foreign currency, purchase of clothing, or

other illegal market items, etc.

(g) Noting applicant's current overextended credit

situation and past delinquency, applicant's ability to manage

finances; reason for past delinquency.

(7) The following additional points should be covered .

when the applicant and/or applicant's parents are foreign born:

(a) Details regarding motivation for applicant

and/or applicant's family to immigrate to the United States;

naturalization status of family, if not previously provided; provide

exact dates of naturalization for all relatives; family background in

Sensitive
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native country to include employment, any affiliation with a foreign

government. Communist Party, or other political entity; if Communist

Bloc country, how and why family allowed to leave; any return trips to

native country by applicant or family; any plans to return in future,

reason why remainder of family remain in native country; any visits to

United States by these family members ; background, etc., of relatives

remaining in foreign country; how applicant and spouse met if either

foreign born; and when applicant and his family emigrated into the

United States, provide exact dates.

(b) Loyalty of applicant to the United States and

its citizens versus those of native country; should ^e/she become

Bureau employee, reaction to official information he/she might obtain

regarding native country, relatives, or acquaintances of personal or

family interest from that country; reaction to hostage-type

situation involving terrorist organization or government of foreign

country. Motivation for becoming FBI employee.

(c) Any member of applicant's family who may have

been affiliated- with, participated in", or supported* any activities' of

any radical, militant, or terrorist groups.

(d) Applicant's prior possible contacts with non-

U.S. intelligence agencies; any further such contacts; details

regarding same.

(e) Details regarding possible dual citizenship held

by applicant and applicant's family. To what rights or privileges are

they entitled and have they exercised any of these rights or

privileges from the other country? What are their intentions

regarding the other citizenship?

(f) Reasons for any delay by the applicant or
'

immediate family in not applying for U.S. citizenship.

(g) Details of all foreign travel prior to

applicant's and immediate family's immigration to the United States.

Review should be made of foreign passport to verify this travel.

(8) If applicable, determine if the applicant was granted

a security clearance whenever a review of the FD-140 indicates the

applicant was employed by the federal government. United States

military, or worked^ on a government contract; determine dates of

clearance granted and ended and level of clearance granted, and if.

polygraph(s) was given.
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(9) In all cases, would applicant submit to a polygraph

examination focusing on foreign counterintelligcnce-type quesfions to

dispel security concerns of any unresolved issues developed during the

investigation.

(10) The results of the PSI are to be transmitted by the

field applicant program supervisor or Security Countermeasures Program

Manager in a separate communication or teletype, immediately upon

completion and marked to the, attention of the Security Programs

Manager (SPM) , National Security Division (NSD) ,
FBIHQ. with a copy

designated for] Special Agent Applicant jUnit | or Bureau Support
_

Applicant Unit.lPersonnel Division, FBIHQ. Simultaneously, copies

should also be disseminated to interested offices with leads to

resolve any security concerns resulting from the interview Receiving

offices should promptly handle such leads and report results to the

SPM, NSD, FBIHQ. These documents may contain classified information

and' should be marked and handled accordingly.

(11) The time expended on this interview is to be captured

for TURK purposes under the FBI Security ^"8""' ^"titled "Security

Officer Matters," by utilization of 261B. (See the MIOG, Part I.

Section 261-2(2) (c) 8.) Additionally, for TURK purposes a record of

the interview is to be maintained in the field office in a control

file under the 261B classification. (See MIOG, Part I, Section

I
1
261-2 (2) (d); NFIP Manual, Part 1, 8-l.l.)|

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/97

r

67-7 10 Polygraph Examinations of FBI Applicants (See also MIOG,

Part I. 67-17.3.8 (A); Part II, 13-22.12, 35-9.2.)

(1) All FBI applicants for support and Special Agent (SA)

positions, including on-board support employees who apply for the SA

position, must undergo a polygraph examination focusing on national

security issues, use or sale of iUegar drugs and completeness of the

FD-IAO (Application for Employment - FBI). Standardized testing

formats have been provided to each field polygraph examiner for their

use. These examinations are to receive priority attention and should

be handled in a manner that will expedite the applicant process.

(a) Deleted

(b) Deleted
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(c) Deleted

(d) Deleted

(2) The Special Agent [Applicant Unit (SAAU) and the

Bureau! Support Applicant ] Unit (BSAU)
,

| Personnel Division will ensure

all FBI applicants are advised that they will be required to submit to

a polygraph examination during the processing of their application and

prior to their employment to assist in the resolution of issues

directly related to national security, the FBI guidelines regarding

the sale and use of illegal drugs and the accuracy/completeness of the

FD-140 (Application for Employment - FBI).

(3) Any pertinent information developed during the

polygraph examination should be provided in writing by the applicant

on a supplemental information form.

(4) A preemployment polygraph examination is one element

of the overall applicant screening process. It is not to be

considered as a substitute for a thorough and complete background

investigation. The preemployment polygraph test is NOT designed to

assess trustworthiness and suitability in areas NOT covered by the

examination.

(5) Failure to submit to a polygraph examination, or

failure to satisfactorily cooperate during the examination will be

considered in determining whether the applicant shall be hired. Prior

to the examination, the examiner will obtain the applicant s agreement

in writing to take the polygraph examination (FD-328b)

.

I
(6) [SAAU and BSAU|will notify applicants determined not

to be eligible for employment based on admission of illegal drug usage

during preemployment polygraph testing. (See MIOG, Part I, 67-3.2.2 &

67-3.2.3.)

EFFECTIVE: OA/07/97

o
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67-7.10.1 Polygraph Examinations of FBI Applicants - Drug Issues

(See MIOG, Part II, 13-22.12.1.)

(1) All applicants for permanent employment with the FBI

are required to submit to a polygraph examination on specific issues,

i.e., those which relate to their trustworthiness and eligibility for

a "Top Secret" security clearance (security issues) and those which

relate to their use of illegal drugs (drug use) as well as veracity of

information furnished on their application. To address questions and

concerns regarding use of the polygraph for drug issues, an applicant

will be placed in one of three specific categories:

(a) Passed - No Indication of Deception

(b) Failed - Deception Indicated

(c) Inconclusive - Unable to Determine Results

(2) Concerns raised regarding use of the polygraph to

address drug use and/or results of drug use examinations predominantly

are associated only with the second category—those cases in which an

applicant failed the examination. Cases involving a failed polygraph

examination on drug use will be readily categorized as follows:

(a) Failed - Subsequently Admitted Deception - Drug

Use EXCEEDS FBI Suitability Standards

(b) Failed - Subsequently Admitted Deception - Drug

Use DOES NOT EXCEED FBI Suitability Standards

(c) Failed - Denies Deception

(3) Applicants whose polygraph results fall into the

first category above merit NO further consideration for employment. •

These applicants do not meet FBI suitability standards regarding drug

use. '

(4) Applicants who fall into the second category above

are NOT eligible for further applicant processing. A lack of candor

displayed by an applicant during the polygraph phase warrants their

disqualification. Each applicant should be advised of the

significance of candor during the applicant process and advised to

tell the truth prior to their polygraph examination.

results fa

(5) Applicants whose drug use polygraph examination^

11 into the last category, "Failed - Denies Deception,"
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warrant particular review. In those instances in which an applicant

fails the polygraph on drug use issues and maintains that he/she has

told the truth and can offer no explanation for the deceptive outcome

of his/her polygraph, the FBI will take the following action:

(a) On-Board Support Personnel Applying for the

Special Agent (SA) Position: When an on-board support employee fails

a polygraph examination regarding drug use issues, that fact must be

reported to the Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) so that an

appropriate inquiry may be conducted. In such cases, the employee

will be required to submit to an interview conducted under the

auspices of an OPR investigation regarding his/her use of, or other

association with illegal drugs, and a signed sworn statement will be

taken from the employee regarding his/her involvement in the illegal

use of drugs. In addition, OPR will conduct appropriate investigation

to determine if the employee has used illegal drugs post-employment

with the FBI and/or used illegal drugs preemployment and failed to

disclose the exact nature or extent of that use to the FBI. During

the course of the OPR inquiry, the employee will be required to again

submit to a polygraph examination regarding drug use. The second

polygraph examination will be conducted by a polygrapher other than

the individual who administered the first examination. If the

employee fails the second examination, the administrative inquiry will

continue, as may be appropriate, in accordance with current FBI policy

in such matters and no further processing for the SA appointment will

be conducted. If the employee passes the second polygraph examination

regarding drug use and has not admitted deception on the prior

examination or involvement with or use of illegal drugs previously

unknown to the FBI, OPR will complete its inquiries and forward its

I

findings to the|Adjudication|Unit. Upon adjudication, |SAAU| will once

again consider the employee for the SA position.

(b) Outside Applicants Who Fail the Polygraph

Examination regarding Drug Use and Deny Deception: Individuals who

seek FBI employment and fail their polygraph examination regarding

drug use will be disqualified from further consideration except in

limited circumstances. Each applicant will be advised by the

Personnel Division of the results of his/her examination and whether

he/she has been determined eligible for further processing.

(6) If an applicant from outside ithe FBI fails the

polygraph, and maintains that he/she has not been deceptive, he/she

may request to be considered for further applicant processing. This

request should be sent by the applicant directly to the FBIHQ division

head or SAC that previously has been sponsoring the applicant s

employment application. If deemed appropriate by the FBIHQ division
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head or SAC, the applicant should be thoroughly interviewed regarding

his/her use/ involvement with illegal drugs. This interview should be

conducted by an experienced Special Agent other than the polygrapher

or SA previously involved in processing the applicant for employment.

The result of that interview must be documented in detail in an FD-

302, It will be the responsibility of an FBIHQ division head or SAC

to personally review the applicant's file to determine if further

consideration is warranted on the merits of the case. An FBIHQ

division head or SAC may submit a written recommendation to the

Personnel Division to request that an applicant be given a second

polygraph on the basis of the information developed subsequent to the

polygraph examination. Such information should, of course, provide a

basis justifying the applicant's reexamination. To ensure consistency

and equity in decisions to afford such applicants further

consideration, the Deputy Assistant Director - Personnel Officer,

Personnel Division, will be responsible for approval of the decision

to afford an outside applicant a second polygraph examination.

EFFECTIVE: OA/29/97

67-7.11 Updating Investigations (See also MIOG,

Part I, 167-12, |& 67-17.3.8; Part II, 35-9.2.)

When initiating background investigation on an applicant,

either support or Special Agent who has previously been investigated

or whose application has been on file for some time, the following

should be borne in mind:

(1) A new application must be obtained if the previous

application is more than one year old or if there have been any

substantial changes since its submission. If a new application is not

required, the prior application should be thoroughly updated.

(2) A new fingerprint card must be furnished if the prior

one is more than one year old. Applicants for reinstatement must be

refingerprinted regardless of length of separation.

(3) In all instances, it will be necessary to conduct

appropriate credit and criminal checks on applicants if six months or

more have elapsed since previous checks. Credit checks will be

conducted by contractor personnel at FBIHQ. An update should not be

conducted unless an appointment is imminent.
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(4) If an applicant has changed his/her residence or

employment since previous investigation was conducted, in addition to

conducting appropriate checks of new neighborhoods and jobs, it will

be necessary to recheck the employment applicant held and/or the

neighborhood in which he/she resided at time of prior investigation to

determine whether anything of an unfavorable nature occurred

subsequent to completion of the previous check. The same applies to

credit and criminal checks. Credit checks will be processed by

contractor personnel at FBIHQ on applicant's name in all localities

covering his/her residence, employment, or education for the most

recent seven-year period.

(5) If background investigation was conducted more than

one year ago, the following investigation will need to be completed

again: reference and social acquaintance interviews; indices and

arrest checks concerning applicant's relatives and current roommate if

applicable; Bureau acquaintance interviews if applicable; and current

roommate if applicable. Also, a new Personnel Security Interview

(PSI) should be afforded the applicant if new foreign travel was taken

or if applicant held a security clearance after the previous PSI. A

new drug test should be obtained from applicant if the previous one is

over a year old. Headquarters' agency checks to include name search,

ELSUR check, identification check. CLEA, IIS, and 0PM check will not

be repeated ""la ss it' has been one vear since the last checks were^

(6) The following applies to the updating of a Special

Agent applicant investigation. The physical examination and

laboratory tests must be repeated if they are more than one year old.

(7) The following applies to the updating of a support

applicant investigation. If applicant's current employment has

previously been checked, it will not be necessary to recontact this

employer unless six months have elapsed since the original

investigation was conducted.

(8) A polygraph examination will be necessary on all

former Bureau employees, both Agent and support.

b5 Oh

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96
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MAINTENANCE OF AVAILABILITY LISTS ON SUPPORT APPLICANTS

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

(

67-8.1 Potential Availability List

A potential availability list is to be maintained for

applicants to be considered for positidns in field offices only.

(1) Thi^ list should contain the names of applicants

whose applications indicate they possess the minimum qualifications

for Bureau employment, who have passed the appropriate tests, and

whose interview results were favorable.

(2) When an opening occurs or is anticipated, the field

office is required to obtain approval to fill position from FBIHQ. If

approval is granted, then applicant on the potential availability list

who has been on the list the longest or has the best qualifications

will be immediately contacted to see if he/she is interested in FBI

employment. If interested, investigation should be instituted with a

21-day deadline, and application and related papers immediately

forwarded to FBIHQ.

(3) It will be incumbent upon each SAC to ensure that the

potential availability list contains individuals of both
"''"^"J

minority groups and that the policy of equal opportunity is strictly

^^mplied with in all cases. This will be followed closely by FBIHQ

and the Inspection Staff during their field office inspections.

(4) If it is determined that an applicant is no longer

interested in FBI employment after being placed on the potential

availability list, his/her name should be deleted. An applicant s

nime can also be deleted if he/she has been on the list for two years

and has not been hired.

c

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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67-9 QUALIFICATIONS FOR GENERAL SUPPORT POSITIONS (See MIOG,

Part I, 67-10, j67-11.1.2,|67-11.2.)

Individuals must be U.S. citizens, at least 16 years of

age, and a high school graduate or possess a General Education
Development (GED) equivalency certificate. Applicants must also
successfully complete the Clerical Selection Battery (CSB) written
test/structured interview, polygraph examination, drug test, and a

background investigation, and agree to remain with the Bureau for at

least one year provided they receive an appointment and their work is

satisfactory. Field offices may initiate processing (written test) if

the applicant is within six months of receiving his/her high school

diploma or GED certificate. (Also, see MIOG, Part I, 67-16.2.2 for

preeraployment drug usage policy and guidelines, and 67-12 for

reinstatement policy for former support employees.)

Applicants for Wage-Grade positions are not required to be high school

graduates (or equivalent) , and do not have to take the CSB written

test/structured interview. However, they must successfully complete a

drug t'est, polygraph examination, and a background investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 03/24/97

o

67-9.1 Physical Ability
|

(See MIOG, Part I, 67-16.2.1 (2).)|

(1) |Applicants for the positions of auto mechanic, police

officer, investigative specialist, and electronics technicianjmust

undergo a physical examination and be found qualified for the position

sought. [Applicants for these positions | should have satisfactory
vision. If an applicant's uncorrected vision is worse than 20/200

(Snellen) in either eye and/or is not correctable to 20/20 in one eye

and at least 20/40 in the other eye, applicant may be considered for a

support position, but must be advised that visual deficiency will

preclude consideration for the Special Agent position. Applicants who

have defective color vision must be advised this deficiency may
preclude them from consideration for the Special Agent position.

(2) In determining the physical qualification, certain

requirements may be waived for veterans and the | disabled| if they can

efficiently perform the duties of the position. The Bureau seeks to

recruit and place these persons if at all possible.

Sensitive .
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(3) If an applicant is pregnant, she is to be processed

under current suitability guidelines. The Pregnancy Discrimination

Act makes it clear that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 196A, as

amended, forbids discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth,

or related medical conditions. An employer cannot refuse to hire a

woman because of her pregnancy-related condition as long as she is

able to perform the major functions necessary for the job.

EFFECTIVE: 05/21/97

67-9.2 Placement and Processing of loisabled] Individuals for

Support Positions] (See MIOG, Part I, 67-11.2.)

|

(1) There have been instances where an individual with a

[disabilityjhas been processed in one field office for placement in

another field office or at FBIHQ; In such instances it is of

paramount importance that the office of interview present a true and

complete picture of the applicant. In this connection, good placement

analysis is based on the "whole person" concept. The applicant must

be evaluated in terms of total capacity—aptitudes, skills, training

and experience. All these factors must be considered to place the

individual in a particular job. In addition, the severity of the

I

disability] and the limitations imposed on the individual should be

described in detail so that an appropriate placement can be made.

Determine whether the individual'

s

[disability | is isolated to one area

or whether the person is ]multidisabled. | For example, it should be

indicated the applicant has a speech impediment and a mild case of

cerebral palsy with all limitations from the cerebral palsy

identified, i.e., unable to file, stand for long periods of time, etc.

(2) Basic criteria in processing]disabled] individuals

before application is forwarded to FBIHQ should be as follows:

(a) Qualifications and Limitations - A full,

evaluation should be made of the applicant's physical limitations and

whether the applicant can meet the requirements of the position for

which he/she is being considered.

(b) Testing - In processing applicants who are blind

or deaf, special instructions are needed from FBIHQ and results of

tests, as well as the Braille tests and tapes themselves, must be

returned to FBIHQ before any processing is begun.
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(

Each case will be considered on its merits and FBIHQ will order

background investigation in these matters.

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

67-9.3 Availability

All support applicants must be available for assignment to

either day or night shifts. They are to be informed that they may

also be called upon to work weekends. Any restriction on the

applicant's availability is to be set forth clearly on the interview

sheet.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

67-9.4 Appointment

Appointments for support positions are temporary

indefinite appointments in accordance with Public Law 843, approved

9/27/50, and are probationary for one year. Positions in the Bureau

are excepted by law from competitive Civil Service, and in view of

this fact, employee's acceptance of a Bureau appointment automatically

constitutes relinquishment during the employee's tenure of any

competitive status the employee may have acquired. When appointed

support applicants for FBIHQ cannot enter on duty as scheduled, they

may be given a revised reporting date. In such cases, the facts are

to be immediately furnished to FBIHQ which then will advise of the new

reporting date.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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Listed below are several support positions and their

specific qualifications in addition to those general qualifications

listed above in 67-9. In addition to the positions set forth below,

various specialized positions in technical fields such as engineering

and communications, are available. Applicants inquiring about such

positions should furnish a detailed resume to FBIHQ for evaluation.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

I

67-10.1 Clerical Positions |
(See MIOG, Part I, 67-11.2.)

]

Grade levels for new employees are being determined by

evaluating each applicant's education and work experience. Clerk GS-3

- Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED. Clerk GS-4 - Must

be a high school graduate (or equivalent) with at least three months

of general experience or one year of education above the high school

level (with at least a C average). Clerk GS-5 - Must be a college

graduate (with at least a C average) or a high school graduate (or

equivalent) with at least six months' general experience equivalent to

the GS-4 level (this can be determined through description of duties

being performed and salary)

.

EFFECTIVE: OA/29/96

67-10.2 lOffice Automation Clerk/Assistant

j

I

(l)Office Automation Clerk/Assistant JGS-3 - Must be a

high school graduate (or equivalent) able to type 30-39 words per

minute (wpm) . |Office Automation Clerk/Assistant |GS-4 - Must be a high

school graduate (or equivalent) able to type AO wpm. jOffice

Automation Clerk/Assistant JGS-5 - Must be a high school graduate (or

equivalent) able to type AO wpm with at least six months' specialized

experience,
may be made.

No exceptions or adjustments to these requirements (wpm)

]

(2)A11 applicants for an Office Automation

Clerk/Assistant position must pass the Clerical Selection Battery
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(CSB) Tvoine OR Word Processing Test at the appropriate words per

linuteiortach grade level. SOTE: CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY FROM

NON-FBI SOURCES. INCLUDING SELF-CERTIFICATION. CONCERNING AN

APPLICANT'S OR EMPLOYEE'S TYPING SKILL WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AS

QUALIFYING IN LIEU OF THE TYPING OR WORD PROCESSING TEST.

|

EFFECTIVE: OA/29/96 ,

67-10.3 Clerk-Stenographers

Clerk-Stenographer GS-5 - Must be a high school graduate

(or equivalent) land pass the Clerical Selection Battery (CSB) Typing

or Word Processing Test at|AO wpm and take shorthand at 80 wpm.

( EFFECTIVE: ^klVil'id

67-10.3.1 iDeletedj

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

67-10.4 Photographers

Photographic applicants must have at least three years-

experience including processing, contact printing, enlarging, and/or

color printing. It is also required that a photographer have a

general knowledge of the chemicals used in photographic processing.

Ihe entrance grade for this position is determined by the applicant <

experience and proficiency.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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67-10.5 Nurses

Nurses (GS-7) must be registered. Applicants with a

Bachelor's Degree may be considered if they possess six months'

experience, other than that received during school training,

preferably in dispensary work (clinical or occupational health).

Applicants with a three-year resident college degree may be considered

with one year of experience, six months of which must be in the above

category. Those with an Associate's Degree or a two-year diploma must

have two years' experience, six months of which must be in the above

category.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

67-10.6 Fingerprint Examiners

Vacancies in the position of Fingerprint Examiner are

filled from within the Bureau by employees who show potential for

{ . i training and advancement as Fingerprint Examiners. Fingerprint
''^-^ positions are available only at FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

67-10.7 Language Specialist (See MAOP, Part I, Section 22.)

All applicants for the Language Specialist and Translator

I

positions must be given an audiometric examination. The standard

required for passing the audiometer examination will be the same as

set forth for Special Agent applicants in 67-16.2.1(3).

EFFECTIVE: 05/21/97

67-10.8 |DeIeted|
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EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97

67-10.9 Laboratory
I

Physical Science and Biological Laboratoryl

Technicians

Laboratory
I

Physical Science | (GS-5 to|GS-ll) and Biological

Laboratory Technicians (GS-5 to GS-12) jmust have degrees fr.om colleges

or universities with a major in one of the sciences. Strong

consideration will be afforded those applicants possessing graduate

degrees and experience in the area of their academic work.

EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97

67-10.10 Electronics Tiechnicians

c

Electronics Technicians (ETs) usually enter in grade GS-5

or GS-7. Higher grades are available in the communications field

depending upon an applicant's education and experience.

(1) At the GS-5 level, an applicant must have formal

training in basic electronics and be capable of assisting in ordinary

repair and maintenance of electronic and FM radio equipment.

(2) At the GS-7 level, an applicant must possess formal

training and experience in electronics. The applicant needs to have a

thorough knowledge of the fundamental principles of electronics and FM

radio equipment. Also required is the ability to perform corrective

and preventive maintenance on electronic and FM radio equipment. This

applicant must be proficient in the use of a wide range of tools and

complex electronic test equipment.

(3) Applicants for the ET position must be willing to

travel and accept assignments in any part of the United States or

Puerto Rico, work on day, evening or midnight shifts, and accept

special assignments. These applicants, in addition to their regular

interview, must complete and sign the FD-318 entitled "Electronics

Questionnaire." This form is to be reviewed in the applicant's

presence by a senior ET. The ET is to interview the applicant to

evaluate the applicant's answers on the FD-318 and his/her technical

knowledge. The FD-318, along with the applicant's papers and
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application, is to be sent to FBIHQ for evaluation. If an ET

applicant wears glasses, he/she is to be advised that if offered an

appointment as an ET he/she must provide himself/herself with one pair

of nonmetallic safety eyeglasses prior to entering on duty.

EFFECTIVE: 06/10/88

67-10.11 Computer Programmer and Computer Systems Analyst

(1) Education - Applicant must have at least a four-year

college degree in computer science, mathematics, or one of the

physical sciences. The formal educational requirement will be waived

only when applicant can satisfactorily demonstrate his/her level of

experience and/or training in the field of Automatic Data Processing
(ADP) is of such a degree as to warrant an exception.

(2) Entrance Test - The applicant must also pass a

computer programming aptitude test to qualify for one of these

positions. Applicants for these positions should be processed as

usual. (Investigation may be instituted by the field on applicants

applying for Computer Programmer and Computer Systems Analyst

positions who are favorably recommended for Bureau employment, and who

indicate at the time of their interview that they will accept a lower

support position if they do not qualify in the positions for which

they are applying. Investigation should not be instituted by the

field on those applicants who are not interested in accepting a lower

position. In either case, the application and results of the

interview should be furnished to FBIHQ for review to determine if the

applicant is educationally qualified or has the necessary work

experience to qualify for the programmer or analyst position. If

appropriate, a computer programming aptitude test will be sent to the

field from FBIHQ and should immediately be administered to the

applicant and the results returned to FBIHQ. After the test score has

been evaluated, the field will be advised of the position for which

applicant is qualified.)

(3) Resume - A resume and college transcripts should be

submitted to FBIHQ along with the application in order to provide the

I

Information Resources [Division with information necessary for further

interview considerations.

(4) Salary - Basic entrance salary and position will be

commensurate with education, training, and experience, and will be

determined following review of application by the] Information
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Resources |Division.

(5) Employment Agreement - Applicants applying for these

positions, should be willing to remain with the FBI for a period of one

year after completion of a formal training program of approximately

six months.

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

67-11 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROCESSING SUPPORT APPLICANTS

No work is more important than properly testing,

interviewing, evaluating, and investigating applicants for positions

with the Bureau. Interviews and investigations must be exhaustive and

designed to uncover any information bearing on an applicant's

suitability for employment with this Bureau.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

67-11,1 Application (FD-140)
|
(See MIOG, Part I, 67-17. 1. 1 (2) .)

|

The Form FD-140 must be completely executed and signed by

the applicant. The interviewing official is to ensure that the

application is accurate with any omission or discrepancies being

resolved|after completion of the Clerical Selection Battery] formal

interview. Abbreviations are not to be used on this form. Regarding

applicants and their references and/or relatives who are of Hispanic

origin, it is essential that the patronymic and matronymic names of

all such individuals be obtained as well as the full married name of

all married females. The patronymic name is to be followed by the

matronymic name. In the case of a married female, the full married

name is necessary to include given name, patronymic last name followed

by the matronymic last name and husband's surname.

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96
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67-11.1.1 Preliminary Application for Technical Support Positions

(FD-646b)

(1) The FD-646b must be utilized as the first step in

initiating the processing for technical support applicants. This

form, filled out completely and accurately, examined by the Applicant

Coordinator and/or appropriate FBIHQ division, should be forwarded to

FBIHQ, Attention: j Bureau j Support Applicant, Unit , for initial

processing. Other FBIHQ divisions, principally Information Resources

Division, also utilize this form heavily. The FD-646b contains all

necessary data to rapidly and promptly process all technical support

applicants. This allows a quick and immediate review of the

application similar to that conducted on the FD-646 (Preliminary

Application for Special Agent Position), thereby eliminating all the

lengthy, data required on the FD-140. This should facilitate a much

easier entry into the personnel system for both the applicants and

reviewing officials. The FD-140 should be given only to those

applicants who are going to be processed further in the selection

system.

(2) The FD-140 will not be required at the initial

application; but, as a practical matter it can be given to applicants

when they appear for initial interview or testing. This will allow

them extra time to begin completing the form while awaiting test

results or FBIHQ review, in anticipation of a successful continuation

of their processing. The procedure regarding the use of the FD-646b

should be explained and disseminated to all individuals in each field

division handling applicant responsibilities.

(3) Applicant Coordinators and support employees handling

the FD-646b should ensure all applicants have read the FOIPA statement

on the back of the form.

(4) The reverse side of the FD-646b can be utilized for

extra space to continue any answers needed. It is noted the obtaining

of the Social Security Account Number is voluntary and is not required

until an applicant actually enters on duty.

EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97
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67-11.1.2 jSupport Applicant Tracking System

The FBI has on-line scoring and a tracking system for its

general (clerical) support applicants. This database, located within

the Bureau Personnel Management System (BPMS) , contains all necessary

identifying (background) information on all applicants who meet

minimum requirements, dates and pass/fail results of the various

selection measures (tests and interview), and information that tracks

the applicants through the extended applicant process (i.e.,

polygraph, drug test, background investigation, EOD date, and

disqualification reason, if any). It is essential that the database

be complete, accurate, and up to date at all tiroes. It is the

responsibility of the processing field office to enter the data

described below and to ensure accuracy on all elements that change

(address, position title for which applicant wishes to be considered,

etc.). The following .data elements are highlighted for particular

importance:

(1) UNIVERSAL CASE FILE NUMBER (UCFN) - A 67

classification UCFN must be obtained by the processing field office

on all applicants who meet the minimum requirements (see MIOG, Part

I, 67-9). This is done through the on-line Automated Case Support

(ACS) System that is available to all field offices. The field

office must enter the UCFN and identifying background information

into the support applicant tracking system within the BPMS before

submitting the Clerical Selection Battery (CSB) written test answer

sheet (3-829) to FBIHQ for grading. Otherwise, the test cannot be

graded.

(2) RACE AND GENDER - Race and gender are not considered

in the selection process for any position with the FBI; however, each

item is a necessary component in some of the ongoing analyses of the

selection tools to ensure that they are fair and meet legal

requirements. The information for these items is based on the

applicant's responses on the FD-804 (Applicant Background Survey).

After entering that information into the BPMS, the office is to

destroy the FD-804 (no copy is retained)

.

If the applicant does not return the FD-804, the data

fields for race, gender, and disability code should be left blank in

BPMS. If the applicant advises that he/she does not wish to furnish

that information, an "N" should be entered into the f ield(s) .
Should

the applicant later furnish the information for these fields, the

office may enter the data into BPMS. Applicants should be encouraged

to furnish this information. Once entered, however, it cannot 'be
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modified except through the FBI's Office of Equal Employment

Opportunity Affairs.

(3) VETERANS' PREFERENCE - The Veterans' Preference Act

of 19A4, as amended, and codified in various provisions of Title 5,

United States Code, applies for civilian positions in the Excepted

Service, such as the FBI. There is a mandatory data field in the

BPMS support applicant tracking system for this information, which

must be entered by the field office at the time an applicant record

is entered or modified. The points (5 or 10) are then applied as a

component of the total numeric score AFTER an applicant passes the

CSB written test and structured interview. Any points given,

however, must be based on specific qualifying criteria discussed

below, and only when the field office is in receipt of appropriate

documentation to support the claim of eligibility.

(a) Criteria for Veterans' Preference Eligibility

The criteria for determining eligibility for veterans'

preference points are as follows: For federal employment, "Veteran"

is defined as a person who was separated with an honorable discharge

or under honorable conditions from active duty in the Armed Forces

performed:

1. in a war; or,

2, in a campaign or expedition for which a

campaign badge has been authorized; or.

PAGE 67 - 53

ending 7/1/55; or.

3. during the period beginning 4/28/52, and

A. for more than 180 consecutive days, OTHER

THAN FOR TRAINING, any part of which occurred during the period

beginning 2/1/55 and ending 10/14/76.

5. A person who entered on active duty in the

Armed Forces after 10/14/76 and before 9/8/80 may qualify if he/she:

a. served during a war or campaign or

expedition for which a campaign badge has been authorized, or

b. is a disabled veteran.

6. A person who enlisted in the Armed Forces

after 9/7/80, or who entered on active duty (through means other than
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enlistment) on or after 10/14/82 may qualify if he/she:
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a. served during a war or in a campaign or

expedition for which a campaign badge has been authorized and has

completed 24 months of continuous service or the full period called

or ordered to active duty, or

b. served during a war or in a campaign or

expedition for which a campaign badge has been authorized and was

discharged early under Title 10, USC, Section 1171 or for hardship

under Title 10, USC, Section 1173, or

is a disabled veteran. (See MIOG,

Part I. 67-7.8 (19).)

A disabled veteran is a person who was separated under

honorable conditions from active duty in the Armed Forces performed

AT ANY TIME and who has established the present existence of a

service-connected disability or is receiving compensation, disability

retirement benefits, or pension. Veterans' preference for reason of

disability must be withdrawn when the veteran recovers from the

service-connected disability, unless he/she is receiving

compensation, pension, or disability retirement benefits, or was

awarded the Purple Heart.

Another form of veterans' preference you may encounter is

"Derived Preference." This preference is granted to the

widow/widower or mother of a deceased veteran, or to the spouse or

mother of a disabled veteran, if these individuals assert their right

to use it. It is derived preference because it is based on the

military service of someone else - a veteran who is not using the

preference. If the disabled veteran does decide to use his/her

service for preference, the spouse or mother is no longer entitled to

the preference.

An amnesty or clemency discharge does not meet the

requirement for a discharge under honorable conditions. Therefore,

no preference can be granted to persons with amnesty or clemency

discharges.

(b) Proof of Veterans* Preference Eligibility

The burden of proof to justify veterans' points rests with

the applicant and, ideally, should be submitted with the FD-646 or

FD-140 application form. The applicants should be given information

at the time they are given the FD-646 or FD-140 concerning the
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required documentation in order for them to claim veterans'
preference points. Should a person have difficulty obtaining the

necessary documentation to claim veterans' preference, the field

office should be available to assist in obtaining the required
documentation and, if necessary, make telephone calls or write

letters for this purpose.

Acceptable documentation is a copy of the DD-21A, or in

the case of service-connected disabilities, a copy of the SF-15 or

other applicable documentation from the Department of Veterans

Affairs, the branch of Armed Forces in which the applicant served, or

the National Archives and Records Administration's National Personnel

Records Center (Military). Field offices are responsible for

forwarding this documentation to the Bureau Support Applicant Unit

with the opening of a background investigation.

A quick point of reference justifying preference points is

a Campaign or Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal for service in a

campaign/war (5 points), or a Purple Heart (10 points).]

EFFECTIVE: 03/2A/97

o

67-11.2 General Support (Clerical) Applicant Testing and

Interviewing (See MIOG, Part I, 67-12.)

(1) With the implementation of new selection procedures

for general support applicants, the results of the Short Employment

Test (SET), Bureau Typing Test, and interview format on the FD-190a

will no longer be used to process or select applicants for general

support positions which are entry-level and clerical in nature.

(2) The SET has been replaced by the Clerical Selection

Battery (CSB) , which consists of a set of written tests and a

structured interview, as well as a Typing or Word Processing Test for

positions that require a qualified typist. The CSB may only be used

for entry-level support positions, grades GS-3 to GS-6, where duties

are mostly of a clerical nature. If not a CSB-approved position, this

determination will be made after a review of the position

description(s) and job analysis information. Offices MUST request

such a review by contacting the Personnel Assessment Group (PAG),

Personnel Resources Unit, Personnel Division.

(3) Upon completion of the CSB written test. Form 3-829
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(Clerical Selection Test Answer Sheet) must be sent to the [Personnel

Resources Unit (PRU) , PAG, using Form FD-859 (CSB Shipping Invoice) as

a cover communication.]. The following forms, which must be filled

out completely, must be maintained by each field office to document

each test session. They are to be submitted to the PAG only when a

situation/complaint occurs that deviates from normal test procedures:

Test)

;

(a) |fd-840| (Applicant Checklist for the CSB Written

c

(b) FD-829| (FBl|Record Sheet for Test

Administrators) ; and

(c) |FD-833 (Nondisclosure
I

Statement for | Selection

Tests and Interviews Used by the Federal Bureau of Investigation); and

(d) FD-8A1 (Examinee Roster for the Clerical

Selection Battery Written Test)
.

|

(4)
I

The FD^828 (FBI Test/Interview Usage and Inventory

Log) must be filled out and maintained in the field office to

document each time a controlled (serialized) CSB test or interview

item is removed from and returned to the safe.

|

(5) |Only clerical applicants who pass the" CSB written

test are interviewed, and all applicants who do pass the test must be

afforded the CSB structured interview. Once the CSB structured

interview has been administered, the following forms must be

submitted to the PRU, PAG, using Form FD-859 (CSB Shipping Invoice)

as a cover communication:

(a) IfD-800 (Clerical Applicant Rating Form); and|

(b)
1

3-842 (Clerical Applicant Interview Rating

Sheet)

.

The following forms must also be completed during the CSB structured

interview, but they are retained in the field office applicant file:

(a) FD-535 (Privacy Act Notice)

;

(b) FD-798 (Clerical Applicant Preliminary

Interview); and

(c) FD-858 (Clerical Selection Battery (CSB)

Interview Follow-Up Sheet), if used.]
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(6) |CSB EXEMPTION FOR SPOUSE/CHILDREN OF SPECIAL AGENTS

(SAs) KILLED IN THE LINE OF DUTY - The surviving Spouse and children

of SAs officially listed as killed in the line of duty are exempt

from the CSB written test. However, they are subject to an interview

and all other steps in the standardized applicant process in that

they must: (a) meet threshold qualifications (U.S. citizenship,

possess a high school diploma or equivalent, be at least 16 years of

age, and agree to remain with the FBI for at least one year) ;
(b) be

subject to proficiency testing (i.e., typing and word processing

test, if applying for a position that requires a "qualified typist");

(c) undergo and pass the structured CSB interview; and (d)

successfully pass all of the final stages of applicant processing

(polygraph examination, Personnel Security Interview, drug testing,

and background investigation). If the spouse/children previously

worked for the FBI, the "reinstatement interview" (see MIOG, Part I,

67-12) applies in lieu of the CSB structured interview.]

and answer
are issued

I (7) I INVENTORY - The CSB| serialized|materials

sheets for the written test (3-829) and interview (3-8A2)

and controlled by the PAG of the Personnel Resources Unit. |Thesel

materials will be issued only to|CSB|Certif ied Test Administrators

(CTAs) who have been trained by the PAG, and they must be afforded

strict security at all times. Only trainedjCSB [CTAs may have access

to|these|materials. The CSB written test booklets, interview

booklets, and typing/word processing booklets are reusable. As such,

they are serialized and charged out to the CTA who is accountable for

their proper maintenance, administration, and security.
|
(See (8) .)

|

(8)
I

SECURITY (See MIOG, Part I, 67-11.2(7)) - Only CSB

CTAs may have access to the serialized, controlled CSB materials at

any time (i.e., while in storage or in actual use) and only they may

administer the instruments (test and interview) to the applicants.

They are solely responsible for following established procedures to

ensure and maintain the security of these materials. Any procedural

deviations or compromise of test and interview materials in any way

will be investigated and could result in the removal of CTA

status/authorization and the possibility of administrative action

against the CTA.

Except as specified herein, the CSB materials (used and

unused) must be maintained separately from routine office files and

supplies, in a safe to which only CSB CTAs have access. This is

necessary to preserve the integrity and security of the testing and

interviewing process. Only the following forms, once completed, may

be sent to the respective field office applicant files: j
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Test) ;

(a) FD-840 (Applicant Checklist for the CSB Written

(b) FD-833 (Nondisclosure. Statement for Selection

Tests and Interviews Used by the Federal Bureau of Investigation);

Questions)

;

used)

.

(c) FD-798 (Clerical Applicant Preliminary Interview

(d) FD-535 (Privacy Act Notice) I and

(e) FD-858 (CSB Interview FoUow-Up Sheet) (if

I (9) I TRAINING - Only field. off ice personnel who have been

trained by the FAG may administer the CSB written test battery and

conduct the structured CSB interview. Training is a three-day course

that covers all aspects of the CSB, including scoring of the

interview.

I
(10) 1

SCORING

(a) The CSB written test answer sheets (3-829) must

be sent by overnight delivery to FBIHQ, Attention: Personnel

Assessment Group, Personnel Resources Unit, for scoring. The answer

sheets will be optically scanned and computer scored. The pass/fail

results will be automatically placed into the BPMS tracking system for

office retrieval.

(b) The CSB structured interview will then be given

by specifically trained field office personnel to those applicants who

passed the CSB written test. The interview rating sheet (3-842) must

be sent by overnight delivery to FBIHQ. Attention: Personnel

Assessment Group, Personnel Resources Unit, for processing. The

interview sheets will also be optically scanned and computer scored

I

through the on-line system within BPMS. Upon request, the|PRU,jPAG

will prepare a best-qualified list of the offices' support applicants

to assist in the selectionjof those applicants to be further processed

(i.e., polygraph, Personnel Security Interview, drug test).|

(c) The scoring procedures, however, are dependent

upon correctly entering Bureau file numbers and demographic

information into the BPMS prior to submitting the CSB tests/interviews

to the PAG. Otherwise, the computer will reject test/interview sheets

without scoring them. The pass/fail results will be automatically
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placed into the BPMS tracking system for office retrieval, and offices

will computer generate the appropriate status letters to general

support applicants. With regard to the CSB Typing/Word Processing

Test, offices will be responsible for scoring and key entering the

test form, test date, and results (words per minute) into the support

applicant tracking system of the BPMS.

I (11) I SELECTION OF TEST TAKERS

(a) The CSB test takers must meet the minimum

qualifications (see MIOG, Part I, 67-9, Qualifications for General

Support Positions). Those applicants applying for GS-4 or GS-5 level

positions must have post-high school education or qualifying work

experience. Positions at the GS-6 level require one year of

specialized experience and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis in

consultation with the|Pay Administration and Support [Staff ing Unit at

FBIHQ. (See MIOG, Part I, 67-10.1, Clerical Positions.) The current

list of general support positions approved for use of the CSB consists

of the following:

Clerk
, ^\

Clerk-Typist (Retitled Office Automation Clerk/Assistant)

Computer Operator
Communications Operator

Data Transcriber (Typing)

I

'-Duplicating Equipment Operator

'^File Assistant (OA) (Plus Additional Measures)]

File Clerk
File Clerk (Data Transcriber)

lldentification Record Clerk (Data Transcribing)]

Identification Record Clerk (Typing)

Mail Clerk
Mail and File Clerk

Microform Equipment Operator

j*Office Management Assistant (Stenography/OA) (Plus

Additional Measures)]

Quality Evaluation Assistant (Data Transcribing)

]*Secretaryj (Plus Additional Measures)

Security Complaint Clerk/Assistant

Security Guard/Warder
Telecommunications Operator

Time and Leave Clerk

[''Additional measures can be obtained by contacting the PAG of the

Personnel Resources Unit, FBIHQJ
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The number of applicants tested with the CSB should be consistent with

the number of vacancies to be filled, with consideration for test

failures and other disqualifying factors that may surface during the

course of a background investigation, polygraph examination, etc.

(b) In circumstances where an office has an

excessive number of applications from individuals who meet minimum

qualifications, the number of test takers will be scaled down through

a random selection process conducted by the PAG prior to CSB testing.

Random selection is necessary to ensure fair, consistent,

nondiscriminatory, and legally justifiable selection procedures. The

PAG will offer guidance to the field in determining what number of

applicants is excessive and will make the random selection of test

takers from the list of threshold qualified applicants supplied by the

field office. Again, random selection comes into play only in

situations where an excessive number of applicants apply for very

limited vacancies (i.e., greater than 20 applicants per vacancy).

(c) An exception to the-random selection process

will be made for those applicants who are reinstatements and must take

the CSB written test (see Section 67-12). These applicants will not

be subject to the random selection process to take the CSB tests. If

they pass the CSB (test battery and interview), their processing may

continue. All other CSB applicants wi^ll, have to participate in the

random selection process as indicated above.

I (12) I RETEST POLICY - If an applicant fails the CSB written

battery of tests, he/she will be eligible to retake an alternate

version after six months, providing that the office has vacancies. A

second failure will result in his/her elimination from any further

consideration. If the applicant fails the CSB interview, no further

consideration will be afforded him/her for employment (no

reinterview) . The two versions of the Typing or Word Processing Test

may he given to an applicant (if necessary) with no imposed waiting

period between test sessions or limit on the number of times tested.

( (13) I APPLICANTS WITH DISABILITIES - In support of laws

governing disabled applicants, current Bureau policy requires that

applications received from qualified persons who identify themselves

as having a disability, which may require a reasonable accommodation,

be processed in the same manner as those applications received from

qualified persons who do not have or do not identify themselves as

having a disability. If applications are received from qualified

persons who identify themselves as having a disability, the Persons

with Disabilities Program Manager must be notified prior to

. administration of the CSB or other testing procedures to discuss
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reasonable accommodations (if requested). The Persons with

Disabilities Program Manager may be contacted within the Office of

Equal Employment Opportunity Affairs, FBIHQ. Refer to MIOG, Part I,

67-9.2, "Placement and Processing of Disabled Individuals for Support

Positions.

"

I

(lA) DESTRUCTION OF CSB TEST AND INTERVIEW MATERIALS -

(See also MAOP, Part II, 2-A.5.2.)

(a) The following CSB materials, which are forwarded

to FBIHQ (no copies retained in the field office), must be retained

by the PRU, PAG, FBIHQ, for at least two calendar years and will be

destroyed at the expiration of the two-year period:

Sheet);

Sheet)

;

1. 3-829 (Clerical Selection Test Answer

2. 3-8A2 (Clerical Applicant Interview Rating

3. FD-800 (Clerical Applicant Rating Form);

4. Training and Experience (T&E) Questionnaires

that supplement the CSB for specific positions; and

5. Interview Summary Rating Forms that

supplement the CSB for specific positions.

(b) The following forms must be retained in each

applicant's field office file and submitted to FBIHQ (Attention:

Bureau Support Applicant Unit) as part of the package when each

applicant's background investigation is initiated. They will be

destroyed pursuant to existing Bureau file destruction policy:

1. FD-840 (Checklist for the CSB Written Test);

2. FD-833 (Nondisclosure Statement for

Selection Tests and Interviews Used by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation)

;

3. FD-798 (Clerical Applicant Preliminary

Interview Questions)

;

Q used) ; and

ii. FD-858 (CSB Interview FoUow-Up Sheet) (if

61
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5. FD-535 (Privacy Act Notice).]

EFFECTIVE: 03/24/97

67-11.2.1 Administration of Tests

(1) In an effort to administer the tests in the most

efficient manner, the field offices should attempt to test several

applicants together whenever possible. However, on those occasions

when there is only one applicant available, the tests can and should

be administered on an individual basis.

(2) The generally accepted conditions of good test

administration should be observed. Good lighting, comfortable

seating, adequate desk or table space, and freedom from noise and

other distractions are necessary for valid scores and for maintaining

the good will of the applicant,

(3) Those administering the tests should have a stop

watch, a regular watch with a second hand, or any other timer which

will enable them to time the tests with complete accuracy. Timing

errors should be kept to a second or two at the most.

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

I

67-11.2.2 |Deleted|

EFFECTIVE: OA/29/96

67-11.2.3 Deleted

e
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EFFECTIVE: Qk/19/9e

67-11. 2. A [Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

1
67-11.3 iDeletedj

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

67-11.3.1 Social Security Number

All applicants should be advised that should they be

offered and accept appointment with the Bureau, it will be necessary

that they have a social security number at time they report for duty.

If they do not have one, they should make arrangements to obtain one

immediately. The applicant is to be advised that the socxal security

number is required for the proper handling of tax information by the

Internal Revenue Service. Furnishing the ^o^i^^^^^^^^ ">;"!",''
,

mandatory in accordance with Executive Order 9397, dated 11/22/43 and

Internal Revenue Code, Section 6109.

EFFECTIVE: 09/25/91

o
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Each applicant of Asian ancestry, particularly those born

outside the United States, at time of interview is to be requested to

furnish a copy of his/her birth certificate. Each applicant is to be

instructed, at time of interview,, to furnish his/her name and the

names of all relatives in Chinese characters. This will allow the

Laboratory Division to transliterate the names for appropriate

searches. Refer to the Foreign Counterintelligence Manual, Part I,

Section 200, for detailed information as to how this information

should be set forth. This information should be submitted to FBIHQ

concurrently with the application, when possible, or expeditiously

upon completion of the interview.

EFFECTIVE: 09/25/91

67-11.3.3 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 09/25/91

67-11.3.4 Military Status

Applicant's military status should be ascertained.

67-5 of this section for further information.)

(See

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

I

67-11.3.5 [Verifying Prior Government Service

(1) If an applicant is presently employed by another

Federal Civilian Agency, an SF-75. "Request for Preliminary Employment

Data " must be completed and forwarded to FBIHQ. This form must also

be completed for those applicants who have been employed by a Federal

Civilian Agency within the past 60 days.

(2) The SF-75 will be used to ensure proper coverage from

the time of entrance on duty (EOD) for Civil Service Retirement,

social security, health insurance benefits and employees group life

insurance benefits. For those employees who EOD with no break in
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service, the SF-75 will be used to make any necessary salary

adjustments. It does not serve as authorization to process other-

personnel' actions, such as service computation dates giving credit for

this service for retirement purposes or transferring leave. This

can only be adjusted upon receipt of the 3-781, "Transcript of Federal

Service." No salary adjustments can be made for individuals whose

only previous Federal service was military.]

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

67-11.3.6 Lesser Positions

Applicants for GS-3 or GS-A Clerk-Typist and GS-A

Clerk-Stenographer positions are to be specifically asked whether they

would be willing to accept a clerical position if they fail to qualify

for the position sought. Their answer to the question must be

reported.

EFFECTIVE: 05/28/85

67-11.3.7 Support Applicants Who Possess a Bachelor's Degree

The following three points must be covered with all

applicants applying for a support position who possess at least a

Baccalaureate Degree:

(1) It must be carefully explained to the applicant that

if employed in a support capacity, he or she will begin employment

performing routine clerical work and the Bureau is not in a position

to accelerate advancement solely because the applicant has a college

degree.

(2) If a favorably recommended applicant for a support

position would obviously be precluded from future consideration for

the Special Agent position for any reason including vision,

personality, missing limb or some trait or condition which could not

be overcome, he or she must be so advised.

(3) If the favorably recommended support applicant is not

considered disqualified for future Special Agent consideration

I

andlhis/her I interest in a support position is for the purpose of
^

qualifying for the Special Agent position, |a total of three years
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work experience of a full-time, fairly continuous nature will be

required. This can include work experience gained prior to Bureau

employiaent. The applicant should be made fully aware, however, that

service with the Bureau does not automatically guarantee a future

appointment to the Special Agent position. Support employees aspiring

to the Agent position will be processed in the same manner as all

other applicants and must compete with all other candidates on an

equal basis for the openings available.]

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81

o

67-11.3.8 Fingerprinting

All Bureau applicants who are favorably recommended for

employment should be fingerprinted at time of interview on the

applicant fingerprint card (FD-258) . It is not necessary to

fingerprint those applicants who are unfavorably recommended. When an

employee enters on duty, he/she is also fingerprinted on the personnel

fingerprint card (FD-380) , Applicants must be fingerprinted by Bureau

personnel and not referred to police agencies.

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81

c

67-11.3.9 Support Applicant Interview Form (FD-190a)

This form has been designed for the interviewing of

support applicants.

(1)
I

The FD-190a is NOT used for general support entry-

level positions (GS-3/6) in which the basic duties are clerical in

nature. The FD-190a has been replaced by the Clerical Selection

Battery (CSB) structured interview.

]

(2) iHowever, the FD-190a is still being used for all

higher grade support positions which include technical and specialty

positions. This form is not required for the Honors Internship

Program,

|

I (3) I The dimensions rated under the captions of "Personal

Appearance" and "Evaluation of Applicant as Result of Interview" have

been revised to increase the relevancy to support applicants and job

requirements and/or performance.
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I (4) JThe adjective ratings for dimensions under these two

captions have been revised in the form of a horizontal rating scale.

Most of these dimensions have three descriptive adjectives and five

possible rating areas to facilitate the rating in degrees. For

example, under the caption of Personal Appearance, the dimension of

Initial Impression has the descriptive adjective ratings of

Outstanding, Average, and Poor in a horizontal rating scale of five

possible rating areas. If the applicant's initial impression was

considered to be above average, then that rating area between the

descriptive adjectives of Average and Outstanding would be marked.

Exceptions to the dimensions having three descriptive adjectives are

the dimensions of Build, where there are seven descriptive adjectives

and ratings areas, and the dimension of Assurance, where there are

four descriptive adjectives and five rating areas.

(

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

I

67-11.3.10 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

C.S

67-11.4 Disposition of Application and Related Papers
|
(See MIOG,

Part I, 67-11.2.)

(1) SUBMITTING COMPLETED WRITTEN TEST MATERIALS

After an applicant has been given the Clerical Selection

Battery (CSB) written test, the field office must submit the following

to FBIHQ, Attention: Personnel Assessment Group, Personnel

Resources
I

Unit, using Form FD-859 (CBS Shipping Invoice) as a cover

communication:

|

(a) 3-829 (Clerical Selection Test Answer Sheet)

(b) I FD-840 I
(Applicant Checklist for the CSB Written

Test) (only if necessary)
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(c) FD-829 (Record Sheet £or Test Administrators)
(only if necessary)

(d) iFD-833 (Nondisclosure Statement for Selection
Tests and Interviews Used by the Federal Bureau of Investigation)
(only if necessary) ; and

(e) FD-841 (Examinee Roster for the CSB Written
Test) (only if necessary)

.

|

(2) SUBMITTING COMPLETED INTERVIEW MATERIALS

(a) After a CSB interview, the field office must

submit the following to FBIHQ, Attention: Personnel Assessment Group,

Personnel Resources |Unit , using Form FD-859 (CSB Shipping Invoice) as

a cover communication:

1, FD-800 (Clerical Applicant Rating Form); and

2. 3-842 (Clerical Applicant- Interview Rating

Sheet)
.

I

(b)
I

The FD-798 (Clerical Applicant Preliminary
Interview Questions), FD-535 (Privacy Act Notice), and if necessary,

FD-858 (CSB Interview Follow-Up Sheet) are also filled out at the

time of the CSB interview. However, they are retained in the field

office and submitted to FBIHQ as part of the package when a

background investigation is initiated on the applicant.]

EFFECTIVE: 03/24/97

67-11.5 Physical Examinations

(1) [General support and most specialty applicants do not

require a preemployment physical examination. The specialty
positions of auto mechanic, police officer, investigative specialist,

and electronics technician do require a preemployment physical

conducted at an FBI-designated examining facility. The FBI will bear

the cost of this examination. Obtain complete details regarding any

medical history applicant lists which would bear on suitability for

any of the aforementioned specialty positions. Physical examinations
must be scheduled on a timely basis to allow for a thorough review by
FBIHQ before an appointive decision may be made. See FD-300 for
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|

PAGE 67 - 69

(2) Bureau Forin|FD-300 and government forms SF-88 and

SF-93 are to be used for appropriate specialty applicants. It is the

responsibility of the field office to ensure these forms are

completely executed by the examining physician and that all necessary

tests have been afforded.

|

(3) [Language Specialist applicants are to be afforded an

audiometer test only.

|

EFFECTIVE: 05/21/97

67-12
I

REINSTATEMENT POLICY FOR FORMER SUPPORT PERSONNEL (See

MIOG, Part 1, 67-7.11, 67-9, and 67-11.2.)

A "REINSTATEMENT" is defined as an applicant who met

his/her initial employment obligation as a permanent part-time or

full-time employee during prior FBI service, REGARDLESS OF THE DATES

OF THAT SERVICE. By definition, individuals given temporary,

seasonal, and/or intermittent appointments (i.e., summer employees,

Honors Interns, temporary Tour Guides) are not reinstatement

applicants and must compete at all stages of processing (i.e., must

undergo the Clerical Selection Battery written test and interview if

applying for a permanent part-time or full-time entry-level clerical

vacancy). This policy does not apply to staff on long-term disability

(see the Manual of Administrative Operations and Procedures (MAOP)

,

Part I, 15-1.12) or to those who are ex-military personnel (see MAOP,

Part I, 10-1) or on military furlough (10-5.4)

.

EFFECTIVE: OA/29/96
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67-12.1 Reinstatement Hiring Procedures for Support Positions

(See MIOG, Part I, 67-12.2, 67-12.3 and 67-12. A.)

Upon receipt of a request for reinstatement, a

communication should be directed to FBIHQ, | Bureau | Support Applicant

Unit
I

(BSAU)
.

I A determination regarding eligibility for

reinstatement will thereafter be made at FBIHQ, |BSAU, jbased on review

of the exit interview and performance appraisals. The field office

will be appropriately advised. Under no circumstances should active

consideration be given to a reinstatement request until FBIHQ, | BSAU

|

approval has been received. If such approval is granted, the

following steps must be followed in sequential order when processing

reinstatements for FBI support positions:

When a request for reinstatement is received and a vacancy

exists, thelBSAUJmust be informed. |BSAU|will review the former

employee's personnel file for the exit interview to determine if

he/she was recommended for rehire and the last performance

appraisal (s) on record (maximum of three). In this regard:

(1) If the applicant was not recommended for rehire or

left under negative circumstances, the applicant will not be further

processed.

(2) If the applicant was recommended with reservations

for rehire, the exit interview information should be carefully

considered in terms of the position for which the applicant is being

considered. From the informiation provided, | BSAU | might determine that

the applicant is not eligible for rehire. However, if the information

is not complete enough to determine whether the applicant is eligible

for rehire, I BSAU I will authorize further processing to gather

additional information to make an informed decision.

(3) If the applicant was recommended for rehire, | BSAU

|

will review the last three performance appraisal ratings in file.

Each of these must have an overall rating of at least "Fully

Successful" in order for the applicant to be considered further. If

the applicant has only one or two previous performance review(s) , each

one must still be at least "Fully Successful" for further

consideration.

However, ALL critical elements in the last performance appraisal must

have been rated at least "Fully Successful" for further consideration.

If one or more of the element ratings is/are less than "Fully

Successful," the applicant will not be considered for reinstatement.
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(A) If authorized by|BSAU, | each support applicant who is

not required to take the Clerical Selection Battery must receive a

reinstatement interview in connection with his/her reinstatement

request to determine:

(a) whether the applicant understands the current

requirements, duties and responsibilities of the position, and is

willing and able to meet them;

position;

FBI; and

(b) how he/she is qualified for the advertised

(c) why he/she wants to return to the FBI;

(d) how he/she has been employed since leaving the

(e) the reason(s) for his/her resignation and the

manner in which those problems/issues, if any, have been resolved.

\^ Each office is to make an assessment of the depth of the applicant's
^^•-' commitment to a long-term career with the FBI and make a

I

recommendation to |BSAU| concerning the preliminary suitability of the

individual for rehire in the advertised position.

(5) If the reinstatement interview is favorable, each

office will interview or set out leads to interview the applicant's

former supervisor (s) and co-workers for his/her last three years of

FBI employment. The results of the reinstatement interview,

assessment/recommendation, and the preliminary interviews are then

I

forwarded to FBIHQ, ] BSAU. ] While this process is underway, the

processing of other qualified applicants should not be stopped or

delayed.

EFFECTIVE: 03/24/97
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67-12.2 Clerical Reinstatement with FBI within Two Years

of Last FBI Employment

If a rei

being considered f

application is rec

date, he/she will

(CSB) written test

however, have to p

applying for a pos

typist," and will

and processing as

nstatement applicant is eligible for rehire, is

or an entry-level clerical position, and an

eived within two years of his/her cease-active-duty

not have to take the Clerical Selection Battery

and structured interview. That person will,

ass the CSB Typing or Word Processing Test if

ition that requires the services of a "qualified

also have to be afforded a reinstatement interview

described above in 67-12.1.

EFFECTIVE: OA/29/96

o 67-12.3 Clerical Reinstatement with FBI More Than Two Years

from Last FBI Employment

If the reinstatement applicant is eligible for rehire, is

being considered for an entry-level clerical position and an

application is not received within two years of his/her cease-active-

duty date, he/she will have to take the Clerical Selection Battery

(CSB) written test and structured interview. In this situation, the

individual will not be afforded the reinstatement interview and

processing as referred to in 67-12.1. However, if the reinstatement

applicant previously passed the CSB, he/she will not have to retake

the CSB as those prior test/interview scores are still valid. This

applicant would be afforded the reinstatement interview and the

processing as described above in 67-12.1.

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96
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67-12.4 Reinstatement Applicant for Specialty Position

If the reinstatement applicant is eligible for rehire, and

is being considered for a specialty or professional support position,

he/she must be afforded the reinstatement interview and processing as

described above in 67-12.1, plus any other selection procedure(s) as

applicable to the specific position.

EFFECTIVE: OA/29/96

67-12.5 Preferential Treatment for Reinstatement Applicants

When a field office has an entry-level clerical position

to fill and has reinstatement applicants who must take the Clerical

Selection Battery, these applicants may be tested/ interviewed ahead of

the rest of the office's pool of applicants if the field office makes

an initial determination that these individuals are highly qualified

for the position. However, once interviewed, no further preferential

treatment will be given to these individuals. They must compete for

final selection and appointment along with all other applicants.]

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/96

c

67-13 PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
|
(See MAOP, Part I, 20-21, 20-28.4.)

|

Part-time employment is a scheduled workweek between 16

and 32 hours per week if the employment became effective on or after

April 8, 1979, according to Public Law 95-437.

(1) Processing procedures and requirements regarding

applications, Ithe Clerical Selection Battery] scores | (test

andl interview results), and background investigations are the same for

part-time support employees as for full-time support employees.

employees:

(2) The following regulations apply to part-time
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(a) A prearranged work schedule must be set forth on

the appointment letter.

(b) Prior Bureau approval is needed before any work

schedule changes are made, whether they be temporary, permanent, or of

short duration.

(c) A scheduled lunch period is required if the

workday is in excess of four hours.

(d) Health benefits - The government pays a prorated

share based on the number of scheduled work hours per pay period.

(e) Annual leave and sick leave accrual is based on

the number of scheduled work hours per pay period compared to a full

80-hour pay period, determined by years of service,.

(f) The part-time employee is entitled to overtime

pay for hours worked in excess of eight per day or AO per week.

Employee is entitled to straight hourly pay for hours worked in excess

of the schedule up to eight per day or AO per week. Prior Bureau

approval is needed before a part-time employee may work m excess of

his/her schedule.

EFFECTIVE: 03/2A/97

67-lA HONORS .
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

l(l)The FBI Honors Internship Program (HIP) is designed

to expose outstanding undergraduate and graduate students to career

opportunities within the FBI during the summer months.
|
This program

is similar to other internships and cooperative education programs

utilized as recruitment vehicles. |One objective of the HIP is to

enhance the FBI's visibility on college campuses throughout the United

States. The program has also been an excellent recruitment vehicle to

locate and identify outstanding minorities and women for future

careers with the FBI.

(2) In those field offices where Special Agent Recruiters

(SARs) are assigned, the SARs will be responsible for recruiting only

highly qualified candidates for the HIP. In those field offices

without SARs. the Applicant Coordinators (ACs) will continue to assume

this responsibility. The FBI HIP is an extremely selective and
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competitive program with only a limited number of interns being

appointed each summer. As such, each field office SAR or AC is

requested to contact appropriate college/university placement offices

to ensure that the most recent HIP brochure, entitled "FBI Honors

Internship Program', A Summer Internship That Lasts A Lifetime, is

available for prospective applicants. Each brochure should include an

FI>-646a application.
|

EFFECTIVE: 02/27/96

67~1A.1 Selection Procedure

(1)
I

Each Special Agent in Charge may nominate candidates

for consideration in the HIP. | All | candidates |must be currently

enrolled inla college or university | at the time they are nominated.

(2) All field offices, with the exception of- those

offices listed below, |may| submit a maximum of five [candidates to FBIHQ

for consideration. Candidates should not be stack-ranked by the

nominating offices; however, all candidates must be highly qualified

for the program.! Field offices submitting a minimum of three

candidates will be guaranteed one intern selection.

(3) [The following field offices where Special Agent

Recruiters are assigned may submit a maximum of ten candidates to

FBIHQ for consideration. Again, candidates should not be stack-ranked

bv the nominating offices; however, all candidates must be highly

qualified for the program. | These field offices submitting a minimum

of six candidates will be guaranteed two intern selections.

The field offices are:

Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Charlotte
Chicago

1 Detroit!

El Paso
Honolulu
|Houston|
Kansas City
Los Angeles

Miami
Newark

New Orleans
New York
Norfolk

I

Oklahoma Cityj

Philadelphia

I

Phoenix
I

San Antonio

San Diego
San Francisco
San Juan
WMFO

(A) When considering nominees, offices should recruit

individuals from all ethnic groups to ensure diversity in the class

composition. All field office nominations are to be forwarded to
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thetPersonnel Resources Unit, Personnel Division, | along with all

appropriate documents necessary for processing, no later than December

1st of each year. A selection committee at FBIHQ will select] the

finalists and alternates. Each field office is responsible for

notifying unsuccessful HIP candidates. This will include those

candidates (submitted to FBIHQ) who are not selected to participate m
the HIP. After the selectees have been chosen and the field offices

have been notified, FBIHQ will send conditional letters of employment

to the finalists and alternates. Headquarters will then order a drug

urinalysis, polygraph examination. Personnel Security Interview, and a

full-field background investigation for each finalist. The

finalists |who successfully complete] their | background investigations

will be sent an appointment letter from FBIHQ.

I

(5) All application packages are to be processed through

the field off iceS' before being submitted to FBIHQ. Application

packages received at FBIHQ without being processed by a field office

will be forwarded to the appropriate field office for processing.

Nominees should be interviewed and recommended by the SAC or a

designated official. The purpose of the SAC interview/recommendation

is to help the selection committee to determine each nominee s

suitability for the HIP.

|

EFFECTIVE: 02/27/96

67-14.2 Qualifications

The qualifications for | applicants | for this program are as

follows

:

(1) Undergraduate students |must |be in their junior year

of college and attending full-time | at the time they apply to the

HIP;
I

(2) Graduate-level students must be enrolled in a college

or university and attending full time;

(3) Students must be returning to their respective

campuses following the program;

(4) [Applicants |must have a cumulative grade point average

of 3.0 or above;
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(5) 1
Applicants

I

must be United States citizens.

PAGE 67 - 77

EFFECTIVE: 02/27/96

c:^

C'T*^

67-1A.3 Application Process

(1) Each field office should ensure appropriate contacts

are made with selected coUeges/universities so nominations can

„ade and forwarded to the jPersonnel
^-°-"/,^^^^'' i^^^.H^P applicant

Division, !no later than the December 1st deadline. jEach Hi PP

is expected to complete/submit the following:

(a) an FD-646a application form

(b) a current academic transcript

I (c) a two-page resume

I

(d) a written recommendation from the appropriate

I
dean or department head

(e) a 500-word essay addressing the applicant's

motivation for participating in the program

(f) two professional photographs ^f^^ographs should

be current, appiolimately 2 X 2 inches in size, and a good UKeness of

the candidate)

(g) an FD-804 (Applicant Background Survey)

,• v^r, „arkace should be submitted to the field office
Th. '"l;"';""

'"^:|:t'» "oIles»/univ=rsity by the November Ut

r„niir4::rauri;pH'"°'3;:";."rtbrs54ii ?:„on„e. «a„,..«.«t

System.

Each nomination package to FBIHQ should include the following:

(a) an FD-6A6a (Preliminary Application)

(b) an FD-140 (Application for Employment)
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(c) an FD-406 (Authority to Release Information)

(d) an academic transcript

(e) letter(s) of reference

(f) a two-page resume

(g) a 500-word essay

(h) fingerprint card

(i) two professional photographs

(j) sac's Interview/Recommendation
I

(2) JAll nominees must be briefed regarding the

beginning/ending dates of the HIP. Any nominee who is unable to

participate through the ending date should be considered ineligible

for the program.

|

]
(3) [Selections will be based upon j academic achievements,

life and work experiences, area of study, interest in law enforcement,

and the needs of the Bureau. A selection committee will convene at

FBIHQ in December to make the selections.

|

78

EFFECTIVE: 02/27/96

67-lA.A Assignments

e

(1) I Interns [receive a two-day orientation at | FBIHQ]

m

Washington, D.C., and thereafter, are assigned to an |FBIHQ1 division or

to the FBI Academy based in|Quantico. Virginia.] Assignments are made

based upon the intern's interest, educational discipline, | life/work

experience, land potential contribution] to the FBI.| Each intern will

be under the! direct ] supervision ofjan FBI manager within] the

appropriate division to which he/shelwiU be] assigned. ] Undergraduate

students will be paid at the GS-6 step 1 level and graduate students

will be paid at the GS-7 step 1 level on the government pay scale.]

FBIHQ will reimburse the intern's transportation expenses for round

trip travel to and from the Washington, D.C. area to participate m
the HIP All other related expenses must be borne by the intern.

Honors interns will be given the option of receiving a two-week salary
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advance upon arrival at Headquarters, and consequently will not

receive their last two-week pay check. Interns are also responsible

Eor securing their own housing arrangements; however, the iPersonnel

Resources junit' will provide the| interns with] information on lodging in

the Washington, D.C. area.

(2) Honors interns will be required to have their salary

checks direct deposited. All interns will commence their employment

with the FBI at the beginning of the first pay period in June.

Interns will conclude their employment on approximately the third

Friday in August.

EFFECTIVE: 02/27/96

c

c

67-14.5 Program Objective

(1) The Honors Internship Program (HIP) was implemented

in an effort to enhance the FBI's visibility in recruiting efforts at

a variety of colleges and universities in the United States. Due to

the very selective and highly competitive nature of the few

internships to be awarded in this program, only those individuals with

strong academic credentials who possess the characteristics and

motivations desired in FBI employees and who would be excellent

representatives of the FBI upon their return to their various campuses

will be selected. Due to the FBI's specific long-range personnel

needs which include individuals with skills and education in the areas

of engineering, computer science, foreign languages, political

science, law, and accounting, particular emphasis will be given to

I

individuals from these academic areas.

(2) There are certain fundamental roadblocks to quick,

efficient processing of HIP candidates, that although not problems in

and of themselves, may preclude a short-term resolution. Given the

short period within which the application, processing and background

investigation must occur, and then weighed against the short period of

employment, anything in an HIP candidate's background which lengthens

this period could mitigate against selection. For instance,

applicants with extensive overseas travel, or with relatives overseas,

particularly if either involve countries on the National Security

Threat List, would be somewhat problematic. The delay and additional

investigative steps made necessary by such make it questionable

whether these applicants could' be fully investigated prior to

employment. In summary, the field should weigh such potential
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complications as these and exercise judgment accordingly. The above

is presented to act not as a total bar against such candidates, for.

in reality, some of the most competent interns had such security

issues that required resolution. Rather, this is an e ement of the

program that needs to be carefully analyzed by the field, prior to

making any recommendation.

PAGE 67 - 80

EFFECTIVE: 02/27/96

67-15 DELETED

c

G

EFFECTIVE: 08/28/91

67-16 QUALIFICATIONS FOR SPECIAL AGENT POSITION (entrance GS^IO)

EFFECTIVE: 08/28/91

67-16.1 General Requirements - Ail Applicants For SA Position

(1) Must be citizens of the United States.

(2) Must be willing and available to serve in any part of

the United States or Puerto Rico where their services are required.

(3) Must have reached their 23rd birthday but not

their I 37th I
birthday on the date that they enter on duty. An

nd V dual who has\ad prior employment as a Federal law en orcement

off cer and who is covered by the retirement provisions contained m
?itle 5, use. Section 8336(c), may be considered for appointment

beyond Ige|37.| As defined in Title 5, USC. Section 8331(20). a

federal fai enforcement officer is an individual whose dut.es are

prtmlrily the investigation, apprehension, or detention of individuals

suspected or convicted of offenses against the laws of the United

States, including employees engaged in this activity who are

transferred to a supervisory or administrative position Former

Federal fire fighters, as defined in Title 5, USC. Section 8331(21),

may also be considered for appointment after reaching

thlir 37th|birthday. It will be the responsibility of any applicant

affected by the foregoing to provide the documentation necessary to
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support his/her eligibility for consideration beyond age|37.|

(4) Must agree, in writing, to remain with Bureau for at

least three years provided they receive an appointment and their work

is satisfactory.

(5) Must have a valid license to drive an automobile at

time of entry on duty.

EFFECTIVE: 08/28/91

67-16.2 Physical

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

67-16.2.1 General Physical Requirements (See MIOG, Part I, 67-9.1

(1) and 67-16.2.2.)

(1) Height - No restrictions; however, applicants must be

capable of handling complete range of duties expected of all Special

Agents

.

(2) Vision - Must possess uncorrected visual acuity no

worse than 20/200 (Snellen) in each eye, with correction to 20/20 in

I

one eye and at least 20/40- in the other eye.

(3) Hearing - No applicant will be accepted if found by

audiometer test to have a hearing loss exceeding a 25 decibel average

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in either ear in the

frequency range 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hertz. (Hertz is a unit of

frequency equal to one cycle per second.) No single reading in that

range may exceed 35 decibels and no applicant will be accepted if

found to have a hearing loss exceeding 35 decibels at 500 Hertz or 45

decibels at 4000 Hertz. To determine from an audiogram if an

applicant meets the hearing standard on the ANSI scale, add decibel

losses in the 1000. 2000, and 3000 Hertz frequency range blocks and

divide by three to obtain the average decibel loss in each ear. If

the audiogram is based on the International Standards Organization

(ISO) scale, the same method may be used. If the audiogram is based

on the American Standard Association (ASA) scale, to convert recorded

decibel losses so they will be comparable with the ANSI standard, add

10 to the decibel loss in the 1000, 2000, and 3000 blocks and divide
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by three to arrive at the average decibel loss in each ear. Also add

15 to the decibel loss in the 500 block and five to the decibel loss

in the 4000 Hertz block.

(4) Must be in excellent physical condition and can have

no defects which would interfere with the use of firearms or with

participation in raids, dangerous assignments, or defensive tactics.

Applicant's physical and visual condition will be ascertained through

a rigid physical examination conducted at a government examining

facility where possible. FBI will bear cost of this examination. A

private doctor's report will not be accepted in lieu of a government

medical report unless specific approval is obtained from FBIHQ.

Obtain complete details regarding any medical history applicant lists

which would bear on suitability for Agent position. Secure

physicians' statements and information from hospital or military^

records, etc., where warranted, so that, if not disqualifying, they

can be made available to government examiner at time of applicant s

physical examination to assist the examiner in determining whether

applicant is physically qualified for all duties of the Agent

position. (To obtain necessary information signed medical releases

may be required from applicant.) If applicant has a history of any

illnesses or injuries which might require special tests, such as

cardiology or orthopedic consultations, arrange for these to be

performed at time of physical examination.

(5) Results of physical examination are submitted on SF-

88 a report of medical examination, and its attachment, FD-300.

Medical examiner must be furnished with a report of medical history

(Form SF-93) executed by applicant, which assists doctor in the

doctor's evaluation. Form FD-300a concerning the applicant s

estimated ability to perform specific exercises must also be executed

by the examining physician.

(6) Agent applicants must be certified for strenuous

physical exertion, and must be within limits as contained on FD-300

form. If an applicant's weight exceeds desirable limits based on the

FD-300 form, a body fat measurement must be afforded as a determining

factor for further processing. The maximum allowable body fat

percentage for Agent applicants is 19 percent for males and 22 percent

for females.

(7) Preemployment Physical Fitness Test

(a) To ensure that Special Agent (SA) applicants

report to New Agents' Class in proper physical condition, all

applicants must perform satisfactorily on a preemployment physical
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fitness test prior to their being tendered an appointment letter. The

areas of measurement are: body fat assessment, sit-ups (two minutes; ,

push-ups (maximum number) ,
pull-ups (maximum number) two-mile run

and flexibility. These six measurements will provide the Bureau with

an excellent indication of the candidate's body strength muscle

endurance, abdominal muscle endurance, cardiovascular e"J"^^"«' ^^
body fat composition. Appointees must score a minimum of two or more

points in the percent body fat category and one or more points in each

orthe remaining categories, excluding flexibility, before receiving

an appointment to New Agents' Class at Quantico.

The test must be administered immediately following a preemployment

phys ca examination certifying the applicant for strenuous physical

exertion. It is imperative that it be afforded during the background

In: tigltion stage'since no appointment will be
-J« -^ .-^^/^"^

as the applicant can display the proper level of physical fatness,

furthermore, applicants must be retested if the test is more than 60

days prior to their entrance-on-duty date at Quantico.

(b) A Waiver of Liability fbrm (FD-701) must be

executed by the applicant when he/she takes the written test (Special

Tge^t Entrance Examination). He/She should at that t-e be advised £

the necessity to prepare for the preemp oyment test
^/^^^^^^^^^^^^^

will be obtained at the time of actual testing. The ^^"t waiver will

serve to minimize, the FBI's liability during any P^P^^^/^"
^^^^^ ^o

applicant might undertake while the second waiver will be obtained to

minimize liability during the actual testing.

(c) The Applicant Coordinator should coordinate the

testing process for all applicants and apprise the applicant of the

te and procedures that will be used. While faciities weather and

oiher conditions may vary from field office to field oti.ce

consistency and uniformity should be maintained where Possible. The

Applicant Coordinator will maintain meticulous records regarding

»5«iiIstration of the test and scores obtained by individual

:priicant: Jerfonnel present must be familiar with test procedures.

(d) The following guidelines should be used in

administering the preemployment physical fitness test:

1. Bureau personnel and applicant should meet

at a site and time agreed upon.

2. Applicant should execute a second Waiver of

Liability (FD-701) at the time of actual testing.
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3. Allow reasonable period of time for warm-up.

4. Review test sequence and procedures. Allow

reasonable recuperation time between events—generally not to exceed

five minutes.

5. Record results on the Preemployment Physical

Fitness Test Evaluation Sheet, Form FD-740, and forward same to FBIHQ.

6. Bureau personnel present during testing

should witness results by signing the Preemployment Physical Fitness

Test Evaluation Sheet, Form FD-740.

7. Applicants failing initial test must

satisfactorily perform retest within six months of the date of the

initial test. During this period retests will be granted by the field

based on totality of circumstances (i.e., prior score obtained,

improvements between testing, Bureau hiring needs, etc.)
.

Applicant

must request retests by recontacting appropriate field office. After

six months. Special Agent Applicant Unit. Personnel Division, should

be contacted and decision will be made as to future action to be

taken.

8. Submit results to FBIHQ with original

waivers. Copies will be maintained by field office.

(e) Satisfactory performance is a score of two or

more points in the percent body fat category and one or more points in

each of the remaining categories, excluding the flexibility category,

at one testing session. Failure to perform satisfactorily in one or

more events will necessitate retesting in all above categories.

EFFECTIVE: 05/13/97

Qf
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67-16.2.2 Automatically Disqualifying Factors (See MIOG, Part I,

67-7.1.1 and 67-9.)

(1) These include distant vision which exceeds 20/200 in

either eye or is not correctable to 20/20 in one eye and at east

20/40 in the other eye; a hearing loss in either ear in the 1000

20oS? and 3000 Hertz'f requency range which -ounts to -- ^han a 25

decibel average on the ANSI scale or a single reading in that range

wh h x" d^Ss decibels or a reading which
-"J'^^f

.

'^f ^^.^l^
''

500 Hertz or 45 decibels at 4000 Hertz. (See MIOG. Part I, 67

16.2.1.)

(2) DRUG USE - The FBI is firmly committed to a drug-free

society and workplace. Therefore, the unlawful
-J.fJ-fJ^^

^"

emolovees will not be tolerated. Furthermore, applicants for

Zlowent with the FBI who currently are using drugs will be found

unsiSl for employment. The FBI does not condone any prior

unlawful drug use by applicants. The FBI realizes, however, some

:th :«• eTualified^ppUcants may have used
J-f^^J^^^^or^

'"

their past. ^^^^^^^7^^":^ ^aK^rWher^unsuitable
determining

"^^^^^^^^".^fi^HLds of the FBI to maintain a drug-free
for employment, balancing tne neeas oi.

,^^„„ni,-=h its law

and support applicants.

Q

(a) GUIDELINES (See 67-3.2.2 and 67-3.2,3.)

1 An applicant who has illegally used any drug

and notification.

2 An applicant who is discovered to have

deliberately misrepresented his/her drug history in connection with

St /her application will be found unsuitable for employment. Field

offices Ini notify applicant of unsuitability for employment.

3 An applicant who has sold any illegal drug

will be found unsuitabU for employment. Refer to SAAU for decision

and notification.
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A. An applicant who has used anabolic steroids

after February 27. 1991 or illegally used any drug, other than

experimental use of cannabis, within the past ten years will b* fo""^

unsuitable for employment, absent compelling mitigating circumstances.

Experimental use of drugs other than cannabis which occurred "ore than

ten years prior to the application for employment will be evaluated

based upon the general factors specified below. Field offices will

notify applicant of unsuitability for employment.

5. Anabolic steroids have been defined as an

illegal drug under the FBI's drug policy since February 27 1991.

Prior to February 27, 1991, anabolic steroids came under the

provisions of Title 21, USC. Section 353 in that they could legally

"be dispensed only upon a written prescription of a practitioner

licensed by law to administer such drug..." or upon an oral

prescription or a refill if the proper procedures were followed. The

act of dispensing a drug..." contrary to the provisions of section 353

"results in the diug being misbranded while held for sale. I"

determining eligibility for applicants who have used anabolic steroids

prior to February 27, 1991, the following guidelines are to be

followed: (a) Refer to SAAU the full details concerning the usage, to

include the frequency of use and specific time frame. SAAU "i^;

evaluate these matters on a case-by-case basis, following consultat on

'ui the Health Care Programs Unit and the Office of General Counsel.

6. An applicant who has used cannabis within

the oast three years will be found unsuitable for employment.

Exnerimental use of cannabis which occurred more than three years

pr?" to hi application for employment will be evaluated based upon

?he general factors specified below. Field offices will notify

applicant of unsuitability for employment.

(b) GENERAL FACTORS " In determining suitability,

the following general factors have been identified by the Office of

Personnel Management and will be taken into account:

1. The kind of position for which the person is

applying, including the'degree of public trust or risk in the

position;

Wi

2. The nature and seriousness of the conduct;

3. The circumstances surrounding the conduct;

A. The recency of the conduct;
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conduct;

5. The age of the applicant at the time of the

6. Contributing societal conditions; and,

7. The absence or presence of rehabilitation or

efforts toward rehabilitation.

(c) Security determinations will continue to be made

pursuant to Executive Order 10A50, with illegal drug usage viewed in

terms of the general factors listed above with respect to the

suitability determination.

(d) The following parameters will be used regarding

the definition of "experimental":

Use of cannabis 15 times or less and/or use of any other

drugs a combined total of five (5) times or less should be considered

experimental and will be acceptable, consistent with the time

limitations set forth in the new policy. Under exceptional

circumstances, the Assistant Director (AD) .
Personnel Division (PD)

,

on his/her own initiative or at the request of the D^«<=to^5 ^^P^^y
^

Director; AD; General Counsel; Inspector-in-Charge of an FBIHQ office,

or Special Agent in Charge of a field division, may determine that

drug usage outside these parameters does not disqualify an applicant

for employment. The PD shall maintain a record of all requests for

such exceptions and the reasons for the determination to grant or deny

such a request.

(e) Finally, the drug policy also states that an

applicant who has illegally used any drug while employed in any law

enforcement or prosecutorial position, or while employed in a position

that carries with it a high level of responsibility or public trust,

will be found unsuitable for employment." In lieu of defining

specific positions of trust to which this provision applies, the AD,

PD.'will be responsible for making decisions regarding the application

of'this particular guideline when necessary.

EFFECTIVE: 05/13/97
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67-16.2.3 Frequently Disqualifying Factors

Included in this category are color vision problems; an

ulcer history; a history of asthma, diabetes or rheumatic fever, a

sipped disc! even if surgically corrected; history of seizure

d order (epilepsy); or any type of arthritis. Any
"-^"^^^J

J"^^^

pivsical history should be resolved as early as P°^.''^^%l''^l^\.,.
Socess ng of applicants. If necessary, consultation with the Health

?ae Program Snit. Personnel Division, at FBIHQ should take place.

H^Itth matters will be reviewed on a "case-by-case" basis as they

p in ? the essential job functions of the PO-^j- -^.^ //„ f
position for which a person is requesting consideration ^he process

will have multiple-level review by nurses, physicians and program

managers

.

I (1) |Deleted|

(2) Ulcer history - Any applicant with an ulcer history

^hft Methods of treatment were utilized;
"^^^^f^,.^??^;,j:^i, ^^^ition

l, the ulcer If information furnished by applicant's physician is

not Luelf.di qualifying, ensure that his/her government physical

:xa;in;tion in;iudes an upper GI series and that examining physician

is aware of pressures of Agent position.

(3) Asthma history - Applicant who has had a history of

asthma should be requested to secure a statement from doctor who

r ^^A h,m/her setting: forth following information: age at onset or

ir,: ri.r."niS:rS/I ttc«^» p"sici,„ indicate, an asthmatic

IT.tlTy .xtendlng into applicant's t.ens, »'•""'»'
f°""i^^„t ha.

turnisLd FBIHQ and furthat instructions awaited I£ applicant has

h.d no asthmatic attacks since age t»elve, proceed »ith the

:,
pJoc's"^ bnr.alce information secured availahle to the government

f medical examiner.
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(4) Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus is disqualifying

for appointment to the Special Agent position. For diabetics whose

condition can be controlled by diet alone or with oral hypoglycemic

agents, however, each case will be evaluated individually. In such

cases, it is imperative that the applicant furnish the """^^V
medical documentation from his/her physician at the outset of the

processing so that a determination can be made as to whether the

applicant is eligible for further consideration. Medical

documentation should include a detailed case history, as «^^1 ^^

information about how the disease is being treated
^"J/

P^°|";=;;

for the future. This information should be forwarded to the Bureau

for evaluation prior to the institution of any formal processing of

the application. It is anticipated that the determination of a

candidate's eligibility for further consideration may inc ude contact

with the physicfan treating the applicant to inform that individual in

detail about the nature of the Special Agent position and to obtain

his/her opinion about the applicant's suitability for such employment

given his/her diabetic condition.

(5) Rheumatic fever history - If applicant indicates a

history of rheumatic fever, have him/her secure ^J^atement from

ohvsician who treated him/her indicating age at which he/she had this

disease whether applicant had more than one attack; whether applicant

was hospitalized or required to remain in bed for a lengthy period of

ttme and. if so, for how long; whether his/her activities have ever

been restricted as a result of having had this
^'-T l^TtltT

doctor is aware of any residuals from disease which might ^""^
aDolicanfs suitability for Agent position. If statement does not, in

Usl f Uear to preclude further consideration ^^ .^Pf --^'/""^'
iith the processing but ensure government examiner is furnished with

background information and that examination includes an

electrocardiogram.

(6) Orthopedic conditions - Orthopedic consultations

should be included as a part of physical if applicant ^as had a

history of bone, joint, or related problems, such as a slipped disc or

other back difficulty, trick knee or shoulder, any arthritic

condition, etc. In such cases, applicant should be appropriately

tested in your office by the Principal Firearms Instructor to ensure

he/Ihe has no problems obviously restricting his/her ability to handle

firearms or participate in defensive tactics.

(7) Special Agent applicants with a seizure disorder

(epilepsy) or a history of a seizure disorder must:
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(a) Not be on any anticonvulsant therapy for a

period oE not less than two (2) years prior to applying for the

Special Agent position.

(b) Be seizure-free for a period of two (2) years

prior to applying for the Special Agent position.

PAGE 67 - 90

(c) Have had a normal neurological examination.

(d) Have had a normal awake and sleep

electroencephalogram free of epileptiform abnormalities within the

past year.

EFFECTIVE: 05/13/97

67-16.3 Qualifying Programs and Educational Requirements

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

67-16.3.1 Law Program

Must be graduates from state-accredited resident law

schools and have successfully completed at least ^wo years of resident

undergraduate work at a college or university
^^'^'^^'^^''X.ITJ. oT

s?x regional accrediting bodies of the Commission on Institutions of

Higher Education.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

67-16.3.2 Accounting Program

iMust possess a four-year resident degree from ^college

or univers ty accredited by one of the six regiona accrediting bodies

f th Commission on Institutions of Higher E**"-;--J" fJ^, ,,,,
instances when applicants have four-year, nonresident degrees but also

have postgraduaJe'degrees from resident colleges or universities they

mel ?he educational requirements, provided both degrees were attained

at colleges and universities accredited by one of the six regional

accrediting bodies of the Commission on Institutions of Higher
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Q

j
Education.

In addition to the foregoing, an individual applying ^"^^ Special

Agent position will be eligible for inclusion in the fpecial Agent

Accountant Program (SAAP) upon meeting at least one of the following

criteria:

(1) The applicant is registered as a Certified Public

Accountant (CPA) in any of the 50 states, the District of Columbia,

Guam. Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands.

(2) The applicant has attained a baccalaureate or an

advanced degree in accounting and. successfully completed the FBI

Special Agent Accountant examination or the written portion of the CPA

examination.

(3) The applicant has attained a baccalaureate or an

advanced degree in a business discipline (i.e business management,

hiisineas administration, economics, finance, financial

ad^ : ra?!on). Also, the applicant must have completed- a-^minimum of

2A semester hours, or the equivalent number of quarter hours, of

accounting course; as well as 3 hours of a business law course. (This

requirement is generally consistent with state qualifications to sit

for the C?A examination.) The following courses must have been

completed:

Accounting Principles (6 hours)

Intermediate Accounting (6 hours)

Cost Accounting (3 hours)

Advanced Accounting (3 hours)
, t,v «,.

Elective Accounting Courses (i.e.. Federal Tax or

auditing) (6 hours)

Business Law (3 hours)

Additionally, the applicant must have successfully completed the FBI

.tpeciaHgen; AccounLnt examination or the written portion of the CPA

examination.

(A) An applicant who has not passed the CPA examination

™ust provide certification. from the «=°ll«g^'^^"-7";ty
.^J

"^;'^
t

degree was earned that the applicant is academica ly
^^^S^f J

.^o sit

for the C?A. Certification is to be provided by the school through

execution of Form FD-633. A Form FD-633 should be given to the
execuLion

FD-6A6 (Preliminary Application for

hav."h/to™ executed by th. .chool. UnU.s th= appUcsnt is

Sensitive
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P
ce

hreshold qualified under another basic ^"^""'^^P^^Sratn, :

recessing should occur beyond the test phase until the ab

no
ove

rtification has been provided.

92

EFFECTIVE: 05/17/93

67-16.3.3 Language Program

Must possess a four-year resident degree from a college or

university accredited by one of the six regional
--f

^^^g bod. s of

the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education and be fluent in a

language for which the Bureau has a current need. | In those instances

then applicants have four-year, nonresident degrees but also have

posUraduate degrees from resident colleges or ""^^^"^^les they meet

he l^ucational'requirements, provided both
f^««- -"/J ^^f

colleges and universities accredited by °"%°^ ,J^^//^ "f^r
accrediting bodies of the Commission on Institutions of Higher

Education.

|

EFFECTIVE: 05/17/93

G

67-16.3.4 Engineering/Science Program

Apolicants with the £ollo«lng backgrounds will be

considered; hLver, all candidates .ust
J""" '

Jn7the's

-
re^rb^f i::ieaf;:iteira'?^;r":rr -^fefid^nn rr ( -^^-.

:^rh%re-:tru-L"anii,'th:/::rrtre'„:::::"r.dS:"i^
requirements. >

(1) Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering,

Metallurgy. Electronic Engineering, Mechanical Engin"^^"S' °^

:!^^£rratc^;.:^:^:^::'I/:^:g^„e:rg"ri":!^u^^^^
than ?hose specified above, with three years of engineering-related

work experience.
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(2) Master's or. doctor's degree in physics, chemistry,

biological science, geology, pharmacy, pharmacology, toxicology,

mathematics, photography or engineering science. To qualify with a

degree in biological science, an individual must have satisfactorily

completed a minimum of 16 semester hours of chemistry (including

organic chemistry) and 8 semester hours in physics. To qualify with a

degree in photography, the majority of course work must be in

technical applications.

(3) Bachelor's degree in any of the following fields plus

a minimum of three years of scientific professional experience in the

major field or allied area: physics, chemistry, biological science,

geology, pharmacy, toxicology, photography, or engineering/science.

Applicants with a degree in photography must have a minimum of three

years of professional experience in the major field or allied area

involving optics, optical systems, physics or chemistry. General

technical photography, forensic photography, medical photography,

industrial photography, photogrammetry. or other predominantly

technical photographic fields are among the types of background most

desired. Applicants must have satisfactorily completed-at least 2U

hours of course work regarding the physical aspects of the

photographic process.

(A) Provision is also made to consider under the

Engineering/Science Program individuals having unique expertise in

technical areas for which the Laboratory Division or | Information

Resources iDivision has an identified need. A determination as to

whether an SA candidate may be considered under this provision will be

made by the Assistant Director in Charge of the Laboratory Division or

[Information Resources [Division upon an evaluation of the candidate s

credentials.

(a) through (c) Deleted

(5) Fingerprint Examiners - Those individuals applying

under the Fingerprint Examiner specialty will be evaluated by an

official of thejCriminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) [Division.

The basic requirements are as follows: bachelor's degree from a

resident, accredited four-year college or university or a nonresident,

accredited bachelor's degree and a postgraduate degree from a

resident, accredited college or university and a minimum of three

years' work experience of which eighteen months has been that of a

1 Fingerprint Examiner. Personnel of thejCJIS [Division are responsible

for reviewing the qualifications of every applicant and certifying his

or her acceptability from a technical standpoint. Applicants must

obtain a passing grade on a test designed to demonstrate competence
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consistent with the level of knowledge expected of a person with

eighteen months of experience.

(6) The FBI requires Special Agents with technical

expertise in the use of computers to support business/financial

information processing. This expertise is required to investigate

computer fraud. Applicants must meet the following qualifications:

bachelor's degree in computer science, mathematics, accounting,

economics, business administration, public administration, management

information systems, physics, engineering, operational research, or

management science, or any science, with three years' experience
^

designing and/or developing computer-related systems; or a master s

degree in mathematics, physics, engineering, business administration,

public administration, operational research, or management science,

with two years' experience designing and/or developing computer

related systems; or a master's degree in-computer science, management

information systems, or a comparable degree with a major curriculum

emphasis on the design and development of computer-related systems.

^

(7) All applicants applying under the Engineering/Science-

Program must furnish a copy of their college transcripts. No

applicant will be considered under the Engineering/Science Program

until these transcripts have been reviewed and the individual has been

certified by personnel of the FBI Laboratory or, in the case of

Fingerprint Examiners, an official of the jCJIS|Division.

Certification of applicants applying under the computer option is

handled by an official of the | Information Resources JDivision.

EFFECTIVE: OA/08/96

c

67-16.3.5 Diversified Program

Applicant must have either:

(1) a four-year resident degree from a college or

university accredited by one of the six regional accrediting bodies of

the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education) or a four-year,

nonresident degree with the aforementioned accreditation with a

resident, accredited postgraduate degree. Should the applicants

possess a four-year degree, they will be required to have| three years

work experience of a fairly continuous, full-time nature, or

(2) master's or other graduate degree, resident in nature
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and accredited as above, with two years' work experience of a fairly

continuous, full-time nature.

95

EFFECTIVE: 05/17/93

67-16.3.6 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91

67-17 PROCESSING APPLICANTS FOR THE SPECIAL AGENT POSITION

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91

( \ 67-17.1 General Instructions

(1) No work is more important than P"P«'^;y/'^^"^^2f"^'

evaluating and investigating applicants for the Specxal Agent (SA)

;::iUon «ith the FBI. Interviews and
'X'ZlvTZTtZlity^or the

,. (-„« a„H riesiened to determine applicant s suicaDii-ity

;tTu::irsU"^'ZLl\^^ ..v.lop ,.y infor.ation b.a,.n» on

his/her suitability for FBI employment.

(2) Instructions set out herein are not all-inclusive and

oersonnel processing Bureau SA applicants should uUUze every

Te o'ce t'o ensure applicant's suitability for employment.

o

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91
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67-17,1.1 Applications for Employment |
(FD-6A6*| and FD-IAO)

(1) FormlFD-6A6*|(Prelifflinary Application ^ ^^ .,,

for
I

Employment). FD-80A (Applicant Background Survey)
^"^J°-8/J^

(Special Agent Qualifications Questionnaire) | should be provided to

96

all
for

applicants Imeeting the basic threshold "<5"^^%^"j!^^ ... . ^he
for employment If an applicant passes Hurdle I (Written Test) of the

SpecHl Snt selection lystem (SASS) .
| he/she will be required to

submi? Form FD-140 (Application for Employment) at this stage of

processing.

(2) I
Form FD-646* and FD-140, as well as FD-80A and

FD-843.1must bi completely executed and signed by ^t^e ^PPl;^^f

;

Review Ag employee must ensure that the form is accurate with any

omiislons or discrepancies being resolved prior to submitting to

?BHQ There should be no abbreviations. ^^^ --^/^^^"^^"^
rLnlete to include middle names, when possible. Regarding

aco? cants and their references and/or relatives who are of Hispanic

or!g n t ts e sential that the patronymic and matronymic names- of

:unu;h individuals be obtained as well as the
^"^ ^^^^f

^^/^
all married females. The patronymic name is to be fo^^"®^

!Lried
:i ronymic name. In the case of a married

l-^'}^'\l/,^llZ'^
name is necessary to include given name, patronymic last name,

X ;" riplirantn;M:rcally qualified for - -position. If

the applicant is not qualified, he/she should be so advised

I

immediately. |
(See MIOG, Part I. 67-11,1.)

|

(3)
I

In order to obtain the Universal Case File Number for

1 J, •*•-.»» tu^ Fn-fiA6* is to be submitted to FBIHQ,

veriricaLiun »"«
. M,.„ber' (1) alphabetize

'"
7Zl'"^7 «)".:" pal

' haS::'";^ each cLdid.t., and C3) a

a

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/95
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67-17.1.2 Social Security Number

All applicants should be advised that if they ^^ ^""^^
. !^

.. ^11 be necessary that they
and accept appointment with the Bureau, ic whj- "« ^

have a social security number at the time they report for duty.

EFFECTIVE: 09/26/90

I

67-17.1.3 iDeleted]

EFFECTIVE: 06/21/9A

67-17.1.4 Report of Separation from Active Duty DD Form 214

All applicants for the SA position indicating active

military service Tust submit a ^OPV of^Report of Separation from^^^^

Active Duty (DD Form
^^ f ^^°f ^^^^^.^ ^^ .^^pl'li^in a single pacKage

214 and test results ^"/°
^^ , ^^^"f^"^,^ is determined from the DD

form. Eligibility for veterans P"^^""".'J^^^ ^.^^^^ duty
Form 214. Veterans serving -.""".f ,i?°

^^^
on or before

(exclusive of training), P^^^^^^'^^^^Jf^,*'^f^^bUd an additional
•,\,/i//-Ti _..« =T,hiHi»rf to five points and it Qisaoieu, an »»*

10/14/76, are entitled " f'^^/ military academies - Army,
five points. Attendance at one of the '"^^^"V . ^ ^ provided
Navy.^Air Force or Coast

^-^J "/Jo^r/^e ext:ndrd fofm;re than 180

the attendance ^^a^'^/"
^^^^^^^^^.'^^'J le'. Written documentation of

^'""l ';? ":Lc:':;stb:pr:vd:d(?hose veterans who entered on

-J^vf^:trarteri^/n/?6 are eligible -^^^veterans '
preference

^^^^
points if they are

^^^f^^^^^j:C%r: added't 'the T::t RanKing
of the applicant's veterans

5°^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ if the applicant has
Grade and the other half to the ^"^erview gra

interview,
achieved the minimum qualifying scores on the test ano

G

EFFECTIVE: 09/26/90
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67-17.1.5 Affiliation with Ready Reserve

SDecial Agent applicants on active duty or in the Ready

Reserve of thfl^td forces'Lst transfer to the Standby Reserve or

^:si.n if an appointment to the ^A Pos.Uon .s o ered.^
[V^JZll

of a national emergency the FBI muse nave tira
r to

of its employees. For further information on this matter, refer

67-5 and MAOP, Part I, 1-17.

98

EFFECTIVE: 09/26/90

67-17.1.6 SA Applicants of Asian Ancestry

Each applicant of Asian ancestry, particularly those born

the interview snuuiu u m
. , , -ff,>- uill be held responsible

....^frif irate The interviewing field oftice win oe nc^u tf

Ifformftlon should b. =ub«itted to FBIHQ eHp.d.t.ou.ly.

EFFECTIVE: 09/26/90

67-17.1.7 Fingotptintins (See MIOG, Part II, 14-8.1.5.)

Applicants for the SA position .ust be ""SerP^i"''-" •'

'

:£:jr-i""°i; ire-in:t:ro::';p?u-^^^^^^^^

should be fingerprinted by FBI personnel.
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EFFECTIVE: 04/21/9A

67-17.1.8 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 02/12/92

c

67-17.1.9 Early Processing

All applicants for the SA position may be tested no more

than five months prior to meeting the educational requirements,

assuming that upon meeting the educational requirements they will also

meet the age and work experience requirements. The only exception to

this policy is Attorney applicants who may be processed] during the

second semester of their second year of law school, provided they will

meet all other SA threshold qualifications at the time of graduation.

Those individuals who pass the test can then be scheduled for

interviews at the beginning of their senior year.

|

EFFECTIVE: 02/12/92

67-17,1.10 Processing of Offspring of Special Agents Killed in the

Line of Duty

Children of Special Agents who have been officially listed

in Bureau records as killed in the line of duty can be given special

consideration for the Special Agent position. Such applicants must

meet the basic threshold qualifications for the Special Agent position

such as age, citizenship, education, experience, and physical

requirements. This would include passage of necessary examinations to

attest to the applicant's proficiency if he/she is applying as either

an accountant or linguist. Once all threshold qualifications have

been met, the applicant is exempt from|Hurdle I (Written Test) of the

Special Agent Selection System (SASS) . However, the applicant is

required to pass Hurdle II (Writing Exercise/Interview) of the SASS.

Upon successful completion of Hurdle II, | a background investigation

will be ordered and physical examination scheduled. Results of the

processing will be summarized and forwarded to the Director for sole

appointive decision. If appointment is offered, applicant will be

placed in a New Agents' Training Class and will be required to

successfully complete all phases of this training.
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EFFECTIVE: 10/13/95

67-17,2 Testing of SA Applicants

No applicant's processing should be initiated until it

appears evident 'that he/she'.eets the basic educational requirements

Postsecondary Education" or similar
P^J^^"^^^:^^:^^;^ degree appears

-,-.^flr><-ahlP accreditation or the receipt of a resioent aearec aj^t^

allowed.

V.
EFFECTIVE: 02/12/92

67-17.2.1 Test Security

AH Special Agent Entrance Examination (SAEE) test

booklets are serial numbered and charged out to specific f-^^
f/^"^

^ifsZrui: Testing materials are to be maintained - « f
^f

frefsre^tf-t^rbrrorfa^drro!s;i^Tir:ra;:^nve/^^
cover communications.

EFFECTIVE: OA/07/97
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67-17.2.2 Video Cassette Film "FBI Academy - New Agents' Training"

Prior to testing all SA applicants are required to view

the Video Cassette Film, "FBI Academy - New Agents' Training. Should

an applicant, upon viewing this film, express hesitation relative to

his/Ser desire and ability to attain the SA position, he/she should be

counseled to postpone testing until these
"""^^^^^J^" .^J7„^""^„„,

completely resolved. In addition, all applicants should be made aware

of the fact that they must successfully pass all three phases of

tra ning. i.e.. academic, physical, and firearms, before graduation

from New Agents' Training. They should be orally advised of the

requireLn?: in each phase of training, and particular emphasis should

be placed on the need for each applicant to be in good physical

condition prior to entry on duty.

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91

67-17.2.3' Selection- System Briefing

During testing procedure all SA applicants must be given a

briefing relative to our preemployment selection process. This

briefing must include the fact that teat grades are utilized to

determine an applicant's eligibility for interview. After applicant

has been interviewed, a combination of test and interview scores is

utilized to rank app icants. The highly ranked individuals are then

se ected for furth« consideration based on the specialized needs of

thl FBI Ly necessary travel expenses incidental to the testing or

interviewing must be borne by the applicant, unless such travel is

^d rli"; FBIHQ. in which case FBI will bear cost. At no ime should

it be assumed that an appointment is forthcoming because the

opportunity for testing and/or interviewing is offered. Prior to any

aoDointment being made, applicants ranked highly as a result of test

:nd ntfrWew scores are thoroughly investigated for the purpose f

determining each applicant's suitability for employment as a Special

Age^t Appointments are made on a competitive basis due to the

limited number of vacancies occurring in this position.

c;

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91
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67-17.2.4 Tests Given to SA Applicants

(1) All applicants for the SA position are to be afforded

the following:

(a) Special Agent Entrance Examination - An

examination composed of two ability and three
^«^^^^?"\^^f J^^.^.t

designed to predict Special Agent job performance. The test ^^o^^l^

tr^ot to be'written in. Answers are recorded on ^^--l^s ens e
Agent

Answei
esseni

those p«

r Sheet (FD-656) which is computer graded at FBIHQ. It i

tial that the instructions on the answer sheet, particula

pertaining to the coding of responses, be closely foUo«

s

arly
owed.

(b) Deleted

(c) Firearms Proficiency Indicator - These tests are

designed to predict an applicant's potential for success in the

f!re!rms portion of new Agent's training and are to be administered to

mrappUcants at the time the Special Agent Entrance Examination

is given The Principal Firearms Instructor should
^f^"^'^^^J^^. .

est !n his/her absence an approved Firearms Instructor is authorized

tradminister the test. All weapons used in these tests must be

r:?:;"; inspected by the firearms instructor before they are ever

handed to an applicant, to ensure they are unloaded and in a safe

condition. The results of these tests are to be furnished to the

Special Agent and Support Applicant Unit, FBIHQ.

1. Service Revolver - Utilize one of the test

weapons, Model 13. provided by Quantico specifically for this purpose.

The app icant must take the test in the standing P°-tion with a one

H«^rf erio and the arm locked straight out at shoulder level and

r»nl with the floor. The applicant will then pull the trigger

'.:; 1 Lrion, ': mistimes as'possible in 30 seconds. The procedure

wm be repeated with the other hand and both scores «<=°^ded

M nimum passing score is AG for both strong
-J.-f^^-f^'.^^^

'"'

score more than 60 days old is invalid and candidates must be

retested, if necessary.

2 Service Rifle - Utilize an M16A1 (M)
.

.223-

caliber rifle without a recoil pad with a weight of ? Pou^fs 8 ounces,

ptibe the weapon to the shoulder in firing position with the weak hand

oi the foregrip and the strong hand index finger on the trigger Hold

?he weapon in ?his position for one minute. Record whether the

applicant can accomplish this test.

3. Service Shotgun - Utilize a Remington Model
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from butt to trigger. Place the weapon ^o l

.tronz hand index

i-ii-ji^ ^:^ rj". r.r?^ ^p;t.:^:/L »?. to ...

and operate the trigger with the trigger finger.

^.applicant -o upon initial testing is ---^-^achieve a^^^^^

minimum score of 40 "^/^^^^^".^^^ exercises which have been designed
be furnished a copy of the

f/"^^^^^^'^^^^li^.t becomes eligible for

to improve grip strength. It ^"^^"^"^^^ . . ^^ time of interview,
further processing, he/she ^^ould be retested

J^^^^^ .^^^ at

the trigger-pull test can be *"^
"f :.^f'^^^^^ules of both Ihe

investigation is ordered, ^^^"^"f' !; .^'
t resides to work with

of the office in whose territory ^he applicant resides
.^

(2) Accuntins T«t - Thi. is . standardize^ proficiency

!- ----
5? -%f:r:d:i:ir.Ji'r:i%o%^drc^;f»tii;"r.iiHcd

:;;u"rnfs'pri^'r J .'t e Speciai -^-.---/---ral^d""
'"'"

'cL^r.ird-^riU^^c^i^t
^' :;.i ion, »He.er or no. .H..^ara^^^

^^trrer.i:!nIn!":urolf:»:!ti^n: ?re"rt::i'tro.^Ke acc!„n.in.

examination.

(3) Foreign Language Tests -
|
(See MAOP. Part I. 22-1.)

1
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EFFECTIVE: 09/08/93

67-17.2.5 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 12/16/88

67-17.2.6 Special Agent Applicant Interview Board Background

Information Form (FD-510)

The FD-510 may be filled out by all applicants at the time

of testing and maintained in the field office file until such ttme as

the individual is scheduled for interview.

I

Q

EFFECTIVE: 12/16/88

67-17.2.7 Retesting

(1) Applicants who when first tested were afforded the

test battery consisting of the Cognitive Functions Test and the Agent

Entrance Test are eligible to test a total of three times. Thus,

SnUcants who have tiken the aforementioned test battery once can

tZllTXtli Agent Entrance Examination twice but appl.canU «,,

v,=,r» ^ak»n the test battery twice are eligible to take the bpeciai

Age^t En'anc: Examination'only once. Six months must elapse between

!h\nnli cants' first and second testings and one year between the

rconraiithird Ustings. Applicants whose first testing occurred

after the implementation of the Special Agent Entrance Examination

llii be permitted to retest only once, with %°--yj-%"^^^^"!,P"Jif
being required between tests. If an applicant elects to retest, the

hieher Special Agent Entrance Examination score will prevail.

?ndivlduat Who Lcide to retest are allowed to retain a Previous

I

Interview score, if they so desire. 1
(See MIOG. Part I, 67-17.3(2) .)

|

(2) The Accounting Proficiency Test, if passed the first

time is not to be readministered. The Accounting Proficiency Test is

5i«!ted to two test opportunities with a one-year interval between

iaci test! The higher'of the two test scores will remain as the score

of the record,
t
(See MAOP. Part I, 22-1 regarding foreign language

tests.)

I
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EFFECTIVE: 09/08/93

(

67-17.3 Interviewing SA Applicants

between interviews.

(1) Initial Special Agent | interviews - See 67-17.3.2 (1).

Support, former employees and relatives of
-"''-^^J. ^f/,°/if/

,

employees should be scheduled for interview in another office.

|

"Jervtev scor., the la=t interview score be.ng the one of record.

(3) Reintervievs - are to be automatically scheduled by

the field up» the request of ^^^^X^^^^:^ TrH P a 1.;

^htip"!arii:hrBhrr:n rsri-atio: r::uu: rturr,htiy

"-''H .i:"a!Jir:.Horhart::itui";ttrnrt^rihitiai

ZT:"L n"<i "fleet Le hot to advi.e FBIHQ th.t rei„terv..».

are being scheduled.

(A) It is necessary to request FBIHQ authorization to
_^

reinterview any candidate who was previously rated as 'unacceptable,

since these are permitted on a very selective basis after a

consideration of all factors involved.

c
EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91
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67-17.3.1 Deleted

PAGE 67 - 106

EFFECTIVE: ^lll^l^l

(

67-17.3.2 Interview Board

(1) When eligible, SA applicants will automatically be

interviewed by an interview board consisting of three Special Agents,

all of whom must have attended the one-week i""".^^^"J"^;.^"J
program for the Targeted Selection Interview (TSl). This is an

absolute policy. No exceptions may be made, and the presence of any

Entrained interviewers on the panel may. open the TSI process to a

challenge as to the validity of the interview Supervisory personn 1

above the relief supervisor level may not participate on the Interview

Board. iCSeeMIOG, Part. I. 67-17.3 ,(1) .)
|

(2) AH offices MUST conduct a TSI panel interview within

established Buded. To expedite processing, each applicant should have

been provided an FD-140 at time the entrance examination was afforded.

with instructions to complete same. Then, uppn notification of

eligibility for interview, there will be no delay m having the

applicant's FD-IAO available for the TSI board.

(3) At the conclusion of the panel interview, the

interview should be recorded on the Special Agent Interview Form (FD-

iSo) and immediately scored by the field «"-,«' °"",f;J^^,^%n
"°"^^:r:"aH:i^ro"th^eisMu!:rtiir;s aufife^d zL\ for"
?rc^:"unnriUatlorcri eration. -|SAAUlwill^ot authorize any

--:-fni-^i^!^i3i"L^o:ri^J fj^^^^^
office is to forward all processing material directly to the

if ^l^ltlnn Resources Division. I In both instances, it is the lead

'Inur^iete^s r::;:"ibUity to' ensure that the FD-190 has been signed

by all three interviewers.

(A) Priority of Interviews - Interviews are to be

conducted in accordance with the priorities established by FBIHQ. and

furnished to the field periodically.

(5) Availability of Interviewers - Interviewers are to be

made available in each field office to ensure SA applicant interviews

are conducted in a timely fashion.

Sensitive
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(

(6) IntervUus must be carefully planned, penetrative,

.,h=„»tiv. and desUned to determine an applicant', suitability Eor

bfp:siU;n :'
S ecfal A.ent and to develop any

'f»™»^-;,J":;;-^
on his/her suitability tor the position. A "?' »' '»'

^f

™

„a„ativ. is
^^''^^'^fl ^?ril :7by'! .: ; ofy' .'ronnel for

?;:1"p:se'of'vlH?y!n. ind':xpa;il^; o„\he infof.ati.n provided by

the applicant during the interview.

(7) Special Agent Dimension Evaluation Work Sheet (FD-

511) - FD-511 is to be utilized as note-taking device during the

c irse of interview. Each .e.ber of ^he , interview board is to fill out

one copy of this fortn during the interview
^'^<^/"J««'l"^f ^ f^^ ,^,h

his/he? own independent numerical evaluation of the ^PP^^^^^^^^^^'^f

S mensloneing evaluated. The composite grade on each dimension is

Arrived at after discussion within the interview board and is then

-c;::^d"on1i: FD-190. It is not n cessary to fill «- an a-.^ional

rslJ (^pectalTe-"ppHc:;t InJervitt^Borr^ Background Information

Form) andTaintained in the field office applicant file subject to

normal file destruction procedures.

EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97

67-17.3.3 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91

67-17. 3. A Special Agent Interview Form (FD-190)

All SA applicant interviews are to be recorded on Form

FD-190 and forwarded to FBIHQ, as instructed in 67 17. 3. Z W-

(1) The FD-190 must be accurate, completely executed and

^ u 11 t-v,t.o« interviewers. Interviewers are obligated to

"'"1
on ?i s form ^ny Information of a derogatory nature developed

during ^he course :ftL interview which might have any bearing on the

applicant's suitability for the SA position.
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(2) In connection with Item #13. Special Agent applicants

must be advised that it will be necessary for them to agree to remain

!n he Bureau's service for at least three years if they receive an

app intment and their worK is -tisfactory Interviewing Agents must

make certain that each SA applicant thoroughly understands the

rtspons bUities inherent in the SA position, that long hours are

demanded, that occasional personal hardships ^"
/"^«^^f ' ^J^^^^^'

assignments are based upon the needs of the service, and that Agent

personnel are expected to be completely available for general or

special assignment wherever their services are needed,

(3) Item|#17 I concerning drug usage, if answered

,„i.«,tiv,ly .u.t b. e„U, c.».e„U- on in
--^;:=^:—f'oi any

T:T:>ZI' «ai'°.rtrUucanf, .ttituae with r.,>r. to usa,.

^^d ?ho U» Tho foregoing applies only to .atijuana and not to any

other drijroE abuse, tny usage of which, regardless of the degree, rs

grounds for an unfavorable recommendation.

!• (A) Iteral#27l (Narrative Comments) must contain detailed

'

behavioral justification for numerical grade awarded or each of the

eight dimensions, set forth in the same order as dimensions are

arranged on the FD-190.

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91

67-17.3.5 Interview by SAC or ASAC

Subsequent to the interview by the interview I'O^^J'/J
^he

discretion of the SAC. an applicant may be
-^-^^^"^J. ^%^;,^^",'^f

c/,r ^ n,« A<;Ar Concurrence or nonconcurrence with the findings or

It "^t^^i" h;ard "!u be reported in the for. of an add.ndu» to the

FD-190.

EFFECTIVE: OA/19/91
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67-17.3.6 Processing of Support Personnel

(1) When a support employee is within the specified time

frame of fully qualifying under any of the various Special Agent

programs, and^rovided that his/her services in a -PP-^f^^"^,^/"
?ated Fu ly Successful, employee's qualifications are to be ^^^^^^y

set for?h in a communication to FBIHQ. with a request to process for

It: qlnosition If employee received his/her college degree after

n ry on du ; with the W, a copy of this degree - a transcr.pt o

collLe credits showing issuance of the degree should be attached to_

h c^Lunlcation. Additionally, if employee is -"-P
-*^^°JJ^^1 ^

nnrfer the Engineering/Science Program, college transcripts should also
und'er the engineer s/

.^^^^ specific instructions

rLlrdTng Pr;ces ^g. but^r^e wri?ten examination to be given employee

"u be ?he same as that afforded other applicants. A support

:mp oyee's test will be processed at FBIHQ. and a better advising

employee of his/her status based on test performance wil
^^^f

dIrecUy to employee. A copy of same will be forwarded to the SAC

1 sistant Director or Inspector in Charge of the division/office to

1
which employee is assigned. 1

(See MAOP. Part I. 17-2.1(4).)!

(2) Interviews are afforded support employees only upon

snecific instructions from FBIHQ. A support employee's formal

i'n e V ew is conducted by the interview ^-^V' • U ^e aop o^rla el^
than the one to which employee is assigned and wi be *PP^°P-^^e y

desiEnated by FBIHQ in the aforementioned instruct ons. In the case

or^uj o^t pLsonnel assigned ^o FBIHQ the interview wi 1 be

ronriucted in one of the surrounding field offices, inese inuei

^usfbeldentUal to those afforded to individuals applying from

. -^ th! r™u The FD-IAO, FD-190 and typed narrative must be

To ^arLdlir^cUy'to SISAU for' scoring. The results
f
/he interview

11 be sent to employee by means of a computer-generated status
wi
letter

(3) When a support employee is selected for consideration

*^°""""
, afisiunment. Specific comments and

to the employee's °"^*^«
°^;"'«""'t^; £,?„ of separate memoranda, by

recommendations are to be given, in Che torm or sep
two-vear

each of employee's current and former supervisors to cover a two year

llllod Comments should also be obtained from the SAC ^nd a

re;r:s;ntat!ve nLber of co-worKers . including Agent personne who. are

fa^Har with the employee and can comment relative to his/her

;!iibtlity for the Ia position. If comments and recommendations are

fatoraile employee should be given a complete physical examination.

A drug sheening test should also be] taken; jand arrangements should be
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made to interview employee's spouse, if married. A current

application should be obtained and investigation conducted to update

all items since employee's entry on duty, including "P. to date

crmnal checks on all listed relatives. JA current neighborhood check

shoud be conducted to include any applicant who currently resides

with a relative who is a Bureau employee. It is necessary to
with ^."^^^'^^ ""°

t and indices checks on CURRENT roommates.

tSRSrro;mmates wh^h^e resided with the applicant for the past five

years Should a!so be interviewed and indices checks conducted on them.

Arrest checks should be conducted on former roommates ONLY if a date

ofHrth !s provided by the applicant. If the roommate resided with

the applicant OVER five years ago, no investigation "^^^
J^

necessary.! The only checks not to be initiated are credit chej^^

^hrSl be handled bylFBIHQ. References and -^^ .-^-^^^^"^
should not be interviewed. If appoined to th A^P°-tion,^the^^

ITZl ^Z^^^^^^^^ -/-^ "^- ^^ ^^^^'-'-^ "^

oath of office*

(4) Support employees meeting the requirements for SA

iticn will continue to be considered for possible appointment to

^hi; ;:sititi u^^n^^eparation from Bureau service, if they so desire,

II (See MAOF, Part I, 17-2. 1 (A). )|

EFFECTIVE: 11/25/94

67-17.3.7 Computation of Grades

(1) Test Ranking Grade (TRG) - This is the grade that is

. V ,«„i4rant in the testing portion of the Special Agent

Tele^Uon Ute^'' h s a maximum ofM points and is based on an

'a;p!Ica:^!'pe:f;rmance in the Special Agent Entrance Examination.

(2) Interview Grade - An applicant may earn a maximum of

55 points in the interview.

(3) Percentile Ranking Grade (PRG) - This is an

applicant's otal score under the Selection System. It is composed of

?E; TRG to Which is added the interview grade and veterans

prflre;ce points, where applicable. The PRG is utilized to rank each

applicant in the program(s) under which he/she may qualify.
•
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(A) Veterans' Points - Any veterans' points earned are

awarded one-half to the TRG and one-half to the i'^terv.ew grade if the

candidate achieves the minimum qualifying scores on both the test and

the interview.

(5) Reprocessing - If an applicant elects to be

^^A i-v,- hlffher test score will be the score of record. This

rcr.r"!t ;. ".blSrwUh'th. .... ...^nt i„tarvi,. ..or. to a„ive

at the PRG.

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91

c

67-17.3.8 Special Agent Reinstatement Requests (See KIOG, Part I,

67-7.11.)

Reinstatement of a former Special Agent is by no
««^^^ ^"

automatic process, ^ince resignations and re.nstatemens^^^^

i;-rtS:=1oTmin!2."TirB;r::ns ^ery favor^^

however, at^he discretion of management and °ther factors wxU be

conHde^eJ when approving such an appointment, including the FBI s

anticipated hiring plan and specialized needs.

(1) To qualify for reinstatement consideration:

(a) Former Agents) who have met their initial three

year obligation during prior service may apply for rexns atement at

Iny time, without regard to the length of time since their
any time, „ reinstatement requests will be denied to

i;;;?ra^u ;h.''r.r„:t'co:;ut. 20 ^e.^, ,« ™i ..r.u. .y »and.tory

retirement age.

[

(b) JDeletedl

(c) Individuals who are eligible for reinstatement

consideration based on the above guidelines will then be required to

meet the following criteria:

1. Must meet the same entrance-level medical

and general suitability'guidelines of a new applicant;

2. Must be completely available for
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assignment/transfer anywhere in the Bureau;

3. Must have received at least an overall Fully

Successful rating on all performance appraisals;

4. Must successfully complete an SAC/ASAC

interview and be recommended for reinstatement by the interviewer;

5. Must be recommended for reinstatement by

his/her former FBI supervisors and co-workers;

6. Must not have resigned during or as the

result of an administrative inquiry;

7 Must not have resigned due to academic,

firearms or physical fitness failure during New Agents' Training;

8. Must not have retired from the FBI.

(2) Upon receipt of a reinstatement request from a former

Aeent you should immediately forward same to FBIHQ. A "--"^° ^he

formed Igent's personnel file will be conducted. The request w 11 be

i^m^dLuly denied if any unfavorable information exists or if the

individual fails to meet the above guidelines.

(3) If no information is located which warrants an

A- «-» rf»T,ial the SAC of the office covering the applicant s

immediate denial the SAL °^
to' conduct an in-depth interview

current residence wiii oe requcai-c" v
ct.-_ m,« cap's

Z K«,.f 1-hP individual's performance and suitability for
workers about ^he^^'^J^^'i^J^ Lterial has been reviewed, a decision

"rt^e'irde-aslo^hethef?he reinstatement request will be further

considered.

(4) Assuming that the comments are favorable and further

examination will be ordered.

(5) 1 Assignment of SAs who have been reinstated will be
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determined by the staffing needs of the field offices "
-jj| ^^JJj

need for any skills the Agent may possess. F.rst consideration will

be Riven to assign the Agent to his/her last office of assignment.

5ni?ue and unusual situations will continue to be
-^^'^""/^f

. "f^f
^^^

and evaluated on a case-by-case basis; for examp e "-« bating an

Agent who qualifies for a Personnel Resource List ransfer or who is

married to an on-board Agent. (See MAOP. Part I. 11-13.)

|

(6) Former Agents who were in grades GS-10 through GS-13

at the time of their resignation will be reinstated at their former

grade let". Former Agents who were in grades GS-IA or higher will be

reinstated at the GS-13 level. (See MAOP, Part I, 8-9.)

(a) Reinstated GS-10 through GS-13 Agents will be

placed in a step within the rate range (Steps 1 to 10) of Jheir ormer

^ade level tha? equals as much as the highest P"-°-/^^^^^ ^f

«

received for previous federal government service. To receive the

highlit previous rate, the individual's former PaV
^^f

^ "'-^ ^«

compatible with that of the FBI (i.e., General Schedule).

(b) Agents who resigned at grade GS-14 or higher

wni h« olaced in the step of the GS-13 rate range, not to exceed Step

lo that' quats as m^ch as the highest- previous rate they received for

pr;vious federal government service, if the former pay system is

compatible with that of the FBI.

(c) A "highest previous rate" is defined as the

hizhest rate of basic pay previously paid to an individual while

employed tn the federal government. This provision has "ference to

the actual salary rate rather than the step rate withm the grade.

The highest previous rate must be for employment in excess of 90

continuous calendar days and cannot be based on a special salary rate

or oH "trre«tved for an appointment as an expert or consultant.

(7) A former Agent who at the time of reinstatement has

been off the Bureau's rolls for MORE than two years is required to

n .Lnlete New Agent's Training School. Those who have been off

tSr^ouffor LESS than two years will be ordered to report directly

to one of our field offices.

i

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/95

a
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A

67-18 CLASSIFICATION 67E-REINVESTIGATION OF FBI PERSONNEL

(See also MIOG, I
Introduction. 2-2.4.3; IPart I. 259-1,

261-1; Part II, | 26-10; iMAOP. Part I, 20-2.5.1, 20-25.

I

20-26.)!

The 67E personnel reinvestigation classification was in

existence at the time the FBI Security Program was aPP";;^^ ^« ^"^

ooerational program at both Headquarters and in the field in

Sertembe^! 1986^ Personnel reinvestigations are - in egra pa t of

m« Prn<.rain However , in order to avoid creating additional files on

FB e;p?o;:;s br-rakng new classifications, it was <i-ided e^nployee

investigations emanating from the FBI Security Program
«-^^J^^™^^^

under the existing numerical and alpha designator 67E. Therefore. 67E
under tne existing

AnnlJcant Investigations Nonreimbursable
was reprogrammed from the Applicant invesLiftiuxu

Program to the FBI Security Program.

(1) FBI employee reinvestigations are conducted to

determine whether or not an employee's continued federal -P ^yment is

consistent with the interests of national "<="- V' /^«
following

Security Program activities reflect the various types of
,

re nv«?igations where the focus -/^-Pl^^- "^^"f^r^^^^^r
'"

continued access to National Security Information ,NSI under

provisions of Executive Order (EO) 10A50 entitled Security

Requirements for Government Employment.

(a) MARRIAGE PROGRAM: This is an investigation of

the intended spouse of an FBI employee to determine f^^her or not the

larriaee could result in the possible coercion or undue influence by

the n?ended spouse over the employee so as to possibly "-P"-"
the intenaea sp

Administrative Operations and Procedures (MAOPJ

.

NSI. (See Manual of Administrative upera
2(2Uk) )

Part I, Section 20-2.5.1 and MIOG, Part I. 67 18.1.2U;u;.;

(b) FIVE-YEAR REINVESTIGATION: In compliance with

Executive-Orders and Federal Personnel Security policies, ^^^
^^J

!mntoviIs are subject to a five-year reinvestigation, which consists

ofi personnel file
I

review, interviews of employee, supervisors.

:Uo?.ers. neighboL, references associate

Trliin^Td -ndi^fs rs'o: iic^loyee a;d all individuals over

Jhlaze of ?6 residing with the employee. This reinvestigation wil
the age of

^^'/^'^J"* . ^^ the date of the employee's entry

rdutranrit1e:st'once^::erHv: years thereafter The results of

?his investigation will be adjudicated to determine the «»PJ°y«^^_ ^

1 gi iltty ?P continue access to national security information.! (See

MIOG. Part I. 67-18.1.1. and MAOP, Part I, 20-26.)
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c

(c) TRAVEL PROGRAM: This reinvestigation consists

of a determination as to what, if any impact the proposed f^^^f
travel of an employee will have on his/her trustworthxness Th s type

of reinvestigation could consist of briefings/debr.e ings pos xbly

polygraph examinations, etc. (See MAOP. Part I. Section 1 20.)

(d) DELETED

(e) SENSITIVE COMPARTMENTED INFORMATION (SCl)

INVESTIGATIONS AND REINVESTIGATIONS: The Security Programs Manager

(SPM), FBIHQ, will initiate and direct the field to conduct the

initial and five-year update investigations.

The Security Countermeasures Program Manager (SCMPM) within ^^^^ field

of ice ani FBIHQ component is required annually, -ual y by May st of

each calendar year, to recertify each employee's SCI access level.

?he Security Programs Manager (SPM) FBIHQ. is
'^J;ill[\\l,'lfJ,f,

component a list, of employees with SCI
-""^./f^^^^f br tfing

the emclovee's name, social security number, SCI access, briefing

date/deirllfing dat; and comment section. The comment section is to

be used to justify an employee's continued SCI access.

Upon completion of the review and ",«^«^i^^^^^//%P"""^
'^^ Jhls

''

to be returned to the SPM. FBIHQ. (See Part II.
l^^l'^-t'^j^

manualland National Foreign Intelligence Program Manual, Part I,

8-2.10.6.)!

(f) ROOMMATE BACKGROUND DATA PROGRAM: This is an

investigation of all individuals (non-Bureau/nonmembers of the

iLLiate family) with whom an employee resides or intends to reside

fTa period o 30 days or more. The purpose of this investigation is

to assHt ?he FBI in making a determination that an individual

restd ng with an employee does not constitute a Potential threat to
resioi"6 "^^ r j

iTr,;tpH States or an imminent threat to
the national security of the United States, or an

. 20-

the personal safety of an employee. (See MAOP. Part I, becCion ^u

25.)

(2) The above listing is REPRESENTATIVE of those

personnel reinvestigations which will be conducted under the -spices

of the FBI Security Program, and field time expended will be TURK d to

?he 67E c assification. There will be other employee reinvestiga ions

which do not fall squarely within the listing above and they will

also be TURK'd to the 67E. An example of the latter would be

excessive financial hardship of an employee.

(3) The other classifications in the FBI Security Program
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are 259, 260, and 261 and are explained in those sections of the MIOG,

Part I.

(4) Any questions regarding policy and/or procedures

under this classification should be directed to the SPM, Security

Counter.easures Section. National Security Division, or members of the

SPM's staff in the Personnel Security Unit.

EFFECTIVE: 04/10/96

67-18.1 Procedures for Specific Programs

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

67-18 11 Five-Year Reinvestigations (See MAOP. Part I,|20-26; MIOG,

Introduction. 2-2. A. 3; Part I, 67-18.)

|

The following investigative and recordkeeping instructions

are designed to (1) make the most effective use of our l^™^ted

Tersonne! resources; (2) provide appropriate P^-^^
''.f

^^^^^^^

developed by thej investigation; and (3) ensure the FBI is in

compUance with National Security Directive 63. Department of Justice

Order 2610. 2A. and Federal Personnel Manual requirements for
uraex tuxu.

, c-pret" security clearances,
government employees with Top Secret security cxc i

(1) The SPM's staff will forward directly to the personal

attention of the SAC, Legal Attache. Assistant f "'=J°^/" ^^^^^^ (^)
fADIC) or in the case of FBIHQ. the Division Assistant Director ^AD;

oflns;ect;r in Charge, a computerized listing of employees subject to

Tfive-year reinvestig;tion. These individuals will be mandated to

execute Form T^J^-f^^t:VeIrr;rtL'^^ ffloD^^nd at least

IZl'llTrl'n.. y: r^thlrrafCr^o^sistent with guidance furnished by

the Security Programs Manager (SPM), each employee will be required to

execute Form FD-81A. entitled "Five-Year Reinvestigation

Que t onnaire " so ^hat a reinvestigation may
^r^^^^.'ll'lf.Z

to complete Form FD-81A could result in the termination of the

employee's "Top Secret" security clearance.

(2) Upon receipt of the SPM's computerized listing of
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.™ninv^«>s subiect to five-year reinvestigations, the field division's

"vtnraton'wUl be designated a "67E" matter using the Universal

Case FUe Number of the Fb!hQ file and thereafter opened and assigned

trthlsecurity Officer (SO), Security Countermeasures
^-J-^^J-^^^^

(SCMPM), and/or other individual deemed appropriate to handle this

resDons bility. This individual must be one able and willing to

IfforS these matters the extraordinary security and privacy warranted

due to the sensitive nature of these investigations.

All information about the employee is to be maintained in the 67 Sub S

p s nnerfii: and kept under the direct -Pe-^-;-.-/^-^: '

ill <n^r or ADIC At FBIHQ, the 67 Sub S personnel file will be

'JUntfiZ "tie Special FiU Roo», I„Eo...tio„ K.source, D.v.s.on.

(3) iThe SCMPM/SO should obtain a completed FD-814 from

each designated employee. The SCMPM, SO. or other designated

emoloveeCsrwill review the FD-814 with the employee to ensure

cZpUteness aid accuracy. Forms with questions unanswered or not

signed will be returned.]

(A)
I
The SO or other designated security-trained

individual shoild conduct a Personnel Security Interview PS ) to

•H^nfifv anv areas of potential concern. The results of this PSI

S" i be reporUd on an FD-302. During the PSI. the emp oyee s

FD-Slt should be reviewed and the following additional information

should be obtained:

(a) The names, addresses (both residence and

business), and telephone numbers -^E^f^^/^^^^^^^ ""'^ '*^"*

associates who preferably are not FBI employees.

(b) Identify the name, location, and telephone

number of employee's current supervisor.

(c) Current addresses and telephone numbers of

former roommates should be obtained.

(d) Outside employment of employee.

(e) Alternate residences, such as vacation homes,

where the employee might spend a substantial number of days during the

calendar year.

(f) Full identifying data will be obtained

•^„ hh» nl-her oarent of each child born to the employee. This

:S:"rr„Lui: 2Z lllTl^ birth. c„r.,„t add,e». current degree of
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association, social security number (if available) ,
and any other

information available concerning this (these) individuaUs)

.

(g) Include an in-depth discussion of the employee's

financial and personal situation as it may impact on issues of

trustworthiness.

(h) As an accommodation to employees who reside in

neighborhoods where knowledge of FBI -'"Pl^y"^"^
<=°"^\^%;f"^Hioild

and/or whose neighbors are unaware of their employment, the PSI should

tnclude questions designed to elicit this information. Neighborhood

investigations will be conducted unless a waiver is requested and

received from the SPM.

|

(5) [Each employee will be afforded a reintroduction to

their responsibilities in handling sensitive and classified

information by reviewing the appropriate briefing form(s). The

employee should read and sign each form.

|

(6) llh Headquarters Divisions, the original FD-81J' ^^1,

»nd additional releases, as necessary, will be forwarded to the SPM,

?SU 1binr The origin;i notes for the PSI will also be forwarded for

reunion in the Sub S file. FBIHQ PSU personnel will set out leads

as required.

]

(7) I In those field offices cUered by the Background

Investigations Contract Services Unit (BICS) . the original FD-81A.

PSI results of office indices searches and criminal checks for

e!Jloyee and all individuals over the age of 16 residing with the

^Ziovee (for field office personnel), and additional releases, as

7:LZZ,%'v be forwarde'd to the SPM, PSU, ^BIHQ within 3 days

from the receipt of the opening communications. A ^opy of the

documentation will also be retained n the employee s field Sub S

file. FBIHQ personnel will set out leads as required. (See C1Z;.;|

(8) I
In those offices not covered by BICS, the SCMPM

should ass gn enior. mature Agents in view of the fact that hey will

be conducting investigations regarding personnel assigned to their

office. The sole purpos.e of the investigation is to assure the

emp oy;e merits continued access to national security information

therefore, the investigation will focus in the areas of the character

and trustworthiness of the employee.

(a) The full-field reinvestigation will include the

following:
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1. Neighborhood inquiry at any place of

residence during the past five years (minimum of four neighbors per

residence absent extenuating circumstances).

2 Interview of supervisors and co-workers at

all places of employment (including FBI) during the period covered.

3 Interview of references, associates, and any

roommates who resided' with the employee during the period covered.

4 Law enforcement record checks in all

jurisdictions of residence, employment, and alternate "^^^^""^ ^°^^

the employee and all individuals over the age of 16 residing with the

employee.

5. Verification of educational courses

completed during the period covered.

6. Verification and documentation should be

obtained for any court action.

7. Any other investigation deemed appropriate

based upon information developed during the inquiry.

! (b) Leads should be sent by the office of origin

(00) to lead field offices. A 67E file is to be opened and assigned.
(,uu; Lo icau

.u«i,iri h«. returned to the 00 in sufficient
Results of investigation should be recurnea to l

c,,hmitted bv
time for inclusion in the final report which is to be submitted by

Buded.

(c) The completed package, consisting of the

complete FD-814, the PSI, briefing forms, and the original completed

reinvestigation report, should be sent to FBIHQ, Attention: PSU.

|

C9) I In all cases, correspondence is to be sent in a

sealed envelop and be dire^ed to Ihe "PERSONAL ATTENTION" of the

imp oye^r current SAC. ADIC. or to the PSU for ^i^/^'Pl^f«^ "! Jf^^^
ITllm, so that suitable security will be afforded the transm ttal

of the iAvestigative results. In those occasions "^e- a lead is

J ^ w~ oo^f ^n RTrs the correspondence is to be sent in a

7ZV:ll°2ir^ a-rr=te; u'tKe "PeLoNAL ATTENTION" o. the BIOS

Unit, Northern Virginia Metropolitan Resident Agency.

|

(10) lAdverse information is to be fully developed by the

SCMPM, SO, or other designated security-trained i"'!^^^^"?^
• J^^^.c

results a« to be recorded and furnished to the employee s SAC, ADIC,
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AD, or Inspector in Charge for consideration and immediate action, if

warranted. Simultaneously, the developed information ^s to be

forwarded to the FBIHQ, PSU, for review, further investigation, if

necessary, and adjudication.

j

I (11)1 Information acquired duringjthis reinvestigation
'

thatlwould be considered inconsistent with the standards set forth in

Executive Orders 10450, entitled "Security Requirements for Government

Employment." and| 12968 entitled "Access to Classified Information

requ^^s
I

a security adjudication by the SPM. FBIHQ.
|

The purpose of

the security adjudication is to determine the trustworthiness of the

employee and whither or not the employee's access to classified or

sensitive information should be continued.

I
(12") In those offices not covered by BICS, completed]

investigat on, including the fully executed FD-814, is to be forwarded

he Sm PSU. FBIHQ. within 90 days from the receipt °f . the
1

opening

comltnicatlon. In those offices covered by BICS. the original FD-814.

PSI and other requested information, as indicated supra in

67-18 1 1(7)! is to be forwarded to the SPM. PSU, FBIHQ. within 30

days from the receipt of the computer-generated listing.]

|(13)A11 communications concerning an employee's

reinvestigationlshould be filed in the
1
employee' s| "67 Sub S file.

1
(See MAOP, Part I. 20-A.l.)|

EFFECTIVE: OA/10/96

67-18.1.2 Marriage Program (See MAOP. Part I, 20-2.5.1 (6).)

The Security Officer (SO) will review the FD-292. "Change

in Marital Status" form, and the results of a field office records

rLck Jo determine if a Personnel Security Interview (PSI) is

e^u red. The PSI is required when the FD-292 and/or the "sul s of a

field office records check indicates certain factors (set out below)

are present! The following information describes factors under which

a PS? should be conducted, who should conduct the PSI. areas to cover

durinz the PSI. proper submission of results to FBIHQ. and how to

capture tlmes^ent on the PSI for Time Utilization Recordkeeping

(TURK) purposes.

(1) Role of Executive Order (EO) 10A50 in Bureau Employee

PSIs
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(a) EO 10450, entitled "Security Requirements for

Government Employment," requires the government employment of or

retention in employment of any individual to be clearly consistent

with the interests of national security. It requires all federal

employees to be reliable, trustworthy, of good conduct and character,

and of complete and unswerving loyalty to the United States. It

enumerates the following security factors which, depending on the

relation of the government employment to the national security, must

be considered as criteria in evaluating cases. The security criteria

most often emerging with change in marital status cases are:

1. Any behavior, activities, or association

which tend to show that the individual is not reliable or trustworthy.

2. Any deliberate misrepresentations,

falsifications, or omission of material facts.

3. Any facts which furnish reason to believe

/ . that the individual may be subjected to coercion, influence, or

( ^; pressure which may cause the person to act contrary to the best

interests of national security.

4. Other criteria warranting consideration in

evaluating cases, but arising less frequently, are enumerated in EO

10450. Section 8(a). (Each SO retains a copy of EO 10450.)

(b) The SPM, utilizing the minimum standards set

forth in EO 10450, after reviewing the results of the investigation,

adjudicates whether the employee remains reliable, trustworthy, of

good conduct and character, and of complete and unswerving loyalty to

the United States.

(2) Instructions for the Initiation and Conduct of FBI

(a) The processing field office, utilizing

guidelines set forth, will review the FD-292 and initiate appropriate

action for the PSI to be conducted.

(b) The SO of the processing field office will

review the FD-292 and will initiate the PSI simultaneously with the

initiation of the background investigation. The processing field

office will advise the Personnel Security Unit, Security

Countermeasures Section, National Security Division (NSD)
,
by a

notation at the bottom of the FD-388, the cover letter for the FD 292,

that a PSI is required and must be conducted and reported by the same
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Bureau deadline.

(c) A PSI will be instituted whenever any of the

following factors are present after a review of the FD-292:

1. The intended spouse is foreign born and does

not have United States citizenship.

2 The employee may have possible contact with

foreign nationals, as a result of the marriage (i.e., future in-laws

are not United States citizens residing in or out of the United

States)

.

3. The intended spouse has a criminal record.

V^::-^'

4. The intended spouse is sought by law

enforcement authorities in connection with an outstanding warrant.

5. The intended spouse has questionable

associations.

(d) While the Special Agent in Charge (SAC) will

have the discretion to designate the Special Agent (SA) to conduct the

PSI it is considered beneficial to utilize an FCI-experienced Agent

when conducting PSIs when the Bureau has an investigative interest in

the country of the intended spouse's origin.

(e) When the background of an employee's intended

spouse or future in-laws indicates any connection (travel, residence,

relatives, contacts, etc.) with a specified foreign country (see

INFIP Manual, Introduction, 1-1.1). |an FCI-experienced Agent should

conduct an in-depth PSI and determine whether the employee would

submit to a voluntary polygraph examination to resolve any remaining

security concerns, should a substantial basis exist m accordance with

existing FBI policy.

(f) In those cases where the concerns center around

the criminal record of the employee's intended spouse, an outstanding

open warrant (s) exists for the employee's intended spouse, or the

intended spouse has dubious associations, the SO of the processing

field office and/or other personnel designated by the SAC should

conduct the PSI.

(g) Although the main thrust of the PSI should be

developed through expertise of the interviewing personnel, the

following points, at a minimum, and where applicable, must be
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addressed:

1. Personal contacts or associations developed

with foreign nationals, as a result of employee's marriage.

2. Degree of association and any relevant

background data regarding future in-laws and associates who are not

United States citizens.

3. Intended spouse's immigration status and

consideration for seeking United States citizenship.

A. Determine the employee's awareness of the

criminal record of his/her intended spouse.

5. If the employee is aware of the criminal

record of his/her intended spouse and this information was not

provided on the FD-292 (Question 8 on the FD-292) , determine why this

information was not provided.

;• 6. Determine if employee knows of any

circumstances which could cause him/her to be subjected to coercion,

influence, or pressure due to employee's marriage.

7. When the criminal record of the employee's

intended spouse centers around illegal drug usage, possession, or

distribution of illegal drugs, determine the employee's knowledge of

his/her intended spouse's previous or current involvement with illegal

drugs and provide details of employee' s knowledge.

8. Determine if the employee is familiar with

any of his/her intended spouse's associates who may have criminal

records and ascertain to what extent he/she has contact with those

associates

.

9. Determine if the employee's intended spouse

or any of the intended spouse's associates made any specific inquiries

concerning the FBI duties or the type of information accessible to the

employee.

10. Determine if the employee deliberately or

inadvertently disclosed sensitive FBI information to the intended

spouse or any of his/her associates.

11. The field office will ensure all outstanding

f warrant (s) are resolved as soon as possible, either by the employee or
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by notifying local law enforcement agencies concerning same.

12. Solicit an explanation from the employee
concerning any delinquency in notifying FBIHQ of their marriage (see
the MAOP, Part I, Section 20-2.5.1), especially when the delinquency
is further aggravated by security concerns arising from the marriage.

13. An unsatisfactory explanation regarding the
delinquent submission of Form FD-292 will be referred to the
Administrative Summary Unit, Personnel Division, for appropriate
administrative action.

14. Failure to execute Form FD-292 will be
construed as insubordination and could result in both administrative
action and the suspension of the employee's access to classified
information until the matter is resolved.

15. In all cases, should a substantial basis
exist in accordance with existing FBI policy, ascertain whether the
employee will- submit to a voluntary- polygraph examination to dispel
any remaining security concerns.

(h) Following the completion of the PSI, the SO
and/or other personnel designated by the SAC, must afford the employee
a security awareness briefing, specifically tailored to highlight the
security concerns of his/her intended spouse's or his/her family's
background, associations, or any other circumstances developed during
the PSI and the investigation. This briefing should further remind
the employee of his/her responsibility to safeguard national security
information and to protect information obtained by him/her, as a
result of his/her FBI employment. The employee should be reminded of
his/her responsibility to report attempts by anyone to obtain
information from him/her and of the criminal penalties for
unauthorized disclosures.

(i) In all cases, the SO of the processing field
office will review the executed FD-292 for completeness. This review
should also identify any facts, as enumerated in EO 10450, which
furnish reason to believe the employee's marriage could result in the
possible coercion or undue influence by the intended spouse over the
employee so as to possibly compromise the interests of national
security, or whether the intended spouse or intended spouse's family
members are non-U. S. citizens which indicates possible security
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results of the PSI and the security awareness briefing. The SPM, in
his/her capacity as the designated representative of the Director
regarding SCI matters, will evaluate the eligibility of the employee
for access to SCI in accordance with the Director of Central
Intelligence Directive (DCID) No. l/U, entitled "Minimum Personnel
Security Standards and Procedures Governing Eligibility for Access to
SCI." Simultaneously, the SPM will address the security issues
bearing on the employee's continued trustworthiness and "Top Secret"
security clearance. (Each SO retains a copy of DCID No. 1/14.)

(j) The results of the PSI, investigation and
security awareness briefing will be transmitted immediately upon
completion byj electronic communication] to FBIHQ, marked to the
attention of the SPM. The caption should list: Official Bureau Name,
Position, EOD, Division, Reinvestigation of FBI Personnel, Change in
Marital Status.

(k) The time expended on the interview of the
employee is to be captured for TURK purposes under the FBI Security
Program, entitled "Reinvestigation of FBI Personnel," by utilization
of classification 67E. The alpha designator (E) will be followed by
the Universal Case File Number of the FBIHQ file. (See MIOG, Part I,

Section 67-18(1) (a) .)

EFFECTIVE: 02/27/96
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SECTION 69. CONTEMPT OF COURT

PAGE 69 - 1

69-1 STATUTES

u

Title 18, use, Sections 401, 402, 3285, 3691, 3692; Titl<
10, use, Section 847; and Rule 42, Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

69-1.1 Section 401 (Power of Court)

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

69-1.1.1 Elements

(1) A person misbehaves

(2) In the presence of the court or so near thereto as to
obstruct justice, or

(3) An officer of the court

(4) Misbehaves in an official transaction, or

(5) A person having a duty to perform a writ, process,
order, rule, decree, or command

(6) Either disobeys or resists

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

69-1.2 Sections 402 (Contempts Constituting Crimes)

o
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

69-1.2.1 Elements

(1) Any person, corporation, or association having a duty
under a writ, process, order, rule, decree, or command of a district
court

(2) Willfully disobeys by doing

(3) An act or thing forbidden therein

(4) Such act being a violation of Federal law or the law
of the state in which committed.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

69-1.3 Other Statutory Provisions Related to Contempt of Court

(1) Section 3285 - No proceeding for criminal contempt
under Section A02 (see above) for criminal contempt shall be
instituted unless begun within one year from the date of the act
complained of.

(2) Sections 3691 and 3692 - These sections provide for
the right of trial fay jury in certain contempt cases.

(3) Title 10, use, Section 847 - Provides for prosecution
of persons not subject to military law who have been in contempt of
process of military courts.

(4) Rule j 42(a)
,

I Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure -

Provides for summary punishment by the court for contempts committed
in the presence of the judge or so near thereto as to obstruct
justice. The judge must certify that he saw or heard the conduct
constituting the contempt and that it was committed in the actual
presence of the court. The order of contempt shall recite the facts
and shall be signed by the judge and entered of record.

|(5)Rule 42(b), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure -

Provides for the prosecution of a criminal contempt charge with notice
and hearing in all other criminal contempt cases where the conduct
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constituting the contempt was committed outside the presence of the
court.

I

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/93

69-2 POLICY

(1) SAC may authorize investigation on request of USA or
Federal judge, except in the following situations:

(a) Trial in which Bureau did not have primary
jurisdiction or conduct original investigation.

(b) Hearing before another agency or congressional
committee.

/ (c) Labor controversy or matter affecting national
\ security.

(2) Advise the USA of all complaints and expeditiously
provide full details of all complaints to FBIHQ.

(3) When trial is in progress:

(a) USA must assure that the judge has been informed
and is agreeable to the investigation.

(b) Authority of USA and the judge is necessary for
interviews of witnesses.

(c) Requests to interview witness in a pending trial
should be relayed to FBIHQ for clearance by the Department of Justice.
No action should be taken without specific FBIHQ authority.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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69-3 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

(1) Investigation of misbehavior on the part of an
officer of the court in an official transaction will generally
require:

(a) A determination of the official status of the
accused.

(b) A description of the official transaction in
which he was engaged.

(c) Interviews with witnesses who can testify to the
improper conduct.

(2) In investigations involving disobedience or

resistance to a writ, process, order, rule, decree, or command of a
district court:

(a) Examine court records and' other official

V documents to determine to whom the writ, process, etc., was directed.
v._

c

(b) Determine the language of the document.

(c) Determine through official records and
interviews the time and circumstances under which the order was
entered, notice given, service obtained or result.ed.

(d) Determine the status of the person, corporation,
or association named in the order.

(e) Determine the time and nature of any act of

disobedience.

(f) Determine through examination of Federal and
State statutes and consultation with the USA whether the acts of
disobedience complained of constitute a State or Federal crime.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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opinions rendered by the United States Attorney's Office should be
confirmed in writing and copies of such documents forwarded to the
substantive case office of origin.

(2) Results of the investigation and the prosecutive
opinion should be reported to FBIHQ (Attention: Civil RICO Unit).
Thereafter the office of origin for the contempt of court case should
submit reports to. FBIHQ in accordance with the reporting requirements
of the substantive violation.

I

EFFECTIVE: 12/23/93

/
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SECTION 70. CRIMES ON GOVERNMENT RESERVATIONS

PAGE 70

70-1 STATUTES

Title 18, use, jSections|7 and 13

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

70-1.1 Section 7. Special Maritime and Territorial Jurisdiction
of the U.S. Defined

The term "special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of
the United States," as used in this title states in part as applies to
this section:

i^^ .
"Any lands reserved or acquired for the use of the United

"--^ States, and under the exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction thereof, or
any place purchased or otherwise acquired by the United States by
consent of the legislature of the State in which the. same shall be,
for the erection of a fort, magazine, arsenal, dockyard, or other
needful building."

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

|70-1.1.1 Section 7. Jurisdiction Over Crimes by or Against United
States Nationals In Place Outside the Jurisdiction of Any
Nation

"Any place outside the jurisdiction of any nation with
respect to an offense by or against a national of the United States."!

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

c
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70-1.2 Section 13. Laws of States Adopted for Areas Within
Federal Jurisdiction

"Whoever within or upon any of the places now existing or
hereafter reserved or acquired as provided in Section 7 of this title,
is guilty of any act or omission which, although not made punishable
by any enactment of Congress, would be punishable if committed or
omitted within the jurisdiction of the State, Territory, Possession,
or District in which such place is situated, by the laws thereof in
force at the time of such act or omission, shall be guilty of a like
offense and subject to a like punishment."

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

70-2 PENALTIES

The following sections of Title 18, United States Code,
provide penalties for the specified crimes when committed within the
special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States as
defined above:

Section 13. Laws of states adopted for areas within
Federal jurisdiction

Section 47. Hunting of wild horses by use of aircraft
or motor vehicle on Federal reservation

Section 81. Arson

Section 113. Assault

Section HA. Maiming

Section 661. Theft

Section 662. Receiving stolen property

Section 1025, False pretenses on high seas and other
waters

Section 1111. Murder

Section 1112. Manslaughter
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Section 1113. Attempt to commit murder or manslaughter

Section 1201. Kidnaping

Section 1363. Destroying or injuring buildings or

property

Section 2111. Robbery

I

Section 2241. Aggravated sexual abuse

Section 22A2. Sexual abuse

Section 2243. Sexual abuse of a minor or ward

Section 2244. Abusive sexual contact

|

EFFECTIVE: 08/22/89

70-3 JURISDICTION

(1) Mere ownership of land does not put the United States

in a position different from that of an ordinary purchaser. In other

words, if the Federal Government buys a piece of land without any

special provision relative to jurisdiction thereover, it acquires only

a proprietary interest, the extent of which is limited by the terms of

the deed.

(2) Unless the state in which the particular property is

located consents to the acquisition of jurisdiction or cedes

jurisdiction over the property to the United States, the Federal

Government does not have the right to investigate or punish crimes

which may occur on the property. It is only when the state has parted

with its jurisdiction that Congress becomes vested with the right to

legislate concerning the property. This may be done by the states by

a formal cession to the United States or by simple concession of

acquisition of the land by the United States Government from the

state.

EFFECTIVE: 08/22/89
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70-4 POLICY

(1) Investigation and prosecution of crimes coffltnitted by
military personnel- See Part II, Section 18, of this manual
pertaining to memoranda of agreements presently in effect between the
Departments of Justice and Defense and the Departments of Justice and
Transportation (Coast Guard).

|
(See MIOG, Part II, 18-3 & 18-A.)

|

(2) The dangerous nature of investigations involving
military personnel - The FBI receives requests from the military
authorities for investigative assistance in connection with crimes
committed by military personnel on Government reservations and other
crimes constituting Federal violations within the FBI's investigative
jurisdiction, such as theft of Government property. Generally, such
crimes are a violation of Federal statute, as well as a violation of
military law. Extreme caution should be used by Agents in the
investigation of cases of this type and particular care should be used
in apprehending of military personnel for the commission of offenses
within the FBI's jurisdiction. This type of individual may be armed
and the military offender could realize that under military law he/she
may receive a severe penalty. In cases in which an offender is known
to be dangerous or circumstances indicate the offender may be
dangerous, authorized process should be secured through the office in
whose territory the offense was committed prior to conducting an
investigation designed to locate and interview dangerous military
subjects.

(3) With regard to offenses occurring in U.S. post
offices over which there is Federal jurisdiction, an agreement has
been had with the postal authorities whereby duplication of
investigative effort is avoided. Under the terms of this agreement,
postal inspectors will have investigative jurisdiction over offenses
committed in post office buildings for which the U.S. Postal Service
is responsible, property used in the carriage of the mails, personal
property of postal employees, and offenses committed therein by
employees of the post office. Investigative jurisdiction over
offenses committed in post office buildings other than those already
enumerated is with the FBI,

(4) In handling complaints relative to minor crimes on
Government reservations where there are no known aggravating or
unusual circumstances, immediately present facts to USA for a
prosecutive opinion. If USA will not consider Federal prosecution,
conduct no investigation, advise complainant, and confirm
conversations to USA and complainant in writing. Where appropriate,
refer the matter to the law enforcement agency having policing
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jurisdiction, and also furnish this information to USA and

complainant. Lesser violations, such as trespassing, petty thievery,

drunkenness, disturbing the peace (including minor assaults), reckless

driving, drunken driving, speeding, illegal cohabitation, and

infractions of rules and regulations Imposed by the administering

agency, in the absence of aggravated circumstances, should be handled

by the Federal agency having administrative and policing

responsibilities over the reservation or by local authorities. Petty

gambling offenses are generally considered as being in the same

category and as such should be controlled by the responsible agency in

its ordinary policing function of the reservation. The SAC is

authorized to initiate an FBI investigation should a situation arise

in which a series of petty offenses or other conditions create an

aggravated situation and the case is reported by representatives of

the Federal agency charged with the responsibility of policing the

reservation or by the USA.

(5) By memorandum dated 8/12/77 and 6/20/77, the

Department of Justice advised that violations of Title 21, USC,

Section 8A4, Controlled Substance Act (CSA) , occurring on military

reservations and in national parks, should be referred to the Drug

Enforcement Administration (DEA) for investigation. Complaints

concerning CSA violations should be immediately referred to the DEA.

<6) Any drug activity originating on a Government

reservation will be directed and managed under the Government

Reservation Crimes Subprogram in coordination with the jOrganized

Crime/Drug Operations Sections} of the Criminal Investigative Division.

(a) Bureau investigations should be concentrated on

and directed at major drug trafficking organizations and specific

individual situations to determine the flow of money derived from

these activities. Investigative strategy should include discussion

with the appropriate prosecuting attorney in an effort to seize assets

realized from these drug transactions.

(c) To ensure that there is no conflict between the

FBI and DEA, prior to the initiation of any drug or primarily drug-

related investigation, each field office is required to contact the

local DEA office in order to determine:

1. If DEA currently has an ongoing

Uh^
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investigation with regard to the subject (s) of the proposed FBI
investigation;

2. Any intelligence information which DEA has
regarding the subject (s), such as class violator or known drug
associates; and

3. Any interest on the part of DEA to enter
into a joint investigation with the FBI regarding the targeted
subject (s) of the FBI investigation.

If DEA currently has an ongoing investigation regarding any of the
proposed FBI subjects, FBI assistance should be offered to DEA and
specific policy should be established regarding the specific role of

the FBI in the investigation.

(d) Following contact with the DEA office, a

teletype should be forwarded to FBIHQ, Attention: [interstate
Theft/Government

I

Reservation Crimes Unit, Criminal Investigative
Division, setting forth the identities of all subjects and/or their
organizational base, intelligence data from FBI and DEA records,
realistic aims and objectives of the investigation, the nature of the
investigation contemplated within the next 90 days and the fact that
DEA has been contacted for not only intelligence information but for a

decision as to what involvement or role it will have in the
investigation. The purpose of this communication will be to seek, on

a UACB basis, FBIHQ authority to initiate an investigation regarding
the subject matter. Through this quality control, FBIHQ will be able
to determine proper allocation of manpower, the quality of cases
initiated by FBI field offices and that proper coordination and
communication have been initiated with DEA.

(7) For administrative reporting requirements and
procedures governing the loss and/or theft of personal property from
FBI space, refer to MAOP, Part II, Section 6-7.5,

(8) Investigations Regarding Criminal Allegations Against
Public Officials

(a) It is recognized that during the course of an
investigation within this classification information is sometimes
developed alleging that a Federal, state or local official is in
violation of Federal law. If the focus of the investigation continues
to be this substantive classification and/or Federal crimes committed
by a person who merely happens to be a Federal, state or local
official, "Corruption-Related Matter," should be added to the
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character of the case, and it will continue to be managed under the
Violent Crimes and Major Offenders Program. If, however, the focus of
the investigation shifts to the abuse of his/her position of trust by
the Federal, state or local official in violation of Federal criminal
law, a new "Corruption of Federal Public Officials" (58) or
"Corruption of State and Local Public Officials" (194) matter should
be opened within the White Collar Crimes Program.

(b) JDeletedl

(c) |Deleted|

(d) |Deleted|

(e) |Deleted|

c

EFFECTIVE: 09/16/94

70-5 VENUE

The venue in such cases is in the judicial district in
which the situs of the offense is located.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

70-6 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

(1) Among the places over which the Federal Government
most frequently has either exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction under
this classification to investigate major crimes are Army, Navy,
Marine, Air Force, and Coast Guard reservations, forts, arsenals and
armories, post buildings. Federal courthouses, [Department of Veterans
Affairs

I

facilities, customhouse, and other buildings wherein business
of the Federal Government is transacted, national parks, some Federal
land, Federal roads and highways, and Federal penal institutions.

(2) While it is impractical to attempt to analyze and
make investigative suggestions as to each of the many minor or major
crimes on Government reservations and lands, jurisdiction over such
crimes should be determined by the USA before the collection of
evidence of the particular offense is begun.
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(3) Agents are frequently called upon to investigate
homicides occurring on Government reservations; therefore, Agents
handling homicide investigations should be thoroughly familiar with
the procedures in arranging for autopsies. Valuable evidence may be
discovered or possibly destroyed during an autopsy examination.
Therefore, if at all possible, a Special Agent completely familiar
with the circumstances surrounding the homicide should be present
during the autopsy to provide pertinent facts to the coroner or
pathologist and to ensure the proper preservation of the evidence.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

70-7 TRIAL OF PETTY OFFENSES BY U.S. JIAGISTRATES

In connection with the prosecution of offenses occurring
on Government reservations, your attention is directed to Title 18,

use, Section 3401, authorizing the U.S. Magistrates to try- petty
offenses

.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

70-8 CHARACTER

Crime on Government Reservation, followed by a description
of the crime; as. Crime on Government Reservation - Murder.

EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90
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SECTION 71. BILLS OF LADING ACT

71-1 STATUTE

Title 49, use, Section 121

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

71-1.1 Elements

"Any person who, knowingly or with intent to defraud, falsely
makes, alters, forges, counterfeits, prints or photographs any bill of
lading purporting to represent goods received for shipment among the
several States or with foreign nations, or with like intent utters or
publishes as true and genuine any such falsely altered, forged,
counterfeited, falsely printed or photographed bill of lading, knowing it

to be falsely altered, forged, counterfeited, falsely printed or
photographed, or aids in making, altering, forging, counterfeiting,
printing or photographing, or uttering or publishing the same, or issues
or aids in issuing or procuring the issue of, or negotiates or transfers
for value a bill which contains a false statement as to the receipt of the
goods, or as to any other matter, or who, with intent to defraud,
violates, or fails to comply with, or aids in any violation of, or failure
to comply with any provision of this chapter, shall ..."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

71-1.1.1 Other Provisions

Title 49, use, Section 81, provides: "Bills of lading issued by
any common carrier for the transportation of goods in any Territory of the
United states, or the District of Columbia, or from a place in a State to
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violation occurred.

PAGE 71 - 2

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

71-2 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

(

c

(1) Examine records of the common carrier to locate bills of

lading involved in a particular shipment believed to be covered by a false

or altered bill of lading.

(2) An examination of the records maintained by the consignee

should be made to locate the particular bill in question. Complete

information should be obtained regarding the shipment as contained in the

records of the consignee.

(3) The records of the consignor o£ the articles or substance

shipped under the bill of lading should be thoroughly examined to obtain

all information concerning the shipment involved. The Agent should be

alert to determine any discrepancies in the records of the consignee,

consignor, and common carrier to ascertain if there is any variance m
these bills of lading.

(4) Locate and interview the persons who prepared the goods or

substances for shipment, ascertaining from them the content of the

shipment so that it may be determined if there is any variance between the

actual shipment made and the facts as they appear on the bill of lading.

(5) Locate and interview the persons at the point of ultimate

destination of the shipment to testify as to the receipt of the shipment

and as to the content.

(6) If more than one common carrier is used in the

transportation of the goods, the complete route of the transportation

should be determined and the appropriate records of each common carrier

examined.
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has
If there is any indication that the subject

attempted to evade the payment of Federal taxes, the appropriate office oE

the Treasury Department should be contacted to ascertain any pertinent

information.

(8) The names of all individuals necessary to produce

documentary evidence should be obtained, as well as their official

capacities and exact addresses.

(9) Interview subject, obtaining from] him/her | a complete,

detailed story of the particular shipment involved. During the course of

this interview, an effort should also be made to determine if the

subject has been involved in any other offenses. IS^Jjecl should be

closely questioned concerning the identity of any other individuals

who may have aided or assisted|him/her | in committing the particular

violation.

(10) During the course of this type of investigation, the Agent

should be alert to the possibility of the existence of a conspiracy, and

-every effort should be made to ascertain the identity of all individual,

who may be involved in the offense.

M^T^

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78

,71-3 REPORT VmiTING RULES

(1) Forward to FBIHQ copy of any prosecutive summary

report prepared in this classification of investigation for the

USA's Office, utilizing current Bureau guidelines for the

preparation of such reports.

(2) No report need be forwarded under any other

circumstances unless it is determined to be the most logical means

to disseminate the results of investigation accumulated or when it

ia decided that a report is the best means to disseminate such

results to other Federal agencies through FBIHQ rather than via an

LHM.l

(

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78
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[71-4 1 PENALTIES

A fine not exceeding $5,000 or imprisonment not exceeding five

years or both.

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78

I

71-5 1 CHARACTER - BILLS OF LADING ACT

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78

o
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SECTION 72. OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

72-1 STATUTES

Title 18, use. Sections 1503 through 1515,

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.1 Section 1503 (Influencing or Injuring Officer or Juror

Generally)

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.1.1 Elements

(1) A person corruptly or by threat, force, threatening

letter or communication

(2) Endeavors to influence, intimidate, impede or injures

the person or property of

(3) A juror or other judicial officer

(4) Because of his/her discharging or having discharged

his/her duty or

(5) Otherwise influences, obstructs, impedes, or

endeavors to so hamper justice.

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.2 Section 1504 (Influencing Juror by Writing)

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90
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72-1.2.1 Elements

(1) An attempt to influence the action of

(2) A juror upon any issue pending before the juror or

pertaining to his/her duties

(3) By writing or sending him/her a written communication

which

(4) Is in relation to such issue or matter.

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.3 Section 1509 (Obstruction of Court Orders)

EFFECTIVE:- 02/20/90

72-1.3.1 Elements

(1) Existence of a Federal court order, judgment, or

decree

(2) Knowledge by the subject of the existence of such

order

(3) Use of threats or force by the subject

(4) For the purpose of preventing, obstructing, impeding,

or interfering with, or willfully attempting to interfere with

(a) The exercise of rights under the court order; or

(b) The performance of duties under the court order.

c

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90
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72-1. A Section 1510 (Obstruction of Criminal Investigations)

|"a|(1) Willfully endeavor by means of bribery

"(2) To obstruct, delay, or prevent the communication of

information

"(3) Relating to a violation of any criminal statute of

the United States

"(A) By any person to a criminal investigator (defined in

the statute as any individual duly authorized by a department, agency,

or armed force of the United States to conduct or engage in

investigations of or prosecutions for violations of the criminal laws

of the United States).

I |"B (1) Being an officer of a financial institution,

"(2) with intent to obstruct a judicial proceeding,

directly or indirectly notifies any other person about the existence

or contents of a subpoena for records (defined xn the J^atute as a

Federal grand jury subpoena for customer ""^^^t^^f,^",5!^" "^^?**

relating to a violation of, or a conspiracy to violate Title 18, USC,

s:cUons ns! 656. 657, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1014, or 1 A
|

or "tions

1341 or 1343 affecting financial institution) of that financial

Sns[i?ution. or information that has been furnished to the grand jury

in response to that subpoena,

"(3) shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not

more than five years, or both."]

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.5 Section 1512(a) (Killing or Attempts to Kill Another

Person)

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90
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72-1.5.1 Elements

Whoever kills or attempts to kill another person, with

intent to

(1) prevent the- attendance or testimony of any person in

an official proceeding;

(2) prevent the production of a record, document, or

other object, in an official proceeding; or

(3) prevent the communication by any person to a law

enforcement officer or judge of the United States of information

relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense

or a violation of conditions of probation, parole, or release, pending

judicial proceedings.

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.6 Section 1512(b) (Tampering with

Informant)

a Witness, Victim, or an

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.6.1 Elements

(1) Knowing use of intimidation or physical force, or

ipts to do so, or engaging in misleading conduct wi th
threats, or attempt
intent to

(2) Influence, delay or prevent the testimony of any

person in an official proceeding; or

(3) Cause or induce any person to withhold testimony or

other evidence from an official proceeding; alter, destroy, mutilate

or conceal an object with intent to impair the object's integrity or

availability for use in an official proceeding; evade legal process

summoning that person to appear as a witness or to produce a record,

document, or other object in an official proceeding; or be absent from

an official proceeding to which such person has been summoned by legal

process; or
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(4) Hinder, delay or prevent the communication to a law

enforcement officer or judge of the United States of information

relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal

offense or a violation of conditions of probation, parole or release

pending judicial proceedings.

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.7 Section 1512(c) (Tampering - Lesser Offense)

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90

72-1.7.1 Elements

(1) Intentionally harassing another and thereby

hindering', delaying, preventing, or dissuading any person from

(2) Attending or testifying in an official proceeding; or

(3) Reporting to a law enforcement officer or judge of

the United States the commission or possible commission of a Federal

offense or a violation of conditions of probation, parole or release

pending judicial proceedings; or

(4) Arresting or seeking the arrest of another in

connection with a Federal offense; or

(5) Causing a criminal prosecution or a parole or

probation revocation proceeding to be sought or instituted or

assisting in such prosecution or proceeding; or

(6) Any attempt to do the above.

EFFECTIVE: 02/20/90
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|72-1.7.2| Affirmative Defense

Defendant's conduct consisted solely of lawful activity

and defendant's sole intention was to encourage, induce or cause the

other person to testify truthfully.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

J72-1.7.3I Elements Which Need Not Be Proved

(1) An official proceeding need not be pending or about

to be instituted at the time of the offense; and

(2) The testimony, record, document, or other object need

not be admissible in evidence or free of a claim of privilege.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

IJ72-1.81 Section 1513 (Retaliating Against a Witness, Victim or

Informant)

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-1.8.1 Elements

(1) Engaging in any conduct and thereby causing bodily

injury to another or damage to the tangible property of another or

threatening to do so with intent to retaliate against any person;] for

|

(2) The attendance of a witness or party at an official

proceeding or any testimony given or any record, document, or other

object produced by a witness in an official proceeding; or

(3) Any information relating to the commission or

possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of conditions

of probation, parole or release pending judicial proceedings given by

a person to a law enforcement officer; or

(A) Any attempt to do the above.
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EFFECTIVE: 09/13/93

||72-1.9| Section 1514 (Civil Action To Restrain Harassment of a

Victim or Witness)

(1) This Section provides for the court's issuing a

temporary restraining order prohibiting harassment of a victim or

witness in a Federal criminal case if the court finds from the facts

shown in an affidavit or "verified complaint" that there are

reasonable grounds to believe specific harassment "exists" or that an

order is necessary to prevent a Section 1512 or Section 1513 offense

other than "misleading conduct."

(2) Section 1514 also provides for the issuance of a

long-term protective order valid for such period as the court

determines, after a hearing, is necessary to prevent a Section 1512 or

Section 1513 offense other than "misleading conduct." Long-term

protective orders can be valid for up to three years. Temporary

orders may extend only for ten days with one ten-day extension.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

||72-1.10i Section 1515 (Definitions)

(1) Official proceeding means

(a) A proceeding before a judge or court of the

United States, a United States Magistrate, a Bankruptcy Judge, or a

Federal grand jury

(b) A proceeding before the Congress

(c) A proceeding before a Federal Government agency.

(2) Physical force means physical action against another.

(3) Misleading conduct means

(a) Knowingly making a false statement;

(b) Intentionally omitting information from a
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statement, and thereby causing a portion of the statement to be

misleading or intentionally concealing a material fact, and thereby

creating a false impression

(c) With intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or

inviting reliance on a writing or recording that is false, forged,

altered or otherwise lacking in authenticity;

(d) With intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or

inviting reliance on a sample, specimen, map, photograph, boundary

mark or other object that is misleading in a material respect; or

(e) Knowingly using a trick, scheme or device with

intent to mislead.

(4) Law enforcement officer includes employees of the

Federal Government authorized under law to engage in or supervise the

prevention, detection, investigation or prosecution of an offense or

serving as a probation or pretrial services officer.

( (5) Bodily injury includes cuts, bruises, burns, physical

^ pain, illness, impairment of mental facility, or "any other injury to

the body, no matter how temporary."

I
(6) Chapter 73, Title 18, USC, Obstruction of Justice

does not prohibit or punish the providing of lawful, bona fide, legal

representation services in connection with or anticipation of an

official proceeding.

|

EFFECTIVE! 07/26/89

M72-l.ll| Other Related Obstruction Statutes Described in Title 18,

USC,

(1) Section 1501 - Assault on process server.

(2) Section 1502 - Resistance to extradition agent.

(3) Section 1505 - Obstruction of proceedings before

departments, agencies, and committees. (Specific FBIHQ authority

required in all cases.)

(A) Section 1506 - Theft or alteration of record or

process; false bail.
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(5) Section 1507 - Picketing or parading. (Specific

FBIHQ authority required in all cases.)

(6) Section 1508 - Recording, listening to, or observing

proceedings of grand or petit juries while deliberating or voting.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-2 POLICY

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-2.1 Handling of Complaints

c.
EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-2.1.1 SAC May Authorize Investigation on Request of USA or

Federal Judge in Following Situations:

(1) If obstruction arose from criminal case within the

jurisdiction of any Federal agency other than Secret Service, Internal

Revenue Service, Immigration and Naturalization Service, U.S. Customs

Service, Drug Enforcement Administration, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco

and Firearms, and U.S. Postal Service. If obstruction arose from case

within jurisdiction of seven agencies mentioned, who have their own

investigative staffs, it is the position of the FBI and the Department

of Justice that obstruction investigation should be conducted by the

other agency although coverage of leads in a distant area to assist

other agency may be authorized by FBIHQ upon full justification.

(2) If obstruction involves either actual bodily harm or

threat thereof to a Federal judge or Federal juror, regardless of case

out of which allegation arose.

(3) If obstruction arose from civil case in Federal court

in which neither U.S. Government nor any agency thereof is involved.
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EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-2.1.2 Prior FBIHQ Authority is Required in Following Situations:

(1) Trial in which original investigation conducted by

any o£ the above mentioned agencies.

(2) Proceedings before departments, agencies, and

committees

.

(3) Labor controversy or other matter affecting national

security.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-2.1.3' Trial in Progress

The USA must assure that the judge has been informed of

allegation and is agreeable to investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

.72-2,1.4 Obstruction of Court Order Complaint

The Department of Justice has instructed USAs not to

request FBI investigation or initiate prosecution of obstruction of

court orders without departmental authority. Therefore, dependent

upon the urgency of the situation, advise FBIHQ by telephone,

teletype, airtel or special delivery letter and conduct no

investigation without FBIHQ authority.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89
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72-2.2 Other Policy

(1) Full details of complaints must be furnished FBIHQ

expeditiously together with action being taken or recommended.

(Statutes affecting the area of obstruction of justice are designed to

protect the dignity of the courts, and prosecutions in such cases

often result in widespread public notice and editorial comment.)

(2) Although USA ordinarily advised of all complaints,

if, in sound judgment of SAC, circumstances of complaint or facts

developed through investigation make it inadvisable to consult USA or

to follow course desired by him/her, advise FBIHQ and take no further

action pending FBIHQ instructions.

(3) The Bureau
"protection" to persons aff

witness, or informant fears

enforcement agencies unless

is undesirable, and notify

available to him/her as set

Treatment of Crime Victims

System, and discuss case wi

restraining orders as are p

has no statutory authority to afford

ected by the statutes. When a victim,

physical harm, notify appropriate law

the facts of the case indicate such action

the person involved of the services

forth in the Federal Guidelines For Fair

and Witnesses in the Criminal Justice

th USA to seek his/her opinion concerning

rovided for in Section 1514.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

G

72-3

imprisonment.

imprisonment.

PENALTIES

(1) Section 1503 - $5,000 fine and/or five years'

(2) Section 150A - $1,000 fine and/or six months'

(3) Section 1509 - $1,000 fine and/or one year's

imprisonment <

impr i s onment

.

(4) Section 1510 - $5,000 fine and/or five years

(5) [Section 1512(a):

(a) in case of a killing:
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I ) I

1. murder in the first degree; shall suffer

death unless the jury qualifies its verdict by adding thereto "without

capital punishment," in which he/she shall be sentenced to

imprisonment for life

2. murder in the second degree; shall be

imprisoned for any term of years or for life

3. voluntary manslaughter; shall be imprisoned,

not more than ten years

A. involuntary manslaughter; shall be fined not

more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both

(b) in the case of an attempt; imprisonment for not

more than twenty years.]

j
(6) Section 1512(b) j- $250,000 fine and/or, up to one

year's imprisonment.

I

(7) Section 1512(c) |- $25,000 fine and/or up to one

year's imprisonment.

imprisonment

,

(8)1 Section 1513 - $250,000 fine and/or ten years'

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-4 SUGGESTED INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

(1) Status of an individual as a person covered by the

statutes may be established through introduction by competent

witnesses of letters of appointment, official records of the court,

subpoenas, summonses, jury panels, and similar documents. Such

records can generally be located in the offices of Government

agencies, clerks of court, U.S. Magistrates, and U.S. Marshals. The

exact time when a person received appointment or was served with a

subpoena or summons should be reported.

(2) If investigations involving witnesses or jurors

indicate a possible perjury, necessary elements of perjury and

subornation of perjury violations should be fully developed.

(3) Question victims for complete details. Threats or
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use of force may have been preceded by other acts by subject, such as

conversations, gratuities, and advice extended to victim in a

disguised effort to curry his/her favor.

(4) Obtain signed statements where possible from victim

and witnesses, and USA should be advised of any reluctance to testify.

(5) In the event a threatening communication is directed

to or received by a person other than the intended victim, the

relationship of the recipient to the victim should be shown, since

under statute a violation may exist even if the victim is not direct

recipient of communication.

(6) Determine exact language of a threatening

communication and all attending circumstances as it may be necessary

to introduce evidence that a communication, although veiled, actually

implies a threat. Follow instructions relative to transmittal of

extortion letters to FBI Laboratory in the transmittal of letters

constituting possible violations of obstruction of justice statutes.

(7) Determine the particular interest of subject in the

outcome of a trial or other proceeding. Subject's relationship by

blood or marriage to parties to a suit, his/her membership in an

interested organization, or monetary considerations may explain

his/her actions. Determination of identities of persons who stand to

gain from the particular outcome of a proceeding may serve to identify

an unknown subject.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89

72-5 CHARACTER

If no substantive violations investigated, character will

be "Obstruction of Justice, Obstruction of Criminal Investigations,

etc." When obstruction allegation generated in connection with

substantive violation, add "Obstruction of Justice, Obstruction of

Criminal Investigations, etc." to the character and do not open new

case.

EFFECTIVE: 07/26/89
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SECTION 73. BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION - PARDON ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

73-1 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

These instructions | are supplemented in part by

instructions
I

contained in Part II, Section 17 of this manual.

lApplicable portions of Part II, Section 17, will be incorporated into

this Section as necessary in order to clarify those portions of Part

II, Section 17, which pertain to this Section.

|

EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

73-2 BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION

V.

G

(1) |The Bureau's authority to conduct Presidential pardon

background investigations stems from the Attorney General's

responsibility to advise the President in the exercise of his

constitutional pardon power.

(a) The Rules Governing Petitions for Executive

Clemency (as published in 28 Code of Federal Regulations) provide for

the Attorney General to "... cause such investigation (for Executive

clemency) to be made of the matter as (he/she) may deem necessary and

appropriate, using the services of, or obtaining reports from,

appropriate officials and agencies of the Government, including the

Federal Bureau of Investigation ..."

(b) Upon receipt of requests from the Pardon

Attorney, the Bureau is charged with the responsibility of

investigating all petitions for Executive clemency, regardless of

whether the conviction involved a violation within the Bureau's

investigative jurisdiction.

|

(2) jPetitions for commutation of sentence, including

remission of fine, also require background investigations by the

Bureau as requested by the Pardon Attorney, pursuant to the Rules

Governing Petitions for Executive Clemency. However, such requests

are rare and are generally limited in scope.

|
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EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

73-3 I ELIGIBILITY FOR PARDON/COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE

|

(1) |When a person is convicted in Federal court of a

felony, he/she generally loses certain civil rights. The rights

he/she loses and the procedure whereby he/she may regain them are

governed by laws of the state where he/she resides. These lost

rights generally are the right to vote, the right to sit as a juror,

the right to bear/possess firearms, and the right to hold public

office. Generally, an offender who has completed his/her sentence may

not petition for a Presidential pardon until the conclusion of a

waiting period of five to seven years (depending on the nature of the

offense), following the date of his/her release from confinement or,

if no confinement was ordered, following the date of conviction.

(a) Occasionally, the Pardon Attorney, for good

cause shown, may grant a waiver of all or a portion of the waiting

period to permit earlier consideration of a petition.

(b) While there is no appeal from a pardon decision,

unsuccessful petitioners may be permitted to reapply for a pardon two

years after the date of denial. In such cases, the Bureau may be

requested to conduct a supplemental investigation to bring a prior

inquiry up to date.

|

(2) JNo petition for commutation of sentence, including

remission of fine, should be filed if other forms of judicial or

administrative relief are available, except upon a showing of

exceptional circumstances
.

|

EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

I

73-3.1 |Deleted|

o
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EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

73-4 [objectives of investigation

(1) The primary objective of the background investigation

is to conduct a thorough, penetrating inquiry which will be useful in

an assessment of the petitioner's suitability for a Presidential

pardon/commutation of sentence. In general, the investigation should

focus on a petitioner's post-conviction adjustment (whether he/she has

become and is likely to remain a productive and law-abiding member of

society) and acceptance of responsibility for his/her offense.

(2) The Bureau should make every reasonable effort to

conduct an inquiry as discreetly as possible to ensure that the

specific reason for the investigation is not disclosed to persons

interviewed. Persons interviewed should generally be advised that the

petitioner has applied for a Government benefit requiring a general

background inquiry and that a criminal investigation is not being

conducted. (See MIOG, Part I, 73-11.)

(3) Additional objectives are outlined in MIOG, Part II,

Section 17-4.

I

EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

]
73-4.1 |Deleted|

EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

I

73-4.2 iDeleted]
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EFFECTIVE: 11/2A/93

73-5 INITIATION OF INVESTIGATION

Background investigation requests are received at FBIHQ

from the Pardon Attorney. Included in these requests are specific

instructions from the Pardon Attorney, whether it be a limited inquiry

or a full field investigation. The initial lead for the

petitioner interview is generally set out in an j electronic

communication (EC) |with a copy of the petition enclosed. All

investigative leads as determined through the interview, along with a

copy of the petition, should be set out by the interviewing office.

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/96

j
73-6

I

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

An applicant-type background investigation should be

initiated into the petitioner's conduct and reputation upon receipt of

the case from FBIHQ. The customary full-field background

investigation should cover the entire period following the

petitioner's release from prison. If the petitioner was not confined

to prison, the investigation should cover the period following the

date of conviction. When the petitioner has been the subject of a

prior background investigation, the prior investigation will be

brought up to date. In some cases, the Pardon Attorney may elect to

conduct a limited inquiry (e.g., for a commutation of sentence

petition), wherein specific instructions will be set out and forwarded

to the appropriate field offices.]

EFFECTIVE: 11/2A/93
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73-7 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Refer to MIOG, Part II,. Section 17-5, for general
instructions pertaining to background investigations.)

EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

73-8 INVESTIGATIVE GUIDELINES

EFFECTIVE: li/2A/93

73-8.1 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/96

I

73-8.2 Predication (See MIOG, Part I,|73-8.4.)|

A predication! (basis
I

for investigation) | is to|be

included|as the first paragraph of the "Details" section in the

investigative report of the submitting office.) Set forth the

predication as follows:
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EFFECTIVE: 11/18/96

I

73-8.3

...- «r CSee MIOG, Part I,l73-8.A.)1

Interview of Petitioner CSee niu

„,uir.d »»f/»-Us Should be "P-''^^^- !:^u°„ ™;uy conduet th.

•_^^,-ui«»w. The narrative u«- fnilowine items \ex.i.^v-

generally iunn-''"''

interview: history and

a, OeUiUo.
th,petUione,'s..ploy.-tMstoy

military service.

OhUU the detau c.„ce.h.h. the^e.p.ov...t^»^

om

,...„e, r/e'h.xr".i *£HH"o" ::,tr;u't:- cL1u"c. •

rti:rc:>:"::t« reS'S'^-^ er.r»-e;tnt::-.- ^^

Whether the Petitioner has ever
^.^^.^^^^_

etnployment or resigned in

(2) Places of residence.

u;c/her residence(s) since

Obtain the details concerning
^-l{ ^..^ed no time.

during the past five years

current cohabitant (s) .

,i,eun.stances under which

(3) Petitioner's version of the

he/she was convicted.
^^^

The petitioner should be
-«^^^,^°^fOffense in his/her own

account P--<^^^^," ^^t/ons ofthe indictment or -for-t^on The

charges and specifications ox
pardon Attorney S^^^'^^r^. ^^

^emioner may be advised that t^^/^^^.^^,, „uting to his/her
(-' petitioner may u" »-'

.petiux
statements by a

/- into account an !"-
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acceptance of responsibility, remorse and atonement in evaluating the
merits of a pardon petition.

(4) Reason pardon (or commutation of sentence) is
desired, including the petitioner's specific need for the same.

Obtain a statement of the specific purpose(s) for which a
pardon is sought. ' If he/she has not already done so, the petitioner
should be encouraged to furnish directly to the Pardon Attorney any
documentary evidence, such as copies of applicable provisions of state
constitutions, statutes or regulations and/or letters from appropriate
officials of state administrative agencies, professional associations,
licensing authorities or the like, indicating that a pardon will be
helpful in accomplishing the purpose for which it is sought.

(5) Petitioner's involvement in community service,
charitable or other meritorious activities.

Obtain any information that the petitioner may wish to
volunteer regarding these activities. The provision of documentary
evidence in this regard is desirable but not necessary.

(6) Information concerning the petitioner's present mode
and standard of living.

Obtain information concerning any personal and business
credit issues (if any), including but not limited to, repossessions,
delinquent student loans, debts placed for collection, etc. Include
details concerning any business interests which the petitioner may
have.

(7) Any involvement in civil litigation, or in
administrative or legislative proceedings of any kind, either as a
plaintiff, defendant, respondent, witness, or party in interest.

Include information for the past ten years concerning
liens, bankruptcies or lawsuits against the petitioner. Also, include
information concerning any delinquent taxes.

(8) Any prior or subsequent criminal record, or any
involvement in criminal matters as a suspect.

(9) Obtain specific information (name of school, dates
and location) concerning all post-high school education of the
petitioner, to include vocational training.
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(10) Obtain biographical data, to include the following:

(a) Marital status, to include details (date(s),
place(s), name(s), current iocation(s)) of any divorce(s) whether
occurring before or after the date of conviction, and the identity of
ex-spouse (s)

.

(b) Names, complete dates and places of birth of the
petitioner's spouse, parents, children, siblings, cohabitants, and
other relatives who occupy the same residence as the petitioner.
Also, determine if the petitioner is aware of anything in his/her
immediate family's background of a criminal nature. If so, obtain
details. If the petitioner's parents do not reside with him/her,
obtain their names for birth verification purposes.

(c) If the petitioner indicates that he/she is

foreign born, obtain details] of his/her citizenship or immigration
status

I

(date/place naturalized or registered, naturalization
certificate number, alien registration number, etc.). jit is not
necessary to obtain any details concerning the citizenship of
petitioner's spouse or immigration status of petitioner's spouse,
immediate relatives or any persons residing with the petitioner,
unless specifically requested by FBIHQ. (See MIOG, Part I, 73-8.4.)

|

(11) Determine if the petitioner has possessed or carried
a firearm since his/her conviction/release. Further, determine
whether the petitioner has filed a federal or state application for
restoration of firearms privileges. If so, determine if this request
was granted, denied or withdrawn.

(12) Determine whether the petitioner has voted or
registered to vote since the date of conviction/release.

(13) Determine whether the petitioner holds or has
previously held any business or professional licenses.

(lA) Obtain the details of any professional complaints or
any nonjudicial disciplinary action against the petitioner since the
date of conviction/release.

(15) Determine whether the petitioner has had any contact
with representatives of foreign countries.

(16) Obtain the details of any psychiatric or
psychological

I

counseling, including the dates of counseling, and the
name and address of each counseling facility and/or counselor.
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(17) Determine whether the petitioner has ever|used,
possessed, purchased, sold, or distributed illegal drugs, including
marijuana, or abused either prescription drugs or alcohol. If so,
obtain complete details, e.g., type and amount of drug or alcohol
used, time frame and frequency of use. Also, determine whether or
not the petitioner has ever participated in any drug/alcohol
counseling or rehabilitation programs. If so, obtain details
including the dates of counseling and the name and address of each
counseling facility and/or counselor, doctor, or other medical care
provider.

|

(18) Determine whether there are any other current or past
circumstances known to the petitioner that could have a bearing on
his/her suitability for an Executive clemency.

(19) |Deleted|

(20) Determine whether the petitioner has ever been the
subject of an applicant-type/background investigation.

(21)
I

If , specif ically requested by FBIHQ, obtain two sets
of the petitioner's fingerprints. A field office will be requested
to fingerprint the petitioner only when the Criminal Justice
Information Services (CJIS) Division record check, which is conducted
by FBIHQ, Special Inquiry and General Background Investigations Unit
(SIGBIU), fails to locate an FBI number for the petitioner. This
request will normally be made of the field office conducting the
petitioner interview. After fingerprinting the petitioner, the field
office is to promptly forward both sets to the SIGBIU in order that
an FD-165 (Flash Notice) may be placed with the CJIS Division (an

FD-165 must be placed in every pardon attorney investigation). The
fingerprints may be submitted by routing slip. The routing slip must
clearly set forth the Office of the Pardon Attorney case title and
file number. It, with the fingerprints, are to be transmitted to

SIGBIU using an opaque Bumail penalty envelope (imprinted 0-7
information). The envelope is to be addressed to the attention of
the SIGBIU Personnel Security Specialist (PSS) assigned the BI. The
PSS's identity is set forth in all SIGBIU case-generated
communications to the field. FBIHQ, SIGBIU, is responsible for the
preparation, and submission to the CJIS Division, of the FD-165.
Where appropriate (e.g.,' upon being advised of petitioner's death—by
a field office or otherwise— that petitioner's pardon request has
been granted or denied, or to discontinue the background
investigation), FBIHQ, SIGBIU, is also responsible for having the
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FD-165 canceled by the CJIS Division. All FD-165s in pardon attorney
cases will be canceled by the CJIS Division either if advised by the
SIGBIU or automatically after five years, whichever occurs first.
(See MIOG, Part II, 14-12.3.4, 14-15.5.1. and 14-15.5.3.)

|

(22) iDeletedl

10

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/96

I

73-8.4
I

Investigation!

(1)
I

Investigation is to be reported as noted in MIOG,
Part I, 73-8.2, 73-8.3 and 73-8.4 (2) (a)-(s).|

I (2) I The investigation is not limited to, but must
include, the following information (if appropriate) which] is tojbe

included in the

|

"Details" section of the investigative) report under
separate and appropriate headings {as noted below:

{

(a) [Predication (see MIOG, Part I, 73-8.2)

j

(b) {interview of Petitioner (see MIOG, Part I,

73-8.3)

[

I

(c) j Court Records - Review court records concerning
each federal conviction of the petitioner and include the following
information;

convicted;

o

1. Name under which the petitioner was

2. Date of sentence;

3. Sentence imposed;

4. Indictment or information number (specify
which) and the U.S. District Court (specify district and location) in

which the conviction was obtained;

5. Describe the nature of the charge and
citation of the statute or public law violated (distinguish the

charges and citations on which the petitioner was indicted from those
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on which he/she was convicted);

6. The nature of the petitioner's plea;

7. Brief summary of the facts surrounding
commission of the offense;

8. If fines, restitution, assessments, costs or

penalties were imposed, determine whether they were satisfied and the

date(s) paid;

9. If community service was ordered, determine
whether it was performed and the manner in which the service
requirement was discharged.

|(d)

I

Records/Interviews
Probation and Supervised Release

- The U.S. Probation Officer should be interviewed
to determine the nature of the petitioner's adjustment under
supervision, including a record of disciplinary infractions (if any),

and the officer's comments and recommendation for or against a

Presidential pardon. If access to probation files is denied,
immediately notify FBIHQ. |lt is not necessary to obtain a copy of

petitioner's presentence report, unless specifically requested by

FBIHQ.

I

I

(e)
I

Birth - Verify the petitioner's date and place

of birth through records of the Bureau of Vital Statistics.

I

(f)
I

Naturalization - Verify naturalization, derived
citizenship, or immigration status of the petitioner [ only. It is not

necessary to verify the naturalization, derived citizenship or

immigration status of petitioner's spouse, close relatives or

any persons residing with the petitioner, unless otherwise advised by

FBIHQ. (See MIOG, Part I, 73-8.3 (10)(c).)|

I (g) I Marital Status
|
(See MIOG, Part II, 17-6.4.)

|

1. |Verify all divorce(s) which has/have
occurred since the date of the petitioner's conviction, Divorce(s)
should be verified through a review of appropriate records, e.g.,

court records. Identify which party was the plaintiff and defendant
as well as the grounds for, and date of, the divorce. All other
pertinent information must be obtained, e.g., if the petitioner has

complied/is complying with all court-ordered obligations on a timely
basis (e.g., child or spousal support). If this information is not

available through a review of appropriate records, efforts must be
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made to obtain it through an interview of the petitioner's attorney
of record in the divorce proceeding or the attorney's representative.
If this is unsuccessful, efforts must be made to obtain this
information through the petitioner's ex-spouse (s) . If the
aforementioned efforts fail, then the petitioner is to be recontacted
in an effort to obtain/verify the necessary information.

|

2. |The results of each divorce verification, as

reported, must clearly indicate whether or not the court imposed any
financial obligations on the petitioner, e.g., child or spousal
support, etc. If so, identify each and address whether or not the
petitioner has complied/is complying with the obligation pursuant to

the court's order in a timely manner. If no obligations were/have
been imposed, so state.

3. Interview the ex-spouse(s) from petitioner's
divorce(s) which occurred during the 15-year period immediately
preceding the date of the FBIHQ communication initiating the
investigation or since the date of the petitioner's conviction,
whichever period of time is less. It is not necessary to interview
the ex-spouse(s) of divorce(s) that occurred beyond this period of

time, unless requested by FBIHQ or as otherwise deemed appropriate
(e.g., see MIOG, Part I, 73-8.4 (g) 1., above).

4. If any question about the petitioner's
current or previous marital status develops, attempt to verify
through appropriate records. If not available, efforts are to be made
to verify through other appropriate sources.

5. All unsuccessful efforts to obtain the

necessary information regarding the petitioner's divorce(s) and/or
questioned marital status must be clearly reported.

|

I
(h) I Education - Verify all post-high school

education, including vocational training. Interview
professors/instructors only if the education has occurred within the

past three years.

I

(i) I Neighborhood investigation - Conduct
neighborhood inquiries at the petitioner's residences during the five

years immediately preceding the date of the background investigation,
regardless of the date of conviction/release. Interview] at least two
neighbors, knowledgeable of the petitioner, for each residence where
petitioner has resided for the last five years. If unsuccessful or

not possible, a field office's investigative efforts and/or
explanation must be set forth in the "Details" section of its
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investigative report.
|

If rental property, interview the landlord or

manager and review the rental records. Liberally quote remarks which
reflect favorably or adversely on the petitioner's conduct and

reputation. Singular remarks should contain the interviewee's
definition or example(s) for illustration and clarification. A
description of the petitioner's mode and standard of living also

should be provided. Current cohabitants who are not related to the

petitioner must be interviewed.

j (j) I Employment verification -jVerify all employments

for the ten-year period preceding the date of the investigation or

since the date of petitioner's conviction/release from prison,

whichever is less. At a minimum, for each employment determine dates

of employment, work record, general character of the petitioner, and

reason for termination.

j

1. A representative (supervisor or manager) of

each employment should be interviewed, consistent with the ten-year

criterion. | Additionally, at least one co-worker, knowledgeable of the

petitioner, at each employment within the investigations, must be

interviewed. If unsuccessful, a field office's investigative

efforts and/or explanation must be set forth in the "Details" section

of its investigative report.] When not possible, so state and include

the reason(s)

.

2. Personnel records should be reviewed, if

available, to determine whether the petitioner has made any false

statements in obtaining a particular position, such as any questions

concerning a criminal record. If false information is detected, do

not under any circumstances advise the employer, but do document the

information in the report. If personnel records are not available for

review, so state and include the reason(s).

I
(k) I Military records - All military service will be

verified, regardless of the dates of service. Include dates of

service; type of discharge, including a brief summary of facts

surrounding discharge if separation occurred other than at the

completion of the term of enlistment; decorations awarded, if any; a

brief summary of the facts surrounding court-martial proceedings, if

any, to include a brief description of offense, sentence imposed and

the dates and actions approving or modifying the sentence by the

convening and reviewing authorities.

I

(1)
t

Reference interviews - Attached to every

petition are character affidavits signed by references (sometimes

referred to as character affiants). All references must be
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interviewed for particulars concerning the petitioner's conduct,

character, and associates, and to determine their exact opinions and

the opportunities they have had for forming such opinions concerning

the petitioner. References also should be asked about the

petitioner's community and/or charitable activities.

I
(m) I Credit/Tax records - Credit inquiries will be

conducted at FBIHQ and leads will be sent to appropriate offices to

verify the status of specific accounts or to verify bankruptcies, tax

liens or other information disclosed in a credit record.

1. Check for tax liens (state and local) when

there is questionable financial status as directed by FBIHQ,

2. iDeletedj

I
(n) I Law Enforcement Records - FBI

|

field offices] and

appropriate local] and state [law enforcement agencies | covering

|

all

communities where petitioner has resided, been educated or been

employed, since his/her conviction/release] from prison, must [be

I

checked for any records on the petitioner. Field office indices

checks on petitioner's cohabitants and close relatives

(18 years or older) must be conducted by the field office

covering where the cohabitants or close relatives reside. Local and

state law enforcement agency records checks are not to be conducted

on petitioner's cohabitants and close relatives, unless specifically

requested by FBIHQ.

|

1. Obtain a complete account of the

petitioner's criminal history record both prior to and subsequent to

the federal offense for which an Executive clemency is sought,

including traffic offenses that resulted in an arrest or criminal

charge, such as driving under the influence.

2. For each violation, obtain the date of the

incident; description of the offense charged; name and location of law

enforcement authority involved; and the date, location, and sentence

or other disposition.

3.
I
FBIHQ, SIGBIU, will check FBIHQ records,

including criminal history records concerning the petitioner

(name and fingerprints checks) and all close relatives/cohabitants

(name check only) who are at least 18 years of age,

|

I
(o) I U.S. Attorney's Office - Check records of the

U.S. Attorney's Office wherever the petitioner has resided, been
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educated or been employed within the scope of the investigation. "^

1. Determine whether official records reflect

any pending/closed criminal or civil proceedings (judicial or

administrative) unrelated to the offense for which the Executive
clemency is being sought.

2. In the event the petitioner was involved in

a federal criminal investigation which did not result in prosecution,
or was the subject of a government forfeiture or other proceeding, a

report of the details and disposition of the matter should be

furnished.

3. If a particular U.S. Attorney's office
chooses to report such information directly to the Office of the

Pardon Attorney, so state in the report.

I
(p) j

Licensing agencies - Check appropriate
regulatory or licensing agencies where the petitioner has indicated

he/she holds or has held a professional license, such as real estate,

medical, accounting, etc. Determine the petitioner's current

standing.

I (q) I Firearms status -|At the outset of the

investigation, FBIHQ, SIGBIU, will request the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) Headquarters to check its records

regarding the petitioner. Pursuant to this request, BATF

Headquarters will provide FBIHQ, SIGBIU, with all pertinent

information concerning the petitioner located in BATF Headquarters,

and field office, files.

|

1. |Deleted|

2. [Field offices covering petitioner's

residences since the date of his/her conviction/release from prison

are to conduct a check of the appropriate state agency(s) to

determine if the petitioner has applied for state relief from

firearms disabilities or has violated state firearms prohibitions.

If so, obtain complete details of each application or violation,

including the disposition.

|

3. JDeletedl

4. [Deleted!

I
(r) I Voter registration - Determine the bylaws of the
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state election board regarding convicted felons and voting privileges-

Check voter registration records to determine whether the petitioner

has registered to vote since conviction/release, if applicable.

I
(s) I Miscellaneous checks - Refer to MIOG, Part II,

Section 17-6 (and all its subtopics), for other record checks which

may be applicable to|pardon attorney investigations.!

I (3) I All interviews of individuals knowledgeable of the

petitioner j'are tojinclude comments concerning the petitioner's

character, associates, reputation, loyalty to the United States, bias,

financial solvency, any alcohol abuse, any prescription drug abuse,

jand any use, possession, purchase, selling or distribution of illegal

drugs, including marijuana, | and a general recommendation statement (do

not solicit a statement for a pardon recommendation unless the

interviewee has indicated prior knowledge of the petition).

16

(
EFFEGTIVE: ir/18'/96

G

73-9
I

DISCONTINUING INVESTIGATIONS! '

(1) |DeUted|

(2) |Deleted|

(3) |Deleted|

(4) |Deleted|

(5) |Discontinuing investigations

(a) Derogatory information - If, during the course

of the investigation, a field office develops derogatory information

(e.g., the omission or falsification of material facts in the pardon

petition or other types of applications, or the arrest of the

petitioner subsequent to submission of the petition), the field

office is to immediately advise FBIHQ, SIGBIU, by telephone, to be

followed within one work day by the facsimiling of FD-302(s),

insert (s) and/or other documents containing the information. (See

MIOG, Part II, 17-5.1.)

1. Upon receipt of the "facsimiled information"
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from the field office, SIGBIU will immediately consult with the

Office of the Pardon Attorney and determine whether or not the

investigation will be continued.

2. The field office submitting the above

information is to hold further investigation in abeyance until

otherwise advised by FBIHQ, SIGBIU.

3. SIGBIU will advise all other offices with

outstanding investigation to hold their investigation in abeyance

pending SIGBIU' s receipt of a determination by the Office of the
.

Pardon Attorney whether to continue the investigation.

A. Upon receipt of the Office of the Pardon

Attorney's determination, SIGBIU will promptly advise appropriate

field offices whether or not to continue the investigation.

a. If the investigation is discontinued,

field offices are to promptly submit an investigative report

reflecting all investigation conducted. SIGBIU will provide the

Office of the Pardon Attorney with the results of all investigation

conducted.

b. If the investigation is to be continued,

field offices are to complete, and submit to FBIHQ, SIGBIU, their

part of the investigation by the established Bureau deadline.

(b) Death of petitioner - If, during the course of

the investigation or thereafter, a field office determines that the

petitioner has died, the field office is to immediately advise FBIHQ,

SIGBIU, by telephone, to be followed within one work day by the

facsimiling of FD-302(s), insert (s) and/or other documents (e.g.,

copy of death certificate and/or obituary) containing the information

which verifies the petitioner's death.

1. Upon receipt of the "facsimiled information"

from the field office, SIGBIU will immediately advise the Office of

the Pardon Attorney.

2. The field office submitting the above

information is to promptly submit an investigative report reflecting

the results of any investigation conducted, including that concerning

petitioner's death.

3. If petitioner's death occurs during the

course of an ongoing investigation, SIGBIU will advise all other
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field offices with outstanding investigation to discontinue their

investigation. Those offices are to promptly submit an investigative

report reflecting all investigation conducted.

4. SIGBIU will provide the Office of the Pardon

Attorney with the results of all investigation conducted.

|

(6) iDeletedl

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/96

73-10 DEADLINES

(1) JEach background investigation conducted by the FBI,

including those conducted at the request of the Office of the Pardon

Attorney, has a deadline known as Bureau deadline or BUDED. The

BUDED is the date the complete investigation must be received at

FBIHQ (in the applicable FBIHQ unit). The BUDED is established by

FBIHQ and cannot be changed without FBIHQ authority. The BUDED is to

be set forth in each intra-Bureau communication in accordance with

FBI policy, whether generated by FBIHQ or the field.
|

I (2) I Refer to MIOG, Part II, | 17-3. 5, and MAOP, Part II,

10-10.3, for additional information regarding deadlines.

|

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/96

73-11 PRIVACY ACT - REQUIREMENTS

When applicable, all individuals from whom information is

being sought in pardon background investigations must be apprised, not

only of the purpose of the investigation (see 73-4(2)) and the uses to

be made of the information, but also the provisions of the Privacy Act

regarding access to records and the allowance for confidentiality as

described in Part I, Section 190-7 of this manual.]
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EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93

I 73-12 i CHARACTER - BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION - PARDON ATTORNEY'S

OFFICE

EFFECTIVE: 11/24/93
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SECTION 7A. PERJURY

74-1 STATUTES

Title 18, use, Sections 1621 (perjury generally), 1622

(subornation of perjury), and 1623 (false declaration before grand jury or

court)

.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

7A-1.1 Section 1621 (Perjury Generally)

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-1.1.1 Elements

(1) The accused was under oath before a competent tribunal.

(2) He willfully made a false statement, knowing same to be

false.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-1.2 Section 1622 (Subornation of Perjury)

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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74-1.2.1 Elements

(1) The false witness, or person suborned, committed perjury.

(2) The accused influenced or persuaded the false witness to

commit such perjury.

(3) The accused knew such statements to be false.

(4) The accused knew the false witness knew the statements to

be false.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-1.3 Section 1623 (False Declaration Before Grand Jury or

Court)

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-1.3.1 Elements

(1) The accused was under oath in a proceeding before or

ancillary to any court or Grand Jury of the United States.

(2) He knowingly made a false material declaration; or he made

or used any other information, including any book, paper, document,

record, or recording, or other material, knowing same to contain any false

material declaration.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-2 POLICY

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-2.1 Handling of Complaints
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-2.1.1 SAC may Authorize Investigation on Request of USA or

Federal Judge in Following Situations:

(1) If perjury arose from criminal case within jurisdiction of

any Federal agency other than Secret Service, Internal Revenue Service,

Immigration and Naturalization Service, U.S. Customs Service, Drug

Enforcement Administration, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and

U.S. Postal Service. If perjury arose from case within jurisdiction of

seven agencies mentioned, who have their own investigative staffs, it is

the position of the Bureau and the Department of Justice that perjury

investigation should be conducted by the other agency although coverage of

leads in a distant area to assist other agency may be authorized by FBIHQ

upon full justification.

(2) If USA requests investigation of perjury arising from an

alleged false statement by a defendant to obtain Government-paid legal

representation under Criminal Justice Act of 1964, if such violation is

separable from a substantive case handled by another Federal agency.

(3) If perjury arose from civil case in Federal court in which

neither U.S. Government nor any agency thereof is involved.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-2.1.2 Prior FBIHQ Authority is Required Where Offense Arose

From:

(1) Trial in which original investigation conducted by any of

above-mentioned agencies.

(2) Proceedings before departments, agencies, and committees.

(3) PrQceedings incidental to court action (affidavits,

depositions, etc.). This includes all cases not previously mentioned.

(4) Statements by a defendant to the court to obtain

Government-paid legal representation under provisions of Criminal Justice

Act of 1964, if perjury is not separable from substantive case handled by

one of the above-mentioned agencies.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-2.1.3 If Trial is in Progress:

The USA must assure that the judge has been informed of

allegation and is agreeable to investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-2.1,4 Other Policy

(1) Full details o£ complaints must be furnished FBIHQ

expeditiously with action being taken or recommended.

(2) Exact text of perjured statement should be set forth in

details of report as well as whether the false statement was given on

direct examination or cross-examination.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-3 PENALTIES

(1) Section 1621

(2) Section 1622

(3) Section 1623

$2,000 fine and/or five years' imprisonment.

$2,000 fine and/or five years' imprisonment.

$10,000 fine and/or five years'

imprisonment

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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74-4 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

(1) Was accused under oath?

(a) Ascertain identity and official status of person who

administered oath.

U.S.

(2)

(b) Determine type of tribunal.

(c) Determine whether oath was authorized by a law of the

Willfulness of false statement.

(a) Willfully means with design and with some degree of

deliberation.

(b) If the statement involved is written, obtain original

if possible; if oral, obtain transcript of testimony; or in absence of

transcript, interview witnesses who can establish content or exact

phraseology of the statement.

(3) Materiality of false statement.

(a) Ascertain nature and purpose of the proceedings and

all available facts showing the connection between the false statement and

the matter under inquiry.

(b) If the statement has no direct bearing on the

proceedings, ascertain all facts which would indicate that the false

statement was directly relevant, in that it affected the credibility of

witnesses or bolstered or the testimony of the witnesses on any material

point

.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

74-5 CHARACTER

If no substantive violation investigated, character will be

"Perjury." When perjury allegation generated in connection with

substantive violation, add "Perjury" to the character and do not open new

case.
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75-1 STATUTES

Title 18, use, Section 1506, paragraph 2, provides that

whoever acknowledges, or procures to be acknowledged in any court of

the U. S,, any recognizance, bail or judgment, m the name of any

other person not privy or consenting to the same, shall be fined not

more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

Prosecutions are usually instituted under the perjury

statute (T 18, Sections 1631, 1622). Occasionally the conspiracy

statute may be used (T 18, Section 371) and USA may consider using

Title 18, Sections A9A and 1001.

EFFECTIVE:- 01/31V78'

75-2 ELEMENTS

See manual section on perjury.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

75-3 POLICY

Bureau investigates fraudulent criminal bail bonds in all

classes of violations of the Federal criminal statutes. Fraudulent

bail bonds involve material misrepresentations and should not be

confused with forfeited bail bonds (not investigated by Bureau) which

involve forfeiture of the bond based on failure of principal to comply

with terms of contract. Cases involving habitual or professional

bondsmen should receive prompt and thorough attention. Bureau does

not investigate immigration bonds furnished in regard to control and

regulation of admission and deportation of aliens.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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75-4 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

(1) Affidavits of justification which are part of a bail

bond include information, such as sureties' financial status, and

misrepresentations therein are usually the basis for perjury and

conspiracy prosecutions.

(2) A false statement, under oath, made by a person

justifying as a surety, or a false statement made in testimony taken

before a U. S. Magistrate or other committing magistrate (made by a

person justifying as surety on a criminal bail bond), is perjury.

(3) Fraudulent bonds

Following are suggested Heads which may vary depending on

allegation in each case:

(a) Examine court records. After becoming

acquainted with the rules of the court, examine case file in office of

clerk of court in which bond is filed and obtain:

Names and addresses of sureties,

Name of principal, that is, the defendant,

Principal amount of bond, as well as docket

and/or case number assigned to the bond by official taking the same

and the clerk of court.

Listing and description of the property claimed

by sureties, including legal and generally known description of the

property.

Statements made concerning value of such

property, whether encumbrances thereon were listed, and whether or not

the surety had qualified on other bonds, and, if so, the amount, date

and character of the case in connection with which the prior bonds

were furnished.

Name and address of official before whom the

bond was executed,

The nature of the charge in connection with

which the bond was furnished,

Date bond executed.
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(b) Interview court official. He should be

questioned regarding taking of the bond to determine whether the

sureties were placed under oath, and whether he, the committing

magistrate, made any record of such affirmation. Determine whether

sureties were questioned and whether they gave any testimony with

regard to representations made in the bond. In cases involving "straw

bail" the committing magistrate should be questioned concerning

evidence produced by the sureties to show ownership of the property

listed in the justification of the bond. Sureties are frequently

required to produce tax receipts, warranty deeds, and/or other records

evidencing ownership of property. Any defect in such evidence noticed

by the committing magistrate should be carefully noted and

investigated.

(c) Interview principal and intermediary. Interview

the principal and the person who made arrangements for obtaining the

surety to ascertain the circumstances under which the bonds were

executed by the subjects. Ascertain whether the principal was

acquainted with the surety prior to execution of the bond; whether the

surety solicited the business; or whether the surety was recommended

by a third party and, if so, the identity of such person.

(d) Check title to property. Where it is indicated

that surety does not have title to property pledged, determine whether

surety was the record owner of such property at the time bond was

executed. Search records of the registrar of deeds for full details

of ownership. Actual consideration, which is sometimes disclosed by

internal revenue tax stamps, should be ascertained, if possible.

If no deed to the property listed can be found

on record in the office of the registrar of deeds for the county,

interview the grantor, whose name usually will be disclosed in the

justification of the bond, to determine whether such person deeded the

property to the surety and to obtain all details regarding transfer of

the property, such as consideration paid, whether the grantor

delivered the deed to the surety. Property in question should be

visited to secure a description thereof and to note whether property

is occupied and in particular whether it is occupied by a person other

than the surety. The real owner of the property involved at time the

bond was executed should always be interviewed and his testimony

obtained.

(e) Check assessed and market value of property.

Possible sources are tax records, neighboring property owners,

contractors who made recent improvements, local real estate dealers,
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etc.

(f) Check prior liens. The office of the clerk of

the recorder of deeds can provide appropriate index record books from

which may be obtained a record of mortgages, tax liens, special

assessments, labor liens, judgments, etc., outstanding against the

property at the time the bond was executed.

(g) Determine if property pledged on other bonds

which were still outstanding in state or Federal courts at time bond

which is under investigation was executed.

(h) Interview surety. This may determine whether

subject has good, unrecorded title to property listed in bond and will

obtain his explanation for statements in affidavit.

(i) Check authorization of agent of surety company

when bond furnished by surety company. Determine exact status of

agent for company at time bond executed.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

75-5 VENUE

In district wherein material false statements are made.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

75-6 CHARACTER - BONDSMEN AND SURETIES

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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SECTION 76. ESCAPED FEDERAL PRISONERS,

ESCAPE AND RESCUE, ET AL.

;

PROBATION VIOLATORS, ET AL.;

PAROLE VIOLATORS AND MANDATORY RELEASE

VIOLATORS

76-1 ESCAPED FEDERAL PRISONERS, ESCAPE AND RESCUE

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.1 Background

(

The Escape and Rescue Statute | (ERS) ,
|Title 18, USC,

Sections 751-757, was enacted on 9/1/48. [By MOU, effective 10/1/79.

the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) was given investigative and

apprehension responsibility for violations of the ERS. By Department

of Justice (DOJ) directive concerning the "Policy on Fugitive

Apprehension in FBI and DEA Cases." dated 8/11/88, the USMS was given

the responsibility of apprehending Federal escapees regardless of the

nature of the Federal offense for which the prisoner was held, but

does not specify that the USMS had investigative responsibility as set

forth in the 1979 MOU. This matter was clarified by DOJ on 12/11/91.

DOJ ruled that the FBI would maintain primary investigative

jurisdiction over conspiracy to violate the ERS pertaining to any

person(s) who rescues, instigates or assists in the escape or planned

escape of a Federal prisoner from custody of an institution or

officer. A field office wanting to conduct a fugitive investigation

only must secure the specific approval of FBI Headquarters and obtain

the concurrence of USMS. This can be effected through the

Fugitive/Government Reservation Crimes Unit, Criminal Investigative
... IDivision.

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.2 Principal Statutes and Penalties
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EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

(:

76-1.2.1 Section 751. Prisoners Escaping or Attempting to Escape

From Custody of an Institution or Officer

"(a) Whoever escapes or attempts to escape from the

custody of the Attorney General or his authorized representative, or

from any institution or facility in which he is confined by direction

of the Attorney General, or from any custody under or by virtue of any

process issued under the laws of the United States by any court,

judge, or magistrate, or from the custody of an officer or employee of

the United States pursuant to lawful arrest, shall, if the custody or

confinement is by virtue of an arrest on a charge of felony, or

conviction of any offense, be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned

not more than five years, or both; or if the custody or confinement is

for extradition or by virtue of an arrest or charge of or for a

misdemeanor, and prior to conviction, be fined not more than $1,000 or

imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

"(b) Whoever escapes or attempts to escape from the

custody of the Attorney General or his authorized representative, or

from any institution or facility in which he is confined by direction

of the Attorney General, or from any custody under or by virtue of any

process issued under the laws of the United States by any court,

judge, or magistrate, or from the custody of an officer or employee of

the United States pursuant to lawful arrest, shall, if the custody or

confinement is by virtue of a lawful arrest for a violation of any law

of the United States not punishable by death or life imprisonment and

committed before such person's eighteenth birthday, and as to whom the

Attorney General has not specifically directed the institution of

criminal proceedings, or by virtue of a commitment as a juvenile

delinquent under section 503A of this title, be fined not more than

$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year or both. Nothing herein

contained shall be construed to affect the discretionary authority

vested in the Attorney General pursuant to section 5032 of this

title."

Ci

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76-1.2.2 Section 752. Rescuing, Instigating or Assisting Escape

"(a) Whoever rescues or attempts to rescue or

instigates, aids or assists the escape, or attempt to escape, of any

person arrested upon a warrant or other process issued under any law

of the United States, or committed to the custody of the Attorney

General or to any institution or facility by his direction, shall, if

the custody or confinement is by virtue of an arrest on a charge of

felony, or conviction of any offense, be fined not more than $5,000 or

imprisoned not more than five years, or both; or, if the custody or

confinement is for extradition or by virtue of an arrest or charge of

or for a misdemeanor, and prior to conviction, be fined not more than

$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both,

"(b) Whoever rescues or attempts to rescue or

instigates, aids, or assists the escape or attempted escape of any

person in the custody of the Attorney General or his authorized

representative, or of any person arrested upon a warrant or other

process issued under any law of the United States or from any

institution or facility in which he is confined by direction of the

Attorney General, shall, if the custody or confinement is by virtue of

a lawful arrest for a violation of any law of the United States not

punishable by death or life imprisonment and committed before such

person's eighteenth birthday, and as to whom the Attorney General has

not specifically directed the institution of criminal proceedings, or

bv virtue of a commitment as a juvenile delinquent under Section 503A

of this title, be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more

than one year, or both."

EFFECTIVE; 09/20/89

|76-1.2.3 Section 753. Rescue to Prevent Execution

"Whoever, by force, sets at liberty or rescues any person

found guilty in any court of the United States of any capital crime,

while going to execution or during execution, shall be fined not more

than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty-five years, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87
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76-1.2.4 Section 754. Rescue of Body of Executed Offender

PAGE 76

"Whoever, by force, rescues or attempts to rescue, from

the custody of any marshal or his officers, the dead body of an

executed offender, while it is being conveyed to a place of dissection

as provided by Section 3567 of this title, or by force rescues or

attempts to rescue such body from the place where it has been

deposited for dissection in pursuance of said Section 3567, shall be

fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not more than one year, or

both."!

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

|76-1.2.5| Section 755. Officer or Other Person Permitting Escape

"Whoever, having in his custody any prisoner by virtue of

process issued under the laws of the United States by any court,

judge, or commissioner, voluntarily suffers such prisoner to escape,

shall be fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned not more than two

years, or both; or if he negligently suffers such person to escape, he

shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than one

year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

176-1.2.6 Section 756. Internee of Belligerent Nation

"Whoever, within the jurisdiction of the United States,

aids or entices any person belonging to the armed forces of a

belligerent nation or faction who is interned in the United States in

accordance with the law of nations, to escape or attempt to escape

from the jurisdiction of the United States or from the limits of

internment prescribed, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or

imprisoned not more than one year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: Q1/19/B1
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76-1.2.7 Section 757. Prisoners of War or Enemy Aliens
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"Whoever procures the escape of any prisoner of war held

by the United States or any of its allies, or the escape of any person

apprehended or interned as an enemy alien by the United States or any

of its allies, or advises, connives at, aids, or assists in such

escape, or. aids, relieves, transports, harbors, conceals, shelters,

protects, holds correspondence with, gives intelligence to, or

otherwise assists any such prisoner of war or enemy alien, after his

escape from custody, knowing him to be such prisoner of war or enemy

alien, or attempts to commit or conspires to commit any of the above

acts, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than

ten years, or both.

"The provisions of this section shall be in addition to

and not in substitution for any other provision of law."|

(

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

76-1.2.8 Section 1072. Harboring or Concealing an Escaped Prisoner

"Whoever willfully harbors or conceals any prisoner after

his escape from the custody of the Attorney General or from a Federal

penal or correctional institution, shall be imprisoned not more than

three years."

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.2.9 Miscellaneous Statutes

Title 18, use, Sections 1791 and 1792, which deal with the

Bureau's substantive 90 classification, Irregularities in Federal

Penal Institutions, should be considered, if appropriate, in

connection with violations of the sections enumerated above. (See

Part I, Section 90 of this manual.)

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76-1.2.10 Violations Subsequent to Escape

If subsequent Federal violations occur during or after an

escape, the FBI shall investigate these separate violations. In these

cases the FBI and the USMS shall coordinate their investigations m
an effort to effect the escapee's apprehension at the earliest date.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.3 FBI Jurisdiction

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

1
76-1.3.1 General|(See MIOG. Part I, 76-1 .3. 10(5) .)

|

(1) By Department of Justice | ruling 12/11/91,

primary! investigative jurisdictionjpertaining to conspiracy to violate

the ERS was given to the FBI.| Accordingly, the USMS, ...,•.„

effective] 12/11/91, Ihas investigative] and apprehension responsibility

only over those subjects who actually escape from the custody of an

Institution or an officer. Any investigation concerning conspiracy to

escape should be initiated under Bureau classification 9U,

Irregularities in Federal Penal Institutions (IFPI)
.

|

(2) If I
an

I
escaped Federal prisoner (EFP) subject, within

the primary jurisdiction of the USMS also becomes an FBI substantive

ff^^Jivr of course,|the FBl|win seek his/her apprehension under the

S : Iv: ca^: bil "00" mist advise thejU.S. Marshal
1

USM) in the

district holding the warranty of its fug tive
ij^^^^^^^^f ^^"f

"°^ '^

the USM's office promptly upon apprehension. This "^^tifxcation will,

of course, not change the existing procedure of advising the USM in

the district where the subject is located.

(3) Should an EFP within the responsibility of the USMS

become ajsuspect/subject 1
in an FBI substantive case and "00ji««^"=

to actively seek the subject's apprehension under the ongoing

substanllve matter, this may be done, provided the USMS is no ified

nd the fugitive a;pects of the case are an FBI-USMS coordinated

effort. Of course, when the fugitive is apprehended or ^l^^^^^^ed "
I

al suspect/subject I

in the substantive case which no longer demands FBI

'

fugitive involvement, the appropraite USM must be notified.
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(4) If any subject of an existing USMS responsibility EFP

matter is wanted as a fugitive in an FBI substantive case, the

existing "76" case should be consolidated and handled as a dual

character substantive case.

(5) If for some reason it should become imperative for an

office (00) to initiate a "76" (EFP) fugitive investigation, involving

a non-FBI case, advise FBIHQ on a UACB basis of the facts demanding

FBI involvement.

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.3.2 Prosecution

Investigative jurisdiction and responsibility

fori conspiracy to violate the ERS rests with the FBI effective

m'" these matters, it is the FBI's -^P—;^il^ty
^J/^^^;"

a prosecutive opinion from the USA and prepare reports suitable for

prosecutive use.

|

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.3.3 Obtaining Process

(1) A prisoner who escapes is an automatic fugitive. No

process whatsoever is necessary in cases involving escapes after

convictions and sentencing.

(2) Inasmuch as removal proceedings may be necessary in

those cases involving escapes before conviction and sentencing, a new

warrant should be obfained'on the original substantive offense if the

offense was within the Bureau's primary jurisdiction.

(3) In those cases in which the original offense was not

within the Bureau's primary jurisdiction, the USA should be promptly

contacted so that a warrant may be obtained under section 751.
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EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-1. 3. A Declination of Prosecution or Dismissal of Process

If the USA declines prosecution of the escapee for EFP or

later dismisses the outstanding EFP process while the escapee is in

fugitive status, the fugitive investigationlshould continue.] Whether

prosecution under the Escape and Rescue Act is anticipated has no

bearing on the responsibility to locate Federal escapees s^"=« ^he

major objective is to return them to Federal custody to complete their

sentence or face the original pending Federal charge.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-1.3.5 Escapees from Residential Treatment Centers, Furloughs,

and Extended Limits of Confinement

Those prisoners assigned to residential treatment centers,

granted furloughs, and/or extension of limits of confinement by the

iuorney General, as set out in Title 18. USC. Section A802. are in

escape status within the Escape and Rescue Act when they fail to

re"?n to their place of assignment or from furlough as provided by

I

the Instructions'given them and fall within the JUSMS' s 1
jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-1.3.6 INS Escapees

Aliens who escape while in the custody of the U.S.

Immigration and Naturalization Service, while being held

administratively pending deportation proceedings
°J

°"
^fJ^^^^/^^l,

warrant of deportation, rather than a substantive Federal offense such

Ts illegal entry or smuggling, are not subject to P^-^^jf -"
""'^^

I the Escape and Rescue Act and are to be sought for by INS.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

ri
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76-1.3.7 State Prisoners in Federal Custody

CI) Title 18, use, Section 5003, authorized the Attorney

General to contract with officials of a state for the custody of a

state prisoner convicted in a state court.

(2) A prisoner committed to the custody of the Attorney

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

(

76-1.3.8 Military Prisoners

Prisoners convicted and sentenced by a military

court-martial are subject to prosecution
^^^^^ons ex!

•"
thejUSMS'slJurisdiction if the following conditions exist.

(1) The prisoner was committed to the custody of the

Attorney General by the terms of the court-martial sentence. When
Attorney genera y

^isoner comes into the constructive

tLv'^of ritforne; General at the time sentence is rendered and

IZrlZ bLomes subiec? to prosecution for EFP if jhe/she] escapes or

attempts to escape.

(2) The prisoner is committed to a place of detention

tf::"£:; ''exirh.^rion.r.ustacL.Uy co»e into the physical

this act can be applied.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79
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c

a

76-1.3.9 Escapes From Local Custody Where a Federal Detainer has

been Filed or the Subject has been Federally Sentenced

Concurrently or Consecutively to the State Offense

(1) When a subject in state custody has been charged

federally with an offense under the FBI's jurisdiction and the Federal

detainer has been filed but the Federal warrant has not been executed

and the subject escapes from local custody, | subject | is a Bureau

fugitive under the substantive Bureau offense and should be located

and apprehended on the basis of the original warrant charging

jsubject |with the Bureau offense.

(2) When a subject has been convicted of a state offense

and while in state custody the Federal warrant has been executed and

the subject is convicted of a Bureau or non-Bureau Federal offense and

sentenced concurrently rather than consecutively to the state offense

and escapes from local custody, | subject | is an EFP under the Escape and

Rescue Act and should be located and apprehended] by the USMS.|

(3) When a' subject in state custody has been charged

federally with an offense not under the FBI's jurisdiction and Federal

detainer has been filed and the subject escapes from local

custody, [subject
I

is not an EFP or Bureau fugitive. The office

covering the place of escape may institute a fugitive investigation

under the Fugitive Felon Act if requested by the local authorities.

(4) When a subject has been convicted of a state offense

and while in state custody the subject is convicted for a Bureau or

non-Bureau Federal offense but has not yet been sentenced federally or

has been federally sentenced consecutively rather than concurrently

and the subject escapes from local custody, | subject | is not an EFP or

Bureau fugitive. The office covering the place of escape may

institute a fugitive investigation under the Fugitive Felon Act if

requested by the local authorities.

(5) The above examples should be distinguished from the

situation in which a subject is arrested by the FBI or another Federal

agency and is temporarily lodged in a state facility pending his/her

appearance before the U.S. Magistrate. If the subject escapes from

this state facility, he/she is an EFP and since he/she escaped prior

to conviction, a new warrant should be obtained on the original

process if the offense was within the Bureau's primary jurisdiction.

I

In these instances the case should be worked out of the substantive

matter and EFP added to the character. The fugitive aspects should be

coordinated with the USMS and EFP prosecution, by no means,

overlooked. In those cases in which the offense was not within the
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EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

(,

€

76-1.3.10 Escapes From Civil Confinement

(1) The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 (CCCA of

84) was enacted into law on 10/12/84. This Act was responsible for a

significant number of changes in the Federal criminal justice system

including escapes from Federal civil confinement in EFP matters.

(2) Chapter X, Part L, of the CCCA of 84, entitled

"Escape From Custody Resulting From Civil Commitment," amends the

Recalcitrant Witness Statute, Title 28. USC, Section 1826, by adding

Subsection (c) . Subsection (c) covers an escape by an individual who

has been civilly confined for refusing to testify before a Federal

court or grand jury pursuant to Section 1826. Subsection (c) also

covers the escape by an individual following a verdict of not guilty

only by reason of insanity and subsequent confinement pursuant to the

civil commitment statute, Title 18, USC, Section 4243, added by

Chapter IV of the CCCA of 84, entitled "Insanity Defense Reform Act of

1984." In addition. Subsection (c) also covers attempted escapes by

individuals confined in the above situations and individuals who aid

or assist in such escapes or attempted escapes. Violators are subject

to imprisonment for a maximum of three years and a fine of up to

$10,000.

(3) It should be noted that under prior law, persons who

escaped from confinement resulting from a civil contempt order under

Section 1826 could not be prosecuted since the Escaped Federal

Prisoners Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 751, was limited to escapes

from custody or confinement by virtue of an arrest or conviction.

Section 1826 (c) was passed to remedy this situation.

(4) Subsection 1826 (c) applies from the moment the

verdict of not guilty only by reason of insanity is announced until

the subject is released after a subsequent court hearing under Section

4243 (c) , or is unconditionally released by Federal authorities, or

until a state authority takes custody of him/her. Furthermore,

Subsection 1826 (c) does not require that the above-mentioned escapes

occur while the individual was held under actual guard or direct

physical restraint; therefore, custody may be minimal or constructive,

(5) Investigative jurisdiction between the FBI and the
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USMS over Subsection 1826 (c) escapes and subsequent criminal activity

by the subjects is identical to the respective jurisdictions dictated

by the Department of Justice] rulingjpertaining to EFP matters as set

forth in|76-1.3.1.

|

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.4 Notification Concerning Escapes and Apprehensions

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1. A. 1 Bureau of Prisons

The Bureau of Prisons
1
(BOP) | facilities should notify the

nearest
I

FBI office andjUSMS office and furnish the details of each

escape. |The FBI should be notified of escape conspiracy information

which becomes knovm to the BOP.

|

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1. A. 2 Bureau Office

(1) In liaison contacts ensure that all escapes

involving
I

conspiracy or | another FBI violation are promptly reported to

the appropriate FBI office so that substantive investigation and FBI

USMS coordinated fugitive inquiry can be initiated.

(2) FBIHQ should be promptly notified by teletype in

those instances involving a major mass escape or the escape of a

criminal having considerable notoriety of interest to the FBI.

(3) Upon the location of apprehension of the EFP, the USM

of the district where located or apprehended should be immediately

notified and requested to take custody.
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EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

76-1.5 Investigative Procedures

(1) Investigation should be given preferred and

expeditious attention as soon as the escape is reported in order to

promptly apprehend the escapee before he/she is able to leave the

general area where the escape was effected.

(2) A definite, prearranged counterescape plan should be

formulated concerning roadblocks, terrain search, notification to

local police agencies and other investigative steps which, if logical

and appropriate, can be immediately utilized.

(3) The prison official reporting the escape should be

interviewed regarding the complete details of the escape. This

information should be recorded on an FD-302 as possible testimony in

the-event the escapee is- later prosecuted forEFF.

(A) An Agent should promptly examine the subject's prison

records to obtain any additional information of lead value.

(5) The office of origin should promptly request the

office covering the territory in which the escapee was convicted to

review appropriate records and set out the necessary leads in an

effort to apprehend the subject.

(6) When reports concerning missing prisoners are

received, close liaison must be maintained so that if it proves to be

an escape, investigation can be immediately instituted.

(7) Upon the escapee's location or apprehension he/she

should be interviewed in detail regarding his/her escape to ensure

successful prosecution.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-1.6 Office of Origin
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EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

€

76-1.6.1 General Rule

(1) The office of origin shall be that office covering

the place of the escape, attempted escape, or other offense.

(2) Once an escaped Federal prisoner has been apprehended

the office of origin must promptly notify the correctional institution

from which the subject escaped.

EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

76-1.6.2 Exception Case

/
-

When a prisoner is released" on furlough from a- facility in

(
^^ one territory to voluntarily report for permanent transfer to a

^-
facility in another territory and prisoner fails to report as required

(escapes), the Department has held that venue for EFP prosecution is

where the subject was required and failed to report. Therefore, the

office covering this location will act as the office of origin in

directing the fugitive investigation and will also present the EFP

violation for prosecutive opinion. (Only when investigation

specifically authorized by FBIHQ.)

EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

76-1.7 Venue

Prosecution shall be in the district in which the escape,

ittempted escape, or other offense was committed.

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78
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76-1 8 Reporting Procedures (See MIOG. Part I, 25-10, 76-2.9,

76-3.13, 88-12, 115-7 & Part II, 21-29.)

(1) No communication need be submitted to FBIHQ at the

outset of a routine nonfugitive investigation handled under the Escape

and Rescue Statute; however, should good judgment dictate that FBIHQ

and/or the Bureau of Prisons Headquarters be advised of such inquiry,

a teletype or airtel, together with LHM (if dissemination desired),

should be submitted to FBIHQ.

(2) If the subject of an escaped Federal prisoner or

Escape and Rescue matter is placed in a fugitive status, two copies

of an FD-65' should be promptly forwarded to | FBIHQ, and one copy

submitted directly to the Savannah Information Technology Center

(SITC) I
by the office of origin. Upon the fugitive's apprehension or

location, the locating office must promptly notify FBIHQ by teletype

(at least ROUTINE in precedence), followed by Form FD-515 entry into

the Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application (ISRAA; .

The office of origin must ensure that all auxiliary offices are

notified* by teletype to discontinue.

(3) One copy of a Prosecutive Report should be submitted

to FBIHQ upon the authorization of prosecution by the USA, or when a

specific request for such report is made by the USA or FBIHQ.

(4) In reporting the results of prosecutive action

following the submission of a Prosecutive Report, while Form R-8A (if

applicable) is to be forwarded to FBIHQ, a separate letter (airtel

with LHM if dissemination desired) should also be submitted detailing

the final disposition of each subject. The required letter should

note that Form FD-515 has been entered into the ISRAA.

EFFECTIVE: 10/11/94
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[76-1. 9 1 Character

(1) Escaped Federal Prisoner, applies to all escapes and

attempted escapes under Section 751.

(2) Escape and Rescue, applies to all other cases under

Sections 752. 755, 756. and 757.

(3) Escaped Federal Prisoner - Harboring, applies to

cases under Section 1072.

investigations of the sec tions enumerated above.

EFFECTIVE: 11/08/78

76-2 PROBATION VIOLATORS

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.1 Background

^ .„h nf Justice directive dated 8/11/88. | the U.S.
By Department of

^^^^J" J'^SC Sections 3651-3656, was given

Marshals Service (USMS) under Title 8
"f;^^^^;^^^, probation violators

the responsibility for the ^PP^^f^/°" °'
^'^i/tJrconcurrence of the

fPBV) With the specific approval of FBIHQ and tne con

USMS. an office may conduct such an inquiry.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76-2.2 Principal Statute - Section 3651. Suspension of Sentence

and Probation

"Upon entering a judgment of conviction of any offense not

punishable by death or life imprisonment, any court having jurisdiction to

try offenses against the United States when satisfied that the ends of

justice and the best interest of the public as well as the defendant will

be served thereby, may suspend the imposition or execution of sentence and

place the defendant on probation for such period and upon such terms and

conditions as the court deems best.

"Upon enter

punishable by death or

provided for such offen

jurisdiction to try off

that the ends of justic

the defendant will be s

six months and provide

institution for a perio

of the remainder of the

probation for such peri

deems best.

ing a judgment of conviction of any offense not

life imprisonment, if the maximum punishment

se is more than six months, any court having

enses against the United States, when satisfied

e arid the best interest of the public as well as

erved thereby, may impose a sentence in excess of

that the defendant be confined in a jail-type

d not exceeding six months and that the execution

sentence be suspended and the defendJant placed on

od and upon such terms and conditions as the court

"Probation may be granted whether the offense is punishable by

fine or imprisonment or both. If an offense is punishable by both fine

and imprisonment, the court may impose a fine and place the defendant on

probation as to imprisonment. Probation may be limited to one or more

counts or indictments, but, in the absence of express limitations, shall

extend to the entire sentence and judgment.

"The court may revoke or modify any condition of probation or

may change the period of probation. The period of probation, together

with any extension thereof, shall not exceed five years.

"While on probation and among the conditions thereof, the

defendant may be required to pay a fine in one or several sums; and ^ay be

required to make restitution or reparation to aggrieved parties for actual

damages or loss caused by the offense for which conviction was had, and

may be required to provide for the support of any persons, for whose

support he is legally responsible.

"The defendant's liability for any fine or other punishment

imposed as to which probation is granted, shall be fully discharged by the

fulfillment of the terms and conditions of probation.
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EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.3 Definition

For Bureau purpose., a probation violator '"s"'"/! » ""'"'

^^ IJH^^^^rZ^^U^S^^'^^ r..':a;r;„t ia

issued.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.4 Requests for Assistance

(1) Investigation should not be initiated by an,""^^]
v^

• !!thlrf anv such requests should, after 8/11/88,
|

be

If assistance IS requested any
^^^^

"^

J ^ ^^^, ^e obtained and USMS
referred to the USMS. Specific '^"^""^ *^^ . .

^ pgi involvement
concurrence and very unusual circumstances must exist

without a substantive violation.

(2) If afterl8/ll/88,|a new PBV subject, within the primary

; ^.T^M^nlio becomes an FBI substantive fugitive, of

^""^'^"'^wrwiU e'eK hi /h r ap; eheLton under the substantive case, but

course, we will seeK ^'"^""^^
.^^trict holding the warrant of its

"00" must advise the USM in the
^^^J^^^^J

"°
promptly upon apprehension.

(3) Should, afterl8/ll/88.1a PBV within the^^responsibUity of

I- •_ -.< FRT ciihstantive case and uu aesires i-w

the USMS become a

-J^^^ .;\;^/i „^of"d^r the ongoing substantive
actively seek the subject s ^PP'^^'^^

. notified and the fugitive

must be notified,

(4) If any subject of an existing USMS responsibility PBV

7 H »;\ fLitive in an FBI substantive case, the existing

^76""ca;: Iwd II lolTouZ:. and handled as a dual character

substantive case.

(5) If for some reason it should become imperative for an "00"
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o initiate a "76" (PBV) fugitive investigation, involving a non FBI case,

dvise FBIHQ on a UACB basis of the facts demanding FBI involvement.

(

c

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.5 Preliminary Investigation

In addition to the usual fugitive investigation, the following

sources should be contacted at the outset of the investigation to obtain

information of lead value.

(1) The U.S. Probation Officer to whom the subject was placed

under supervision.

(2) The USM to whom the warrant was forwarded.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.6 Apprehension or Location

a) When a probation violator is apprehended violator should be

turned over to the nearest USM. If located in custody, the USM should be

advised of violator's location.

(2) In addition, the nearest U.S. Probation Officer should be

notified of the subject's apprehension or location.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.7 Prosecution

Probation violation is a nonprosecutable offense. When

apprehended, the court may revoke the probation and require the subject to

serve the original sentence imposed, or any lesser sentence, and if

i^p'iuL of'sentence was suspended, may impose any sentence which might

originally have been imposed.
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EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-2.8 Office of Origin

probation v

The office of origin shall be, that office

iolator warrant was issued for the subject

in whose territory the

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-2.9 Reporting Procedures (See MIOG Part I 25-10. 76-1.8.

76-3.13, 88-12, 115-7 £, Part II, 21-29.)

(1) upon initiating a probation
-i°i-J°^4";;"''^f tne'

c vn-f.", must be oromptly forwarded to FBIHQ, and one

two "P-%°
/"J°,tly to the Savannah Information Technology Center

(S??cr :; offl^e^of^orlgin. Upon the ^"*[^ j-;=,J5^"^:rurypr
iTcatkl.'the locating office "-^^PJ-^ ^Vylo ^ FD-M5 entr^'in'to

'^' \T Td'staUs?ira! R^rortin aTLalylL Application (ISRAA)

fh: offlfe oforlfinl;:: ensLe thtt all auxiliary offices are

notified by teletype to discontinue.

(2) AS a general rule. Prosecutive Reports are not

EFFECTIVE: 10/11/94

76-2.10 Character

Probation Violator (PBV) . (The original substantive offense

should no t be included in the character.)

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79
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76-3 PAROLE VIOLATORS AND MANDATORY RELEASE VIOLATORS

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-3.1 Background

By Department of Justice directive dated|8/ll/88, ] the U.S.

Marshals Service (USMS) was given the "^P^^^i^iii^yJ°^ ^"r^n^T'^Ld
parole violators (PV) , Title 18, USC. Sections 4202-A207,

^"f
^037 and

Lndatory release violators (MRV) . Title 18 USC. Sections A161-4 66 when

referred for assistance by the U.S. Parole Commxssxon USPC)
•

W.th the

specific approval of FBIHQ and the concurrence of the USMS and USPC, an

office may conduct such an inquiry.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-3.2 Principal Statutes

Q

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-3.2.1 Section 4202. Adult Prisoners Eligible for Parole

"A Federal prisoner, other than a juvenile delinquent or a

committed youth offender, wherever confined and serving ^^^^^^^^ ^erm or

terms of over one hundred and eighty days, whose record shows that he has

observed the rules of the institution in which he ts confined, may be

etea^d on parole after serving one-third of such term or erms or after

serving fifteen years of a life sentence or of a sentence of over

forty-five years."

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76-3.2.2 Section 5017. Release of Youth Offenders

"(a) The Division may at any time after reasonable notice to the

Director release conditionally under supervision a committed youth

offender. When, in the judgment of the Director, a committed youth

offender should be released conditionally under supervision he shall so

report and recommend to the Division.

"(b) The Division may discharge a committed youth offender

unconditionally at the expiration of one year from the date of conditional

release.

"(c) A youth offender committed under Section 5010 (b) of this

chapter shall be released conditionally under supervision on or before the

ex^i a ion of four years from the date of his "nv ction and sh.i b

discharged unconditionally on or before six years from the date of his

conviction.

"(d) A youth offender committed under Section 5010 (c) of this

chapter shall be released conditionally under supervision not Ijter than

fwovears before the expiration of the term imposed by the court. He may

bldlscharged unconditionally at the expiration of not less than one year

from the dtte of his conditional release. He shall ^e discharged

unconditionally on or before the expiration of the maximum sentence

imposed, computed uninterruptedly from the date of conviction.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-3.2.3 Section 5037. Parole of Juvenile Delinquents

. A juvenile delinquent who has been committed and who. by his/her

conduct, has given sufficient evidence that he/she has reformed, may be

released on parole at any time under such conditions

Ind regulations as the |USPC! deems proper if it shall ^PP««^^o he

satisfaction of suchlCommissionl that there is reasonabe probability that

the juvenile will remain at liberty without violating the law.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76-3.2.4 Section 4164. Mandatory Released Prisoner Treated as

Parolee

A prisoner having served|his/herl terra or terms less good tirae

deductions shall, upon release, be deemed as if released on parole until

the expiration of the maximum term or terms for which

|he/she|was sentenced less one hundred and eighty days.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-3.3 Definition

Ia parole or mandatory release violator fugitive is a

subject for whom a parole or mandatory release violator warrant has

been issued by the USPC. No other process is necessary and these

warrants are valid anywhere in the United States or its territories,

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-3.4 Distinction Between Parole and Mandatory Release

c

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-3.4.1 Parole

Parole of adult prisoners, youth offenders, and juvenile

delinquents is within the discretion of the USPC as provided in Sections

4202, 5017, and 5037 respectively.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79
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76-3.4.2 Mandatory Release

(1) Mandatory release is not within the discretion of the USPC.

If not paroled, prisoners have a legal right to be mandatorily released

either conditionally or unconditionally, when they have served their

sentence with "good time" and "industrial good time" deducted, provided

their conduct has been satisfactory.

(2) The amount of "good time" and "industrial good time" a

prisoner may acquire is statutory and dependent upon the length of his/her

sentence.

(3) Section A161 provides the rate of five days "good time" per

month for prisoners sentenced from six months to one V^"'
^^''^^^y^^f

"^

month on sentences of one to three years, and so on up to the maximum

allowance of ten days per month if the sentence is ten years or more.

(4) Section A162 provides for up to three additional days per

month of "industrial good time" for actual employment while incarcerated

the first- year and up to. but not to exceed, five days per month for any

succeeding year of incarceration.

(5) If the "good time" and "industrial good time" earned is

more than 180 days, he/she is conditionally released for this period of

"good time" and "industrial good time" earned less 180 days.

(6) A conditional release places the individual under the

fiunervision of a U.S. Probation Officer, If he/she violates the

condluoiswhlle under supervision, a mandatory release violator's warrant

can be issued for his/her arrest.

(7) If the "good time" and "industrial good time" earned is 180

davs or less the prisoner is unconditionally released after he/she has

served hir/h;rsenLnce less "good time" and "industrial good time"

earned.

(8) An unconditional release does not place the individual

under the supervision of the USPC, therefore, a mandatory release

violator's warrant cannot be subsequently issued.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-3.5 Deleted
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EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89

76-3.6 ) Requests for Assistance

(1) All parole violator and mandatory release violator warrants

are issued by the regional offices of the USPC. Any request for FBI

assistance received from the U.S. Probation Officer should be referred t^ the

USMS afterl8/ll/88.| Specific FBIHQ approval, USMS and USPC concurrence, and

very unusual circumstances must exist for FBI involvement without a

substantive violation.

(2) If, after|8/ll/88.|a new PV or MRV subject within the

primary jurisdiction of the USMS also becomes an FBI substantive fugitive,

of course, we will seek his/her apprehension under the substantive case,

but "00" must advise the USM in the district holding the warrant of its

fugitive involvement and notify USM's office promptly upon apprehension.

This notification will, of course, not change the existing procedure of

advising the USM in the district where the subject is located.

I (3) Should, after|8/ll/88,|a PV or MRV within the

responsibility of the USMS become a suspect in an FBI substantive case and

"S"Te ir s to actively seek the subject's apprehension under the ongoing

substantive matter, this may be done provided the USMS is noti led and the

fugitive aspects of the case are an FBI-USMS coordinated effort. Of
^

coSrse. when the fugitive is apprehended or eliminated as a suspect in the

substantive case which no longer demands FBI fugitive involvement, the

appropriate USM must be notified. I

(A) If any subject of an existing USMS responsibility PV or MRV

matter is wanted as a fugitive in an FBI substantive case, the existing

"76" (PV or MRV) case should be consolidated and handled as a auai

character substantive case.

(5) If for some reason it should become imperative for an "00"

to initiate a "76" (PV or MRV) fugitive investigation involving a non FBI

case^advise FBIHQ on a UACB basis of the facts demanding FBI involvement.

EFFECTIVE: 09/20/89
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76-3.7 U.S. Parole Commission Structure

(1) Through the Parole Commission and Reorganization Act of

5-14-74, the U.S. Board of Parole became known as the U.S. Parole

Commission.

(2) |Deleted|

(3) Starting in May, 1974, its headquarters in Washington,

B.C., was abolished and they instituted a policy of decentralization and

region- alization through the creation of five regions with headquarter

regional offices established as follows;

Philadelphia
Atlanta
Dallas
Kansas City
San Francisco

Northeast
Southeast
South Central
North Central
Western

o w iDereted

(J

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

76-3.8 Preliminary Investigation

In addition to the usual fugitive investigation the following

sources should be contacted at the outset of the investigation to obtain

information of lead value.

(1) The U.S. Probation Officer to whom the subject was paroled

or released for supervision.

(2) The USM to whom the warrant was forwarded by the USPC.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79
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76-3.9 Apprehension or Location

(1) When a parole or mandatory release violator is apprehended

he/she should be turned over to the nearest USM. If located in custody,

the USM should be advised of violator's location.

(2) In addition, the, nearest U.S. Probation Officer should be

notified of the subject's apprehension or location.

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/87

(

76-3.10 Prosecution

Parole and mandatory release violations are nonprosecutable

offenses. When apprehended, the USPC may modify the terms and "nditiom

of the parole or revoke the parole and require the prisoner to serve all

or any part of the remainder of the original sentence.

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/87

76-3. U Youth Offender Subjects

(1) I
Though the Federal Youth Corrections Act (FYCA) was

-repealed by the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 Public Law

98--A73 effective 10/12/84, individuals under the age of 22 being

sentenced before that date upon a guilty plea or conviction were

eligible for special sentencing conditions under the FYCA.

|

(2) Prior to 8-1-77. an individual sentenced under the FYCA,

who was released prior to his/her sentence termination date and

Subsequently declared a parole or mandatory release violator, could only

be sought as a fugitive until his/her sentence termination date.

(3) If the subject avoided apprehension until subject's

sentence termination date, the warrant was withdrawn by the USPC and the

fugitive investigation was discontinued.

(4) This policy was based on the USPC regulation that a youth

offender's sentence continues to run from the date of
""'^^"'^f8/"^/^" ,

Issuance of a parole or mandatory release violator's warrant does not toll

the sentence termination date.
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I

(5) As of 8-1-77, a new regulation of the USPC now provides

that the issuance of a parole or mandatory release violator's warrant

tolls the sentence termination date of the youth offender if he/she is

charged with absconding from supervision or is in escape status.

(6) Based on this regulation, the fugitive investigation for a

youth offender should not be discontinued upon his/her sentence

termination date if he/she has been charged with absconding from

supervision or is in escape status.

(7) For those youth offenders who are declared parole or

mandatory release violators and not so charged or in escape status, the

warrant will be withdrawn by the USPC upon his/her sentence termination

date and the Bureau's fugitive investigation will be discontinued at that

time.

c

EFFECTIVE: 08/21/87

76-3.12 Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act (NARA)

The identical USPC regulations, investigative procedures, and

Bureau policy that apply to youth offenders, handled under the FYCA, as

set forth in Section 76-3.11, also apply to narcotic addicts, handled

under NARA, who are committed under Section A253, for an indeterminate

period of time not to exceed ten years, and are conditionally released

under supervision under Section 425A.

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

a

76-3.13 Reporting Procedures! (See MIOG, Part I, 25-10, 76-1.8,

76-2.9, 88-12, 115-7 & Part II, 21-29.)

|

(1) Upon ini

violator investigation re

other communication need

apprehension or location,

FBIHQ by teletype (at lea

FD-515|entry into the Int

Application (ISRAA)
.

| The

auxiliary offices are not

tiating a parole or mandatory release

ferred to the field, no initial FD-65 or

be submitted to FBIHQ. Upon the fugitive's

the locating office must promptly notify

st ROUTINE in precedence), followed by Form

egrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis

office of origin must ensure that all

ified by teletype to discontinue.
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(2) As a general rule, Prosecutive Reports are not

required in parole and mandatory release violator cases and,

therefore, are not to be submitted to FBIHQ unless a specific request

is made for same.

EFFECTIVE: 11/01/93

76-3 .'lA Character

Parole Violator (PV) or Mandatory Release Violator (MRV)
.

(The

original offense for which the subject was sentenced should not be carried

in the character.)

EFFECTIVE: 09/10/79

G
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SECTION 77, BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION - PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT

WITH SENATE CONFlRMATIONj - U.S. COURTS; - DEPARTMENT

OF JUSTICE; - U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE STAFF;

- U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE;
- DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE - REIMBURSABLE;

BACKGROUND REINVESTIGATION - DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

77-1 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

These instructions supplement those outlined in Part II,

Section 17 of this manual and pertain to the following

Isubclassif ications and] positions:

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77-1.1 77A: Background Investigation - Presidential Appointment

with Senate Confirmation - Nonreimbursable (See MAOP,

Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part

II, 17-2; Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

(1) Supreme Court Justice

(2) U.S. Court of Appeals Judge

(3) U.S. District Court Judge

(4) Court of International Trade Judge

(5) U.S. Claims Court Judge

(6) Court of Military Appeals Judge

(7) Court of Veteran Appeals Judge

(8) Attorney General of the U.S.

(9) Director, FBI

(10) Administrator/Deputy Administrator, DEA
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(11) Deputy Attorney General

(12) Assistant Attorney General

(13) U.S. Marshal

(lA) U.S. Attorney

(15) Department of Justice Executive

(16) Unspecified Position

|(17)0ther|

EFFECTIVE! 12/01/93

PAGE 77 -

77-1 2 77B: Background Investigation - U.S. Courts - 15 Year

I
Scope (or since the candidate's 18th birthday, whichever

is less) -iReimbursable (See MAOF, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2

and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part II, 17-2, 17-2.1;

Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

(1) [U.S. Magistrate Judge|

(2) |U.S. Bankruptcy Court Judge

(3) U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee

(4) U.S. Bankruptcy Administrator

(5) U.S. Circuit Court Executive

(6) U.S. District Court Executive|

The above investigations are conducted for the

Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.

EFFECTIVE: 12/20/96
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77-1.3 77C: Background Investigation - U.S. Courts -!lO|

Year
I

Scope (or since the candidate's 18th birthday,

whichever is less) -| Reimbursable (See MAOP, Part II,

3-1.1, 3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part II, 17-2,

17-2.1; Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

(1) |U.S. Probation Officer|

(2) |U.S. Pretrial Services Officerj

(3) |U.S. Public Defender]

(4) [independent Counsel Staff (does NOT include the

position of Independent Counsel)

(5) Other]

EFFECTIVE: 12/20/96

77-1.4 Deleted]

EFFECTIVE: 12/20/96

77-1 5 |77E:] Background Investigation -] Department of Justice
]

Nonreimbursable (See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2 and

10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, Part II, 17-2; Correspondence

Guide-Field, 1-17.)

](l)Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) Judge

(See MIOG, Part II, 23-9.5)

(2) Schedule C (Political Appointment)

(3) Departmental Attorney

(A) Departmental Staff
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(5) Honor Recruit Attorney

(6) Paralegal Assistant/Specialist

(7) Executive Office Staff

|

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

77-1.6 |77F:| Background Investigation - U.S. Attorney's

Officel (Staff) - Reimbursable! (See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1,

3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, 77-4.3, Part II,

|l7-2, 17-2.1; jCorrespondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

[U.S. Attorney's Office Staff (Field)

[

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

I

77-1.7 |Deleted|

EFFECTIVE: 01/03/97

77-1.8 |77H:1 Background! Investigation - U.S. Attorney's Office

(Attorney) I
- Reimbursable (See MAOP, Part II,

3-1.1, 3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG. Part I, 77-3, ! 77-4.3, |Part

II, [17-2, 17-2.1; !Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

(1) JAssistant U.S. Attorney!

(2)
I

Special Attorney!

(3)
I

Cross Designated Attorney!
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EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

(

77-1.9 |77I:| Background! Investigation!- Department of

Justice - Reimbursable (See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1,

3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part II, | 17-2, 17-2.1;

|

Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

(1) iU.S. Trustee]

(2) lAssistant U.S. Trustee!

(3) IChapter 13 Trustee]

(A)
I

Administrative Law/Immi'grafibn Judge
|

(5)
I

Other
I

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

c

77-1.10 |77J:| Background Reinvestigation - Department of

Justice -jlOlYear - Reimbursable (See MAOP, Part II,

3-1.1, 3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Fart I. 77-3. 77-4.11, Part

II, 17-2, 1 17-2.1, ! 17-6.8; Correspondence Guide-Field,

1-17.)

(1) DOJ I Executive
I

(2) DOJ I Attorney!

(3) Field|Attorney|

(A) DOJ Staff

• (5) Field Staff
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EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

77-1.11 |77K:| Background Reinvestigation - Department of

Justice -|7|Year - Reimbursable (See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1,

3-1.2 and 10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, 77-A.ll, Part II,

17-2, 1 17-2.1, 1 17-6.8; Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17,)

(1) DOj|Executive|

(2) DOJ I Attorney
I

(3) Field|Attorneyj

(A) DOJ Staff

(5) Field Staff

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

|77-1.12 77L:| Background Reinvestigation - Department of Justice -

5 Year - Reimbursable (See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2 and

10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, | 77-A. 11, jPart II,

17-2, |17-2.1, 17-6.8; ICorrespondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

(1) DOJ Executive

(2) DOJ Attorney

(3) Field Attorney

(4) DOJ Staff

(5) Field Staff

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93
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77-1.13 77M: I Background Reinvestigation - Department of Justice -

3 Year - Reimbursable (See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2 and

10-23; MIOG, Part I, 77-3, [ 77-4. 11. |Part II, | 17-2, 17-2.1,

17-6.8; [Correspondence Guide-Field, 1-17.)

(1) DOJ Executive

(2) DOJ Attorney

(3) Field Attorney

(A) DOJ Staff

(5) Field Staff

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

77-2 INITIATION OF INVESTIGATION

(1) Completed SF-86 |
(Questionnaire for Sensitive

Positions) I forms are received from the referral agencies in most

cases. These forms are reviewed by FBIHQ personnel | for conformance

and completeness. Obvious deficiencies are identified and appropriate

leads set forth to resolve inconsistent and/or incomplete information,

in addition to routine investigative leads. The initial investigative

leads are set by FBIHQ, using the SF-86 as a guide.
|

Any additional

leads discovered by the field during investigation should be set out

expeditiously (see Part II, Section 17-3.7 of this manual).

Individuals conducting investigations should be familiar with Part II,

Sections 17 and 23-6 of this manual and Part II, Section 10-13.3 of

the Manual of Administrative Operations and Procedures.

1(a) For most Presidential appointments (77A cases),

the completed SF-86 is not received from the referral agency. The

SF-86, Supplement to SF-86, Supplemental Instructions for Completing

SF-86, and two copies of the U.S. Department of Justice Tax Check

Waiver are sent directly to the candidate from FBIHQ. It is the

responsibility of the field to gather these forms during the initial

candidate interview and expeditiously forward the original documents,

along with fingerprint cards and a copy of the candidate interview (on

FD-302) , to FBIHQ so appropriate leads may be set forth. In order to

ensure prompt handling of the candidate's forms, the initial interview

Sensitive
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of the candidate should be conducted within five (5) working days

after receipt of instructions from FBIHQ.

(b) Further, the field is responsible for setting

out leads regarding information disclosed by the candidate during

his/her initial interview which does not appear on the SF-86.

|

1 (2) I Investigations in these categories are usually

ordered by teletype or airtel and must be given preferential and

expeditious attention.

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77-3 SCOPES OF INVESTIGATION (See MIOG, Part I, 77-1.1 through

77-1.13.)

/'" Investigations in these categories should include al-r

( investigation required in Part II, Section 17 of this manual, unless

otherwise noted. The type of BI will be set out in the opening

communication by subclassif ication. The scopes of investigation for

77 subclassif ications are as follows:

(1) 77A - Covers the candidate's adult life, since age

18.

(2) 77B - Covers the past 15 years of the candidate's

life or since age 18, whichever is less, but in no case less than two

(2) years.

(3) 77C - Covers the past 10 years of the candidate's

life or since age 18, whichever is less, but in no case less than two

(2) years.

(4) Deleted

(5) 77E - Covers the past 10 years of the candidate's

life or to age 18, whichever is less, but in no case less than two (2)

years

.

(6) 77F - Covers the past 10 years of the candidate's

life or to age 18, whichever is less, but in no case less than two (2)

/ ; years

.
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(7) |Deleted|

(8) 77H - Covers the past 10 years of the candidate's

life, or to age 18, whichever is less.

(9) 771 - Covers the past 10 years of the candidate's

life, or to age 18, whichever is less.

(10) 77J - Covers the past 10 years of the employee's

life.

(11) 77K - Covers the past seven (7) years of the

employee's life.

(12) 77L - Covers the past five (5) years of the

employee's life.

(13) 77M - Covers the past three (3) years of the

employee's life.

V...
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|77-4.2| Qualifications
,

I

In all cases concerning Federal judgeships (including

U.S. Bankruptcy and U.S. Magistrate Judges), other Presidential

appointments and attorney positions, ascertain the overall!

qualifications of the candidates, as well as character, loyalty,

reputation, etc. Specific comments from each person interviewed

should be set forth in| the | report . In cases concerning |U.S.

Bankruptcy Judge and U.S. Trustee positions, also | obtain comments

concerning the candidate's experience in bankruptcy matters.

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

77-4.3 Prescreening Reports
|
(See MIOG, Part I, 77-1.6 & 77-1.8,

Part II, 17-2, 17-2. l.)|

Candidates under consideration for field positions in the

U.S. Attorneys' Offices (77Fs and 77Hs) undergo a prescreening process

in most cases. Contact should be made with the U.S. Attorney's Office

where the candidate will serve in order to review the prescreening

report and interview the Administrative Officer to obtain any

information of interest to our investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

|77-4.4| Bar Membership/Certified Public Accountant (CPA) Status

If
I

the
I

candidate is an attorney or CPA, determine if

|he/she|is licensed to practice in every state where the candidate has

lived or worked since completing jhis/her |professional education.

Check grievance committee records in any state where the] candidate! is

or has been licensed. It is not necessary to verify membership in

voluntary associations such as the American Bar Association. When

verifying that the candidate is licensed to practice, the following

statement must appear: "The above-named agency is the licensing

agency for attorneys (or CPAs) in the State! (or Commonwealth) | of

(state name) ."
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EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

(

c

77-4.5 Judicial and Other Positions Requiring Senate

Confirmation (See MIOG, Part I, 77-A.6 and 77-A.9.)

.

Captioned positions require a more in-depth investigation

which must encompass the following in addition to investigative

instructions set out in Part II, Section 17 of this manual:

|(l)|Verify the candidate's ownership of all real estate,

and check deed(s) for any covenants regarding race, religion, etc.

I

(2)! Check records of county clerk (or equivalent) to

determine if any personal, tax or mechanical liens exist. If so,

fully explain. Do not contact Internal Revenue Service for any

details regarding federal tax liens, as this is done by the referral

agencies.

I

[(3)|When applicable, determine the candidate's

professional reputation, legal ability, types of cases handled, trial

experience, courtroom demeanor, reputation for fairness, temperament,

bias or prejudice against any group, and ability to weigh conflicting

testimony and make factual determinations through:

(a) Interviews of six (6) attorneys who are

acquainted with the candidate, to include three (3) attorneys with

whom the candidate associates and three (3) who have opposed, or have

appeared before, the candidate in court;

(b) Interviews of three (3) federal, state and

local judges familiar with the candidate; and

(c) Interviews of the chief federal judge and the

U.S. Attorney in the district where the candidate will serve, if

appointed.

I

I
(4) [interview the candidate's personal physician

regarding the candidate's health (Senate confirmation cases only).

I

I
(5) 1

Identify all organizations to which the candidate

belongs or has belonged, including private and social clubs. Obtain

information from an official about the membership policy of the

Sensitive
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organization with regard to race, religion, sex, etc. Ensure the

possibility of de facto discrimination is explored. If the

organization has/had a discriminatory membership policy, determine

whether the candidate participated in changing or attempting to change

the policy.

I
(6) 1 Interview local and state chairpersons of both major

political parties (Senate confirmation cases only).

I (7) I Interview local religious and labor leaders in the

candidate's geographic area, only when instructed to do so by FBIHQ.

I
I (8) I Interview leaders of prominent minority/civil rights

groups such as the NAACP, National Urban League, NOW or others that

are active in the candidate's geographic area. Identify the position

held by the interviewee within the organization.

I I
(9) [interview three (3) local, state and/or federal law

enforcement officials in the district where the candidate will serve,

if appointed. Agents are encouraged to interview representatives of

agencies other than the FBI. (See MAOF, Part I, Section 1-15.3(5).)

I I

(10).|Review files of appropriate federal regulatory agency

if the candidate is or was employed in a regulated business (e.g.,

banking, brokerage firm, etc.)

.

I
I
(11) [Review any articles written by, or speeches made by

the candidate for indications of bias or prejudice regarding race,

color, religion, gender, etc. (Ensure that the text of any articles

or speeches that indicate, or could be construed to indicate, bias are

enclosed with the report.)

I I (12) I In those cases requiring Senate confirmation,

Washington Metropolitan Field Office will interview the U.S. Senators

from the state where the candidate will serve and will review U.S.

Secret Service and, if appropriate, Office of Inspector General

(Investigations) and Public Integrity Section, DOJ files. If

past/current DOJ employee, also review Office of Professional

Responsibility and personnel files as appropriate.

I
I
(13) [Review records of the state judicial review

committee/board, if candidate is/was a city or state judge. Also,

review county/state election commission files, if the judge was

elected to the position.
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EFFECTIVE: 06/0A/96

||77-4.6 U.S. Attorney/U.S. Marshal Update Bis

(1) An understanding has been established with the

Department of Justice (DOJ) concerning the Bis of U.S. Attorneys and

U.S. Marshals who are being considered for reappointment to their

current positions, and who have been the subjects of previous FBI Bis

as outlined in 77-4.5.

(2) The update Bis should be limited to specific areas

identified as follows:

(a) Credit and arrest checks concerning the

candidate;

c

(b) U.S. Attorney's Office record checks concerning

the candidate;

(c) Interviews of neighbors at employee's present

residence and other residences since the previous investigation, last

five (5) years only;

(d) Interviews of the chief Federal judge and two

(2) other Federal judges, and the clerk' of the court in the

candidate's district;

(e) Interview of the U.S. Attorney in the

candidate's district (U.S. Marshal candidates);

(f) Interviews of the candidate's listed references

and associates;

(g) Interviews of at least three (3) officials of

Federal agencies;

(h) Interviews of at least three (3) local police

chiefs and sheriffs in the candidate's district;

(i) Check of appropriate DOJ records (Office of

Professional Responsibility, Office of the Assistant Inspector General

for Investigations, Public Integrity Section and Official Personnel
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''ii) state bar and griev'ance'checks (U.S. Attorney*-'-'' ' -- -4,,.
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cand

(k) FBI record checks concerning the candidate,

close relatives and cohabitants. , • i

. r-.es

t> ii>i.i 1/

... ..>K.-

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

11-k.l U.S. Trustee and Other Trustee Positions

These positions also require a more in-depth investigaitioh *
j

- "

which must encompass the following in addition to investigative '
'''\? yl ,'.

instructions set out in Part II, Section 17 of this manual: '"',

I
(1) |When applicable, determine the candidate's-' 1

'

professional reputation, legal ability, types of cases Handled, trial

experience, courtroom demeanor, reputation for fairness, temperament i''

bias (against social classes of citizens, members of any group -

religious, ethnic or racial) , etc., through, the following':1>^,v^-

(a) Interviews of three (3) creditor representatives

(a creditor representative is an individual, usually an attorney, who

represents a creditor's interest at a bankruptcy hearing) who have

knowledge of the candidate;

(b) Interviews of two (2) bankruptcy judges before

whom the candidate has appeared and/or who have knowledge of the .„^? •.

candidate; . s"-" .^^

(c) Interview of the Chief U.S. Bankruptcy Judge of
_ ^

the district in which the candidate would serve, if appointed. ' '^!

I (2) I
Review files ';of appropriate .federal.'.regulatory:,agency4^^^^i^^^

if the candidate is or was employed in a regulated business • (i.e. -,-^ ^3*0.4 »> • ^^'^^ - fft:^^

EFFECTIVE: 06/04/96
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Administrative Law/Immigration' Judge Positions

The Executive Office for Immigration Review is,responsible ;*^«fip?'?¥f-5^;
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^^^^^
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The Administrative Law and Immigration Judge's act independently- in *"''?^.'1bfM,rf;,/.

their decision-making capacity, and their decisions arelj???'^ : .
Ji.;*...-e»r-,)ssi«r

administratively f inal-'uriless appeaiedto'ri-xertif ied to the .Board of -^.C?

Immigration Appeals/ -These quasi-judicial positions also .^require a- .

more in-depth investigation which must encompass the following in

addition to investigative instructions set out in Part II, Section 17

of this manual:

|(l)|When applicable, determine the candidate's ,

''*^^i|,'

professional reputation, legal ability, types of cases handled, trial *''^^|
experience, courtroom demeanor, reputation for fairness, temperament,

bias (against social classes of citizens, members, of any group ,.-..yi,;;,^:.,i;i,|^i<:^^^

religious, ethnic or racial), etc., through:

(a) Interview of the Chief Administrative Hearing

Officer (Administrative Uaw Judge candidates only); *; .,

(b) Interview of the Chief Immigration Judge

(Immigration Judge candidates only); and
»'

(c) Interviews of three (3) developed sources

(individuals not provided by the candidate) who have, to the extent

practical, knowledge of the candidate's professional reputation, etc.

'-• ^m

EFFECTIVE: 06/04/96

I

77-4.9 U.S. Bankruptcy and U.S. Magistrate Judge Positions

investigation as set out ' in- -77,-4. 5 of this section should be conducted^f^l*?:^^*^ 'T*^'*i^^0^

in these Bis, unless otherwise indicated.- ;',^

'

'^I^M
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77-4.10 FISC and Other Special Tribunal 'Judge Positions

•ft

PAGE 77<- ,17

,.,(C-'''

- :! • ''"If

7-5s:«s.''

(1) The scope of the reinvestigation of a Federal judge"* ' " "*

^ fj^^i..

under consideration for an appointment to a Special Tribunal is

limited to specific areas identified as follows;
5 y^irff

(a) Credit and arrest checks concerning the.

candidate;

(b) Interviews of the neighbors at the candidate's

present residence and other residences since the previous ."^

investigation, last five (5) years only;

''fi^ii*^

....W

M

•^rW:
-'

'
i: "tj-r;

(c) Verification of state bar membership and check

grievance records;

(d) Interviews of the chief Federal judge and three

(3) other Federal judges (district and appellate) in the candidate's

district;
^)^V^ ' --

:!

(e) Interviews of three (3) attorneys in private

practice who have appeared before the candidate or who have knowledge

of the candidate;

(f) Interviews of the U.S. Attorney and the U.S.

Marshal in the candidate's district;

(g) Interview of '.the fepresentative/oJ,_any.i.social «'^«|f,y^^^^

club or organization in which the candidate holds membership to ^*^

determine if the organization has/had a discriminatory membership *'-'

.

'i^

policy; *
"

"
.

"^^ ^

•^fe.... . • (h)> Review:.of appropriate>ecord^*^fth^^^|^g^^^^^^»
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts and the Public Integrity-'^'*='^-'^i--'-'--

'*"^-^^

Section,. pOJ;;ar^*|,^t/^t^X ^[-^i.^^^r'^^^^imfm^mm^^^^^^^
(i) FBI record checks concerning the candidate, ''^?^i

close relatives and cohabitants. v ,r^^

(2) This BI is not an appraisal; of ; the candidate's

performance as a Federal

'^m-m^
al judge; therefore ,*^comments regarding judicia.li^f>^f>''^i^:0lm^M
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qualifications should not be elicited. This- BI should seek to obtain
.:^^mfm^

comments concerning the candidate's character, associates, .reputation, .^^y^^^:^i||^m

loyalty;' discretion, personal 'demeanor, i 1 1 ega:i • ilrug ;jis e ,
prescription ' ^ '• ^ - ^/^fi*;!^

drug/alcohor abuse, financial' responsibility, and->"ia8.'"' As jprbcedurel^
; -^^f^'Y^'^^

dictates in any BI, should unfavorable information be developed dur ing^_; J
^j.^^, __,^

; .J^^
the course of the investigation, additional "investigation will^be-?5^ /^;kt:**«; " ^^^^^
conducted as necessary to resolve any issues developed. _.•;..,.;.._..,.

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

'A

77-A.ll Background Reinvestigation for DOJ Positions (77J-M) (See

MIOG, Part I, |
77- 1.10 1 through 1 77-1. 13, | Part II, 17-6.8.) ,;,^.

' . ' '

l4^:x^lti -.

In addition to investigative instructions set out in Part'

II, Section 17 of this manual, ensure the investigation includes at

least three (3) developed sources (individuals not provided by the

employee) who have, to the extent practical, social knowledge of
v,

candidate. Developed sources may include other associates, <=<^""°^^ay•^^^..A.«r«4ff3^
(peers/support employees), etc. Also, review the Of f icial- Personnel^|o-3^?^||;^r^5j^p

File and other appropriate files at DOJ, and interview supervisor (s) ' ' ' •" ^.t'^S
and co-workers within the scope of the BI.

.
-

'
.•: ^'W.^^

EFFECTIVE: 12/01/93

77-5 INTERVIEW OF | CANDIDATE/EMPLOYEE]

Each candidate/employee
I

must be interviewed. During .—
interview, he/she| should be provided with the following information:

St be interviewed. During the ^"^ ' * \^

m
I

(1) The FBI will be conducting aJBl|to develop -.^ . .^^M,

information whUlr others, will, tons id^. in detraining .suita^

I
lemployment, appointment or'reappointment . 1

^-'^''-^''-''r:;
'•

-. w« r/,v^lilSiW ,--;j^2k!^^;

';-*/; ,f (2) The FBI does not participate in such decision8;sand.<fr;:,vT.-~-J^ •Hx;j.*^ft^^^

makes no recommendations pertaining thereto. > -nfeMik-

I (3) The FBI is not restricted in the|Bllonly to ,

information solicited by the SF-86 or any other form submitted.':':

Sensitive .j^; -
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manu

' All
I

items
I

in Part 11, Section 17-3.2 and 17-5.6 of this ;:-|4:.:^- ^'^^m

lual. must be
I

covered during the interview.
| . ^ y r^^^rp^},^^.:---- .r:!^^$

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93
.;v/. if^

.

':-l^5-^;'l^»:

:^:^B

-.)

11 77-6 1 REPORTING RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION
'"'

(1) All investigation must be submitted in investigative

report format. This is to include unsuccessful attempts to locate .

individuals for interview and any investigative results previously set

out in airtel or teletype. All investigation in these matters is for ^s,

other Government agencies and can only be forwarded by report. Each

interview must contain statements regarding financial responsibility

and whether or not the interviewee is aware of any past/present

illegal drug use or prescription drug/alcohol abuse by the candidate.

(2) Reports should be organized to follow in general the

sequence presented in Part II, Section 17-6 of this manual. AH .

categories of interviews (i.e., neighborhood, employment, education^, ,

must be preceded by headings. Additionally, block headings should"

separate each residence and employment and should include
|
the | name of -;

employing firm/residence address, city/state, and dates of employment,,

or residence as indicated by candidate on| thelSF-86. ,

If. a discrepancy

is found in dates during the investigation, the field office should

underline the dates obtained] during the) investigation. This will

indicate to FBIHQ that the discrepancy is not the result of a

typographical error. Lengthy reports |
(more than 25 pages) | should

include a table of contents. If an interview would logically fall,;^.,.;

under several headings (i.e., a reference who is also a neighbor),

report the interview fully under one heading and cross-reference under

any other appropriate headings. u. ,"

EFFECTIVE

->^

.:A7

^yi

Sensitive
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177-71 POLITICAL JAFFILIATION

]

,,. (1) Nonessential references to a candidate's affiliation

with any political party' should be omitted. '

'

(2) Essential references to political affiliation should ,,

be included. An essential reference is bne'which suggests a possible

inclination on the part of the candidate to use the position he or she

is seeking for personal political benefit or one which would reflect

on the candidate's ability to perform his or her duties fairly without

regard to political affiliation or influence. Also, previous

candidacy for or occupancy of public office or office in a political

party, or personal or political association with an occupant of public

or party office would be essential.

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

I

77-8
I

REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATION OR NAME CHECK FROM FEDERAL

JUDGE
I

(See MAOP, Part II, 9-4.2.2(2).

|

Investigations are conducted only at the specific request

of referral agencies and can only be initiated by FBIHQ. Any] request

by alFederal judgejfor a Bl|should be respectfully [forwarded to FBIHQ

for referral to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.! At the

request of a Federal judge, the names of persons being considered for

court positions can be searched through field office indices and

pertinent information furnished to the judge. Care should be

exercised in order ,to fully protect any informant; technique or

source.

ji.'---r!"^gfrj5,>

mm

. *

,
EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

Mi"
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177-9
I

STATUS INQUIRIES

i&^Mk'

r If any|outside|inquiries".are received concerning the -_ '^|^;':' ;; •f.'^^^^^^

status of a|BI,lno comment should be made concerning the progress 'or' ^^- '.

completion of the investigation. The caller should be politely '^''^

referred to the agency requesting the|Bl|for a determination of

thelBljstatus.'

-^rirv

'a?t
,"/;/.

EFFECTIVE; 07/02/93

I

77-10 1 PRIVACY act! (FA) I REQUIREMENTS :

(1) When interviewing individuals under this

classification for information concerning themselves or their
^

activities, the interviewing Agent must follow the procedures •'.

described in Part I, 190-5 (2) and (3) of this manual.

1 (2) When interviewing an individual to
|
elicit | information

concerning someone else (thereby classifying that individual as a

source of information), the interviewing Agent must follow the

procedure relating to promises of confidentiality as described m Part

I, 190-7 of this manual. |When the interviewee requests

confidentiality under the PA, the level of confidentiality oust be,

clearly set forth in the document recording the results of the

interview. Refer to Part II, Section 17-5. A of this manual for

additional instructions.]

.Wf

EFFECTIVE: 07/02/93

wm

•^^^isri^^^iW''^'^;^ '

'"'. .?<^

:^i^l«^^^i
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77-11:, CHARACTERS- BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION -

. APPOINTMENT WITH SENATE CONFIRMATION;,,

--DEpXrTMENT of JUSTICE;V^^U.S:;ATTOimEY:_S OFFICE^S^^^^^^I^^M
- U.S. ATTORNEY'S 0FficE;>:^i:^>- x''it:\". :::T>-^ .ii^>s:ffifi??I^^Kf»^''^-^?;«'^^

- DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE - REIMBURSABLE;

REINVESTIGATION '- DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

EFFECTIVE: 01/03/97
<l'^iit^!&

' .o.'v:- «'^> ^»^?flr'-'-•• ^i^jd^^M-
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, ^^^
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SECTION 78. ILLEGAL USE

'^^

78-1 STATUTES

The principal Federal statutes under which the illegal use of

Government transportation requests may be prosecuted are found in Title

18, use, Sections 287, 495, 508. 641, 1001 and 1002. Of these sections of

the U.S. Code, the only one relating solely to Government transportation

requests is Section 508, which is quoted as follows:

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78 i .;..-u^^^^ ';/lx£^^^,.^'-':s^^
'

78-1.1 Section 508

"Whoever falsely makes, forges, or counterfeits in whole or in

part, any form or request in similitude of the form or request provided by

'

the Government for requesting a common carrier to furnish transportation

on account of the United States or any department or agency thereof, or -

knowingly alters any form or request provided by the Government for

requesting a common carrier to furnish transportation on account of the

United States or any department or agency thereof; or

m

,.*-r'.

trnt-

"Whoever knowingly passes, utters, publishes, or sells, or

attempts to pass, utter, publish, or sell, any such false, forged,

counterfeited, or altered form of request— %,^:^x(tmtH-<^i!^^^^M

ten years, or both,"
"Shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than

-i^m

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

Sensitive
PRINTED: 02/18/98^*
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POLICY. '

•-:ii -.
" '^i?*^^. .• -•^C:l5iK\'

' ,-., (im As noted above, Section 508 ^is.the^^onlysectio^^^^

solely to the counterfeiting or illegal use*'©
f

' Goyernmeht" trainsporta .

requests. Sections 287 and A95 relate to false claims general ly/whne>:^--^ '£^;

Sect i'onsldor and "1002 relate to ' false entries' or false" papers" to ''defraud

the U.S. Section 641 is the section dealing generally, with the thefUor'. ; p- -

embezzlement of Government property. The illegal use -'of Government y-^.

transportation requests might be prosecuted under any of those sections.

(2) In the majority of cases under this violation, ,USAs have
,

authorized prosecution under the provisions of Title 18, USC, Section 508.

This is called to your attention because Section .3056, Title 18f'

(3) U.S. Secret Service has exclusive jurisdiction in cases

involving a violation of Section 508; accordingly, where information is.

i

received indicating a violation of that section, particularry.'thev'i ,:

counterfeiting of Government transportation requests, siich information ^

should be submitted by the respective field offices to the nearest,,;

representative of the U.S. Secret Service. js/.
' '0'^'

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78 >3p

78-3 MISCELLANEOUS
;^iv

(1) In any case in which Government transportation requests

(2) In the event the investigation is based upon ^the^the«y.,of ' ..:,:^^
. . 1. -_ fci.- Tulr*. ^e r!».><..>nmnn«- 'Vrnna^tv:''-'it Bhoul'd'a*.*' <" ''iSJr*

(^ij in Lne event i.ne invcouiftokiw.. <.a „«>„^« j-j.-.. ,-..-^ ---^^-^jv^^

an Impersonation violation or the Theft of Government Property,"^it shqulW:.

'.'• ' •*i;v.-f5r''i;S<5s:v -t'- •

Sensitive ,. ,,
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SECTION 79. MISSING PERSONS .

PAGE 79 - 1

79-1

PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE: 12/02/94

Background Information
79—1 1 uavivft*

their behalf, e.g., law
^"^°"^"^"\t,e Program was discontinued in

i^wvers and insurance companies. The
^

S
^^^^^ resulting

rsSbeUuse of its greatly diminished utiUty^^.^^^.^^

,rom privacy legislation and be-
^^.^^ ^^^..^^^ion Center (NClO .

- person-type services m the «

ro 1QR2 the President signed mto law

(2) On October 12, 1982, t'^^"^.
, 28. USC, Section

the Hissing Children Act (MCA-) which
--/^J ^^l^fUchange

al^trrequire the f^/Xal^tl, and local officials in the

information to a"ist federal. ^^^
; individuals and in the

identification of
""^^^^^^^'/tLfludtnl an unemancipated person as

I'ocation o^-"tfthrXae^ f r^sidlnce of such Person) n rd r^^

defined by laws of the staL provisions of the A" c

to bring the FBI m
<^fP^^f^J^^ •„ Part II. Sections 14 and 16 of

policies are explained m detail

this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 12/02/94

Sensitive
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79-1.2 Action to be Taken in Missing Person Matters
| (See MAOP,

Part II, 7-3.2.)
|

This matter is considered a noninvestigative matter;
therefore, no missing person case should be opened or assigned. If a

written or oral request is received, the administrative procedures
should be followed, and information on any record entered should be
maintained in a 79-0 administrative control file. These procedures
are set forth in Part II, 16-16 of this manual. Also, see Part II

Section lA, for the|Criminal Justice Information Services JDivision

policy regarding the handling of fingerprint cards for missing persons
and unidentified deceased persons.

|

(See MIOG, Part II, lA-10.6.)

|

EFFECTIVE: 12/02/94

Q-
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SECTION 80. PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS

PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS

c

c

.andUd under thi.
'\lZl\"T,^'<-'' ««"""' "! T.VZT^^^'"^-

th. general P""'»;,^f^^J ,%„, „„..„us
"'f ^ °f/,'.f tt S. FBI, and

r.:" n?:UsTenr^aUv r,Ut. to -^'-^^irthrn... .--'» "- "

"r.t:t rru.u= "'--" »-""=

Liaison With Amed Forces

contact With La» E*fo.ca.ant Official.

MaM-prs-Public Relations
Laboratory Matters

V. Mofprial-Public Relations
Research Material

Human Interest Items

Field Office Open House

Radio Scripts

Television Scripts

Law Enforcement Committees

News Media Relations

News Media Contacts

Media Relations Representative

Fugitive Publicity

K.dio and Tei.vi.ion
B.oadc.sts-Fu.itive Hatter.

Speeches

Sensitive
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Radio and Television Appearances

Press Conferences

Manuscripts for Speaking Engagement.

PAGE 80 - 2

For

matters, see MAOP,r-ni "itt^ori cs::t'r?^ti!ctn':"

EFFECTIVE: 04/07/97

e
Sensitive
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SECTION 83. CLAIMS COURT

PAGE 83 - 1

oo_i BACKGROUND
... J c^ = ^*.« was authorized by

a) curt o. CUi.s of "-
Its I i"" """

«t of C.n.»», X.°r/»s':rrJo"uee'lut=s »h,re pUintiH. .av

rrent'c!tirro;ra::: ca»s=. ^ U„itea St.t». us

(a) The Constitution, any Act o

c ,,, Fxecutive Department,
regulation of an Execut

^^.^^^

(,) Any express or implied contract

^^*'^®^*
. 1 rnnrts Improvement Act

October 1, 1982.1

, ,i.i„ed <loo= not ox=o=^ ,

!»y
^s?

"or:ut:rctTourt.t:v:
co„c.rro„t iur..ct.on

$10,000, United States ai

with|Claims Court.

1

EFFECTIVE:
07/12/8A

83-1.2 P"*^®dure for Instituting Suit

tituted by filing a

printed pe

attorney

information:

t contain following basic

luding full Christian and

(2) The petition must

(a) Title of action incJ

Sensitive

PRINTED: 02/18/98
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surnames of all plaintiffsiiami-i'-'-"

u c P=r^« aiving date and place,

(b) Plain statement of facts, givi g

.i»tLve or impertinent matters

free from argumentative or P

^nn^ess or any
^•«n taken on the claim by Congress or

(c) Ajiy action tasen vn

thereof, and, xf so,
,.,,,. to recover amount

(,) Plaintiff
^i^{r.iv:o\\\:i

claimed after allowing all 3ust credits

• t: -.«« Act of Congress,

(£) A clear -^^^^^"^/"Ly contract, treaty or

i: o„ Fxecutive Department or Agency,

regulation °f
^*\^"^"^' it is based

patent upon which the suit

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

83-1.3 HearingsHearinsB
1 'ntiff and defendant at

(1) lEvidence is P"^«"^/f. ^/.^'t. The judge rules upon

. ^- « w oftentimes called as wii."'=

investigation is oftent
plaintiff and

(3) upon conclusion of
J^f,;^n^/° a Written request

L^l for each submits toUhe judge|a ^ ^^ based
defendant, counsel for

...(^is/her IcUent This requ
^^ ^^^

r^or^l tt^timo^; and documentary data admitted

hearing.

effective:
07/12/8A

Sensitive
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Part I

Argument Before the Court
^

through respective counsel, present

merits o£ their case.

1183-1.

A

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/8A

(83-1.51 Decision of the court

Court renders decision in p

(1) Findings of fact

(2) Discussion of law as

rinted form which contains:

to said findings of fact

„, ^ount Of .ocov,.y fo™. fo. pUinUH ». .a.U fo.

dismissal of action

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/8A

II""'-"
*''"'

.„ CUi.s court are ta.on .y
,

|^"tr=i%a:trto"ro\:s. c:"t of Appoa., .o, ...

petition of either party

Federal Circuit.

I

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

«,_2 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE
^^

. .• nf eases pending in Claims

-—^re:?.:n;:":n:'/af»rn:.t.^"c--
"^'"

« C0.pfate inv..Uat.n of .00. an. ra.o.s of

plaintiff
,^^nrds of Government

(b) Auxiliary examination of records

I departments and agencies

Sensitive
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(2) Specific requests include:

• -^^ rertain witnesses

(,) Locatins and int.rv.eving carta.

(b) Locatins of certain records

. • . of certain ba.ie information vith

(c) *"r f'elttre orcate at i.au.

„farence to so.e part.cular feature

(3)
investigation of O"^'

-ton"rud; else a. reflected

„,nires t.aflent assUned - -f.^tf^l^d sistantiai defense to

f« made bv Government to piamu
.

(4) Record of payments "^de by
Washington, D.C.,

,

^^^:'3. t;'ras»Sitro"S.ieid Office .on re.est

of investigating office.
^^

ii-.»orl extra costs Que lo «*

(5) Cases involving '"/fJ
"^ £„,u.ntly require a

,„t of =---r'.«i"ornr-to:s=":cru:. ^"^::^'^. ......

^n^lfonTf "oveS ad to^.lay period an-;;;
",rtaHve of

""7i'£:hrrtrerr.rnf^.:c r:f-^^^period of dexay^- fixed by review oi-
course of

Lsponsibility for ^t may be
.„£,,„ation

«"""^J/" ^.^ion work in

plaintiff and G^^^'^^^f'ive witnesses employed on
"^"f^^^fi^^ossible

'interviews with P"^^ff/^^^erhead to delay perxod .« "^^^^^^4
.question. ^li°"'^/"t/actor has maintained adequate accou g ^^^^

In cases in «hxch =°"^"^^^„yate accounting ""!'^'
' ^f^^sent them

records, in ^^^^^\\:' fZZ °^ ^"'^'^ ^" T^'their ^termination.

-t^if/Ltrreprrrro^basirma^y
he

-jif^;, t^s^a ^^^rif ied by

Cla^;:'involv!ng allege. V ..a^^^^^^^^^^^ , a. ou^^^^
^^

reference to "^^^. '"
'es h^^^ ^^^" authorized ^y U-S^

-^ Requires

ir.:t'^irer'".ifir;r c „sectun -;„ -.^r^^^^^^^^^

r-rfrrt^ir; ^0^4: --rrUrenn;^-^^'^^^^]^^^^^^^^^^^^^
contract in

^""^^""^^i'^^tion and allege l-^°^/^^^i',f,ittion work.

:• --- H r3El-rr^rcril r't::te!Te;-e of .teriat

Records of " = • '""'*' -^

Sensitive
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PAGE 83 - 5

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

REPORTING PROCEDURE00-3

involved and ""P"""^"""^
alfv afd n thl iefan.e of the case,

„derly -»nn.r which "'"
"''".^^"J/jtanned. Th. £oUo-,in5 outune

r/err.lir'.r.urdai:;in"pur„in'.
?„v,sU.atio„. 0. U., n.t„..

C2, scope and "t"^«^-"'^l?t"ra;i=''to'f:xirin.o™

rrtJt'U;%n1hra'.?"-.e"."orcn: .. to the .o„nd ccve.ed.

»' . -ra'^e^L^itirirptrt-^rcra^/rr
rcL«tiai

pertinent, obtain data pertaining v

credit reporting agencies.

(„ statement -.<=—--' .n^^tL'n.'irTt^oint.d

:rt"ii^ra•itr.f/.:ru^iu;^n:;d:
in

ft,
petition ..

---" :^ %::^r„n:'ora'crn?raft '.rr^Mrto d..end.„t. F„i.,

rd::nfr=o:tra'ct'r;n„.her and date.

»' Ctai. o. Plaintue - Dete,.ine_^e»entiai^deta.U^O

?traiiirin"cn!:.'rd :;;citr.ertr„; o. ciai..

. • =n. in case - Determine the main features

(6) Facts at issue in case
Government attorney

of both plaintiff's and
^^f^/J^ /.^e^ein This could.be broKen down

.ay be informed ^^ "f ^^^^^titUn defendant's position, facts subject

as follows: plaintiff %P°^;^'° '

j^i features.
to determination by court, and special

(7) Facts disclosed by investigation
-

:«i,«ct-iBation - Ordinarily the
:, (^) Accounting invescigation
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results of the accounting investigation will
^J

shown in a -..ary^^^

schedule or schedules comparing ^t^^. ^^
^"^^^/t^^^J differences noted

conducted with plaintiff's claxm
jf^^^^/^^v.ly explain these

:^?.:r::?^t°in ::?:ii '^/\^^:^^^^ -Lm^y who wm he

handling the defense.

witnesses

(b) Facts secured from interview with prospective

(c) Data secured from other sources

Government attorney defending this suit.

EFFECTIVE: 10/1.6/90

83-3.1 Locating and Interviewing Witnesses

investigations for
P-/°"c°vi "olvl^for f S al ::;?'

witnesses are frequently requested by
^^^^^

.^^^
^^ed tat'ments

Agent should
-"-f^/J^J^f^^l'Lt should secure sufficient

and/or making complete notes.
^»?^^/ , .afresh memory of person

background of case
^^J""^;

°"/,°^:; ^ni absence of official record.

rar;urd1g:rr;nrartn:ta!ls of transactions inquired of.

EFFECTIVE: 07/12/84

a

83-4 ACCOUNTING WORKING PAPERS

p„p„.d should
J« --'•/,;t.ura 1 C virM^irio*. WH,n . clo.in,

accounting report for transmitLai l
office, original

.eport is received
^"'J "^^^^"f^.^ifd ^ro m^^ by cover LHM for

r::^^^ ^^^^ ^rcompletion of their file.
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EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

83-5 OFFICE OF ORIGIN

FBIHQ will designate office of origin "^ich is to remain
roiiy

i^,„j TViP office of Origin, upon complecion oi

origin until case xs = °"^- f^ [[{[ll ^ J^iSq with a copy to the

its invest gation IS ^0^^^"^^ a letter to W
„^^^. „

WashingtonlMetropoUtan F. d Offx e .nstru^^
^g^^^^ ^^^.^ ^

|„etropoUtan|Fxeld Off.ce fol ow C _^
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^,

dec.sxon has been
^^^f^jj' ,^^^\^,^„t involved in the suit. The

?^^^r:fo^igi^f! rifto .e placed in a ;pendi^^^^^^

s-:; ^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^— -^^-

and FbIhQ when a decision is rendered by the court.

c
EFFECTIVE:' 10/16/90'

PRIVACY ACT - REQUIREMENTS
83-6

(1) When interviewing anyone in the
-^^-//^^^j^trot^"'

^ v 0.1,-rit information about himself/herself or his/her own

in order to
J^^^

5^'.^;^'°^-^' Lent must follow the procedures
activities, the interviewing «.&«"i.

j^^ manual,

described in Part I, 190-5, subparagraphs (2) and C3) ,

(2) When interviewing an individual to ^°^i = ^%. ^^ . ^

information clerning someone -^
rof^^^f;;!:^;:)^^^"^^

^classifying that J"^ividua as
-l^^ ^^.^^ing to promises of

interviewing Agent ""=*^ follow the P
^^ ^^.^ ^^^^^^_

confidentiality as described in Part x,

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

83-7 CHARACTER - CLAIMS COURT
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86-1 BACKGROUND

iThe 86 classification was eliminated and J-l-"|f ^^ '"

line oo cirtao
---it the Government - Small

Q.ieinnss AdminiSLrat lui'^ •Business Admin

c

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

86-2 I

DELETED!

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

86-3 1
DELETED

I

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

86-^ I

DELETED!

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97
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86-5 I DELETED

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

I

86-6 1
DELETED

I

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

(
86-7' I

DELETED
I

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97

86-8 I
DELETED

I

EFFECTIVE: 07/31/97
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SECTION 87. INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY

R7.1 STATUTES AND JURISDICTION j
(See MIOG, Part I. 7-A.15.

192-5(3). 264-2.5.5.)

1

Title 18, use, Sectionsl668. 12311 (in part). 23U, and

2315; 12318. 3294.

|

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

(

87„1.1 ISection 668 - Theft of Major Artwork

C

"(a) Definitions ^.

""
..(A) „v.r 100 year, old end "orth 1» excess o£

55.000; ot
^^^^^ ^^_^^^ ^j. j^,,j 5100,000.

^c?', r.::-:-, ».,.. ., ...ud ,.. t^e car,
^^

been stolen or obtained
^y
J''"''

^\\Ztlol\Tl J.eu" (""«">" "
obtained fro. ">e "re, custody "rcontro

„„„i,, exhibits.

-'dro^-l/tKronert.'^Ln: rkned .nde, tbis title, i^pr.son.d

I

not more than 10 years, or both.
|
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EFFECTIVE: 11/03/9A

(":

87-1.1.1 Definitions

"
. . -Money' means the legal tender of the United States

or of any foreign country, or any counterfeit thereof; ....

•"Securities' includes any note, stock certificate, bond,

debenture, check, draft, warrant, traveler's check, letter of credxt.

warehouse receipt, negotiable bill of lading evxdence of

indebtedness, certificate of interest or participation in any

profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate

«reorLnization certificate or subscription, transferable share.

!nreSeit contract, voting-trust certificate; jvalid or b

jf
-^or

vehicle titles; [certificate of interest m property, tangible or

Intangible"" t"-nt or document or writing evidencng ownership of

;fods! wir s, and merchandise, or transferring or --^"-6-"^.^^^^^'

iTtU, or interest in or to goods, wares, and merchandise, or in

Eeneral. any instrument commonly known as a 'security
.

or any

cert^kate of interest or participation in temporary or interim

cert ficate for. receipt for. warrant, or right to subscribe to or

purchase any of the foregoing, or any forged, counterfeited, or

spurious representation of any of the foregoing;

"'Tax stamp' includes any tax stamp, tax token, tax meter

imprint, or any other form of evidence of an obligation running to a

State, or evidence of the discharge thereof;

-Value' means the face. par. or market value, whichever

is the greatest, and the aggregate value of all goods
«f
"

J"f
ierchandHe. securities, and money referred to in a single indictment

shall constitute the value thereof.

The Department has stated that "goods, wares, and

V ^-c^-'^r^ sufficiently broad to cover all property not embraced

Tthrt ds
"
"nds ne^eits, and hereditaments." Therefore, this

. section of the statute covers any and all property of whatever nature,

which is subject to larceny.

€
EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85
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||87-1.2l Section 2311

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

|87-1.2.1| Definitions j
(See MIOG. Part I. 26-1.8.)

|

c

e

. -Money' means the legal tender of the United States

or of any foreign country, or any counterfeit thereof. ....

certificate or subscription, Cransreraote auaiv,
f.;*!---

vot ng-trust certificate; valid or blank «o or ^^^icle titles,

ler ilicate of interest in property, tangible or ^'^^angible

"ftruieft or document or writing -i^-^^-^l^^f^^^f.^^^f,:?' title,

wares, and merchandise or
^-f/^^^/^ ^ra^^^rerorin |en;ral,

or interest in or to goods, wares. a"°
certificate of

any instrument commonly known as a ^^^^^'^ ' ^^/^^.tif icate for.

inLrest or P-^icipation in temporary r.ntemcerti^^
^^^ ^^ ^^^

f:";^ingr;r":™o;g:d,^cSnte:f:":d, or spurious representation of

any of the foregoing;

'•Tax stamp' includes any tax stamp, tax token, tax meter

imprint, or an^other Lrm of -idence of an obligation running to a

State, or evidence of the discharge thereof,

-Value- means the face, par, or market value, whichever

shall constitute the value thereof.

The Department has stated that "goods, wares, and

which is subject to larceny.
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EFFECTIVE: 11/03/9A

(

c

187-1. 3| Section 231A - Transportation of Stolen Goods, Securities,

Moneys, Fraudulent State Tax Stamps, or Articles Used in

Counterfeiting |
(See MIOG, Part I, 264-2.5.5.)]

"Whoever transports in interstate or foreign commerce any

goods, wares, merchandise, securities or money, of the value of $5,000

or more, knowing the same to have been stolen, converted or taken by

fraud; or

"Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme

or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of

false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises,

transports or causes to be transported or induces any person to travel

in or to be transported in interstate commerce in the execution or

concealment of a scheme or artifice to defraud that person of money or

property having a value of $5,000 or more; or

"Whoever, with the unlawful or fraudulent intent,

transports in interstate or foreign commerce any falsely made, forged,

altered, or counterfeited securities or tax stamps, knowing the same

to have been falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited; or

"Whoever, with unlawful or fraudulent intent, transports

in interstate or foreign commerce any traveler's check bearing a

forged countersignature; or

"Whoever, with unlawful or fraudulent intent, transports

in interstate or foreign commerce, any.tool, implement, or thing used

or fitted to be used in falsely making, forging, altering, or

counterfeiting any security, or tax stamps, or any part thereof

"Shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not

more than ten years, or both.

"This section shall not apply to any falsely made, forged,

altered, counterfeited or spurious representation of an obligation or

other security of the United States, or of an obligation, bond,

certificate, security, treasury note, bill, promise to pay or bank

note issued by any foreign government or by a bank or corporation of
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any foreign country." (Handled by Secret Service as a violation of

Title 18, use, Section 480.)

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

I

87-1.3.1 iMoved to 87-1. 4. ij

EFFECTIVE: 07/25/96

1187-1. 41 Section 2315 - Sale or Receipt of Stolen Goods,

Securities, Moneys, or Fraudulent State Tax Stamps

c

"Whoever receives, possesses, conceals, stores, barters,

sells, or disposes of any goods, wares, or merchandise, securities, or

money of the value of $5,000 or more, or pledges or accepts as

security for a loan any goods, wares, or merchandise or securities.

orSe value of $500 or more, which have crossed a state or United

States boundary after being stolen,
""^^f

"1^^ """"'/^;:/%^^^";;;„.
knowing the same to have been stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken,

or

"Whoever receives, possesses, conceals, stores, barters,

sells, or disposes of any falsely made, forged, altered, or

coint;rfeited'securities or tax stamps, or pledges or accepts as

security for a loan any falsely made, forged, altered, or

counterfeited securities or tax stamps, which have crossed - =tate or

United States boundary after being stolen, unlawfully converted, or

taken, knowing the same to have been so falsely made, forged, altered,

or counterfeited; or

"Whoever receives in interstate or foreign commerce, or

conceals, stores", barters, sells, or disposes of. any tool, implement,

or thing used or intended to be used in falsely making, forging,

alterinl. or counterfeiting any security or tax stamp, or any part

thereof moving as. or which is a part of, or which constitutes

in ersUtror foreign commerce, knowing that the same s fitted to be

used, or has been used, in falsely making, forging, altering, or
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